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Foreword

The Middle School:
A Significant Mutation

ONE occupational hazard
and rewardof school work is the necessity
to recognize, to accept, and to help shape
change. Education is susceptible to change,
and, indeed, should welcome change, for to
adapt to the varying demands of the times is
a mandatory and most difficult function of
schooling.

Persons in school work are sometimes
able to distinguish an important, definite,
and significant change. Such a mutation
seems to have developed in recent years in
the organizational structure of the school.
This variation in structure relates to the
change of critical interest and support from
the traditional juriior high school organiza-
tion and program to a newer structure and
approach advocated in the middle school
movement,

The traditional junior high school orga-
nization and program have for some years
caused much concern. This level of schooi-
ing has seemed to some to be too much
influenced by the high school curriculum and
thereby not adequately to have met the needs

Robert R. Leeper

of the junior high school aged learner. The
earlier maturation rate of today's youngsters
has also stimulated much recent and current
thought and research at this level of school-
ing.

Observation of and experience with
sixth graders suggest that they are more
compatible with seventh and eighth graders
than with upper elementary children. More-
over, the maturity of ninth graders seems
much more compatible with that of high
school students than with seventh and eighth
grade youngsters. In addition, the ninth
grade program appears to resemble more
closely the high school program; for ex-
ample, the computation of Carnegie units
begins at this level. Such indications seem
to reinforce the need for critical attention to
needed adaptations in structure, program,
staff, and facilities at this transitional level
of schooling. Out of such concern and in-
terest has emerged the impressive and bur-
geoning middle school movement.

Most of the 32 articles in this book
of selected readings appeared in the Decem-
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ber 1973 issue of Educational Leadership. on
the theme, "Middle School in the Making?"
Several of the contributions appeared in
earlier issues of the journal, and are included
here as representing Important harbingers
of this important curricular and organiza-
tional adjustment.

Rich Resources Are Available

Included herein also are four new and
original contributions to the volume. the
introduction by William M. Alexander; an
article prepared. by Conrad P. Toepfer en-
titled. "Curriculum Planning Priorities for
the Middle School"; "Programs for Emerging
Adolescent Learners." written by Joseph C.
Bondi Tr_ for the ASCD Working Group on
the Middle School and the Emerging Adoles-
cent Learner; and "Middle School Research
1968-1974: A Review of Substantial Studies."
by Jon W. Wiles and Julia Thomason. We
felt that the first statement was needed to
place the middle school movement within
the broader perspective of historical change
in education. The second statement was re-
attested as a means of distilling and express-
ing in .1 single source some of the rich and
multifaceted elements now increasingly util-
ized 'in the curricular resources of the middle
school. The third statement demonstrates
the continuing commitment of ASCD in the
ongoing development of the middle school.
The fourth article is an update on the signifi-
cant research being conducted on the middle
:school.

Contributions to this volume are pre-
sented in five sections:

I. Why the Middle School? Rationale
.2. The Middle School: What Is It?

3. Middle Schoolers and Their Teachers

3. Curriculum for the Middle School

5. Middle Schools in Action.

The reader is invited to explore further
the writings of many of the outstanding con-

vi Foreword

tributors to this work. Additional authors
and resources are frequently referred to In
the following pages and may be used to
round out the full picture of the promise, the
problems, the structure, and the program of
the middle school. Even a cursory examina-
tion will reveal that this field is a new and
open one, with a growing body of literature
and other supportive resources.

The decision to publish this book of
readings was based upon the instant and
almost unprecedented demand for additional
copies of the December 1973 issue of Educa-
tional Leadership following its distribution
to members and subscribers. This demand
seems to have continued, as evidenced by
many orders and inquiries. Because the Asso-
ciation must he vigilant in meeting the needs
and concerns of its constituencies. serious
notice has been taken of these signs of con-
tinuing interest in the middle school area.
As a reTailt this anthology is offered as one
means of furthering interest in, and an
understanding of. this significant develop-
ment in the structure and program of this
segment of the common school.

We express our gratitude to all the con-
tributors to this anthology who have con-
sented to this further usage of their material,
We arc especially appreciative of the coopera-
tion of Dr. Alexander. Dr. Toepfer, Dr. Bondi.
Dr. Wiles. and Ms. Thomason for their gen-
erous response to our expression of need.

Special acknowledgment is also due
to Maurice R. Ahrens, Professor Emeritus,
University of Florida, Gainesville, who, as
a member of the ASCD PublicationS Com-
mittee. drew up the original plan for the
December 1973 issue of Educational Leader-
ship on "Middle School in the Mrdiing?"

Ours is a time of change in education.
This volume will help the reader to define the
need and to understand the potential struc-
ture and program for such change in a new
and significant area of schooling.

ROBERT R. LEEPER. Associate Dim-
tor and Editor. Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development.

Pal



Introduction

The Middle School Emerges

WATCHING. even abetting, the
emergence of the new middle school since
P)6{) has been interesting indeed. We may
be witnessing a long needed resolution of
the dilemmas created by the graded school
ladder and its various rungs and levels. Con-
fused as the middle school movement has
been by continuing controversies and uncer-
tainties about grade organizations, enroll-
ment and building problems, and desegrega-
tion plans, its focus on the transition from
childhood to adolescence gives the move-
ment validity and significance. This new
volume of the Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development is welcomed
as evidence both of the widespread interest
in the middle school and of the commitment
of ASCD to its continuing emergence as a
significant phase of American education.

Burgeoning in numbers only recently,
tcxfav's model of a really transitional middle
school has been long in the making. Its
origins are inextricably related to those of
the junior high school it is replacing, or per-
haps reforming. Although the junior high

William M. Alexander

school was first proposed at the turn of the
century, as a means of extending secondary
education downward, and this goal it
achieved all too well, it, too, was seen by
many as a transitional or bridge school.
Usually classified. staffed, scheduled, and
programmed as a secondary school, however,
the junior high school tended to negIect the
bridging function and herein arose the de-
inands for its reform or replacement. But
not all junior high, intermediate, or upper
elementary schools, as they were variously
called, were modeled after the high school,
and it was in the more transitional models
that many features of the middle school
developed. For example, long before the
current middle school movement, the Skokie
Junior High School of the Winnetka, Illinois,
Elementary School District enrolled children
in grades 6.8, provided "survey" or short-term
exploratory courses, utilized team teaching
and modular scheduling, had student "enter-
prises" as special interest activities, and
featured individualized instruction using
materials developed within the school organi-

8
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zation. Such schools were relatively few in
number but their programs were forerunners
of many emergent middle schools of the
current decade.

Focus on the Transitional Years

In the early 1960's mounting dissatis-
faction with the discontinuity of elementary
and secondary schools and the resultant
problems of children in moving from level
to level. along with widespread 'criticism of
schooling in general, and the search for inno-
vations and alternatives created a receptive
climate for middle school proposals and re-
organizations. My 1968 suivey identified
1101 middle schools. classified on the basis

, of grade organization. which was more than
twice the number William Cuff had identified
two years earlier and less than half the 'num-
ber' Ronald Reidy was to identify two years
later. One guesses from local and state re-
ports that the number may have doubled
again. perhaps to some 4.000. in 1974.
although there is no comparable survey
available. But the more significant develop-
ment. in my opinion, is the evidence from
the literature and from firsthand contact
with many middle schools that the move-
ment today is more than the grade reorgani-
zation it tended to be in 1968that the true
focus of the middle school on the transitional
years is catching on and being reflected in
practice.

The power of the middle school move-
ment may lie in the lack of uniformity of the
new organizations. Although opt. can be dis-
mayed by the evidence that marl, so-called
middle schools are really traditmal Junior
high schools with only the grades included
changed, one can also be pleased by the
evidence elsewhere of local invention and
experimentation with new and exciting prac-
tices. Should force of accreditation and
standardization bring about uniformity as
to the grades included, the program offered,
the instructional organization and system.
and the physical facilities, the middle school
also may in time become institutionalized,
obsolescent, and a target for reform. As of
today. the new middle school, being less

viii a introduction

hampered by tradition and standardization,
offers educators and their communities an
attractive opportunity to create educational
structures and processes adapted to present
needs and adaptable for future ones.

There are, of course, some central guide-
lines which each local planning group may
need to consider in developing the program
and structure to meet its educational priori-
ties. The first of these relates to the planning
process itself. Too many reorganized middle
schools were created out of expediency with-
out a -carefully developed planthese in gen-
eral are the schools that changed only the
grades included. Fortunately many schools
so created have become or are becoming good
middle schools because planning followed the
reorganization it would have more logically
and easily preceded.

9

Ideas To Be Considered

The articles in this volume suggest many
ideas to be considered in the establishment
of middle school planning processes. The
following deserve special emphasis:

1. As a critical link in the chain of
continuous progress education, the middle
school should be planned with full considera-
tion of the levels it bridges. Planning groups
should represent the entire chain of elemen-
tary-middle-high school education.

2. In view of the critical need for par-
ental and general community assistance in
the development and operation of the middle
school, as early and full participation as pos-
sible should be sought.

3. The total range of planninggoal
setting. curriculum designing, curriculum
implementation, and evaluation, with ade-
quate oppu:'....nity for feedback in each phase
should be anticipated in setting up the
planning mechanisms. Time schedules for
preliminary plans, planning processes prior
to school opening, and planning processes
during operation, are needed.

Another set of guidelines has to do with
the goals of the new middle school. Clearly
these goals must be related to the particular



educational needs of an age population in
transition from childhood to adolescence.
Articles in this volume and elsewhere identify
many of these needs, and local planning
groups should be expected to interpret the
research and literature in terms of their own
children and community.

The critical guideline is for the planning
groups and the operational staffs to recognize
fully the transitional nature of the middle
school and its population and to provide the
wide variety of programs and services needed
to match the highly variable and changing
characteristics of children in the middle. It
is in its range of individual differences that
the middle school has a measure of unique-
ness and a corresponding justification and
challenge. Because of the facts of its popu-
la.tion_the middle_ school . should_le_expected
to give special emphasis to programs and
services serving the personal development
needs of the "tweenager." And it is here too
that curriculum plans reflecting continuums
of objectives, skills, and concepts come
particularly critical so that students at dely
varying entry points on the continuum may
be helped to move forward smoothly a d suc-
cessfully.

A third set of central guidelines ml tes to
the staff of the middle school. Teach r edu-
cation institutions are in the early stages of
developing preservice programs. Many types
of in-service programs of varying quality are
being utilized. Needed teacher competencies
have been identified in part, and training

- programs may well reflect these more fully
in the future. Undoubtedly continued re-
search and experimentation will help to pro-
vide more middle school personnel sympa-
thetic to the goals of the movement, compe-
tent and interested in working with middle
school children, and committed to the con-
tinuous progress education which the middle
school is intended to facilitate. The need
for such personnel is indeed urgent.

What Is Needed?

What then has been acc.nnplished by
the middle school movement as of 1975, and
what mayhe ahead for it? In general, I be-
lieve we may feel encouraged about the past
15 years of middle school development and
optimistic about its future. True, some middle
schools are not significantly different from
or better than their predecessor organiza-
tions; neither are they worse. Many of these
and other middle schools are valiantly trying
to achieve the promise of the movement
to become better schools for children in tran-
sition from childhood to adolescence, and
thereby to tie together better the entire pro-
gram of schooling through the high school.
And still other middle schools, increasing in
number. are really demonstrating the. quali-
ties and the successes that we have dreamed
about. Research evidence is scant, as it has
been for other forms of educational organiza-
tion, but It seems favorable in results and
growing in quantity.

What is needed ahead includes careful
study of such sources as are contained in
this volume, informed and purposeful plan-
ning and evaluation ofs more and more
middle schools, development of more and
better personnel training programs, and con-
tinued exploration, evaluation, and support
of the movement by the profession and by
local communities. With these steps, I be-
lieve that the middle school movement will
survive and indeed strengthen schooling by
helping it become a successful forward in-
cline toward continued learning for every
student. The Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development and the authors
of these articles give the movement further
impetus by this publication.

WILLIAM M. ALEXANDER, Professor of
Education. University of Florida, Gainesville.

ri
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EL 31 ( 3 ): 195.97: December 1973
1973 ASCD EDITORIAL

If

Middle School in the Making

RECENTLY I visited the Louns-
berry Hollow kiddie School in New Jersey.
As I talked casually with students and .teach-
ers. it seemed to me that a feeling of excite-
ment and enthusiasm permeated the entire
school. One student responded to the inevi-
table question of how she liked her school
with this brief but descriptive reply. It is
really neat." Her response seemed to sum
up the feeling I have sensed among transes-
cents and adults in so many middle schools

# which I have been privileged to visit through-
out the nation.

It was the same feeling I experienced as
I listened to a faculty team leader from the
Rupert Nock Middle School in Newburyport.
Massachusetts, as he told me of his joy in
teaching in the middle school. It was the
same feeling I received from an urban prin-
cipal in Detroit, Michigan, as he descnbed
the favorable change in student and teacher
attitude itt the recently implemented Pelham
Middle School. It occurred to me that, after
many years of commitment to the belief that
schools in the middle could be exciting, dy-
namic. and effective, this concept was begin-
ning to come of age.

Since the early 1960's when pioneer
schools in Centerville. Ohio; Barrington, Illi-
nois; Eagle Grove. Iowa; Mt. Kisco, New York;

2 Middle School in the Making

Donald H. Elohhorn

and Upper St. Clair. Pennsylvania. suddenly
emerged, there has been much discussion
regarding the middle school. Many educators-
have /described this movement as a new con-
cept. Rather, I suggest it is a 70-year-old
concept rededicated to its basic principles.
Certainly, the fundamental idea that this
should be a school designed for youngsters
in transition from childhood to adolescence
is just as accurate today as it was in the early
decades of this century. Outstanding schools,
whether they are junior high or middle
schools, have one common element.: a pro-
gram uniquely designed for the transescent
learner.

The middle school movement has
emerged rapidly. As more and more middle
schools are organized and implemented. some
educators express the belief that the middle
school movement is simply a convenient
excuse to erect new buildings or to achieve
racial balance. Others insist that concern
for age character is' is the- chief factor
responsible for change.

Realistically, all of these various opin-
ions hive validity. The impetus for wide-
spread reorganization of any institution in
our society rarely can be attributed to a single
or even a few causal factors. The mushroom-
ing reorganization of middle schools is no

12
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The middle school movenuut shows several
pesithre outcomes, Yet the new appease*
needs support from all arias of the profusion.

exception. There are least three significant
fqrces motivating efforts of educators to re-
define the function of schools in the middle.

1. There is a growing body of knowledge
relating to the characteristics of boys and girls
in late childhood end early adolescence that is
causing a" reaffirmation of the principle of
uniqueness espoused by early junior high lead-
en. The fact that biological maturation is or-
tuning at an earlier age adds to its impact.

2. There'are significant changes in ocr
culture such as population shifts, population
mobility, the dream of racial equality. develop-
menti; in transportation and communication.
and the' forces involved in a developing tech-
nology which are prompting a reconsideration of

'school building as well as organizational pattern.
3. There is a growing realization that

schools in the middle have become rigid alid
institutionalized. A variety of developing edu-
cational concepts such as continuous learner
progress, flexible schedules, nongrading, inter-
discipline curriculum, cooperative planning and
teaching, and affective programs appear more
likely to succeed in a revised framework.

CUrrant Status

There is considerable difficulty in assess-
ing status or evaluating effectiveness of a
movement as complex and recent as the
Middle school. Limited research results have
been encouraging; however, the results have
not supported the excessive claims 'made by
many advocates. Personal observation of
numerous middle schools provides the im-
pression that schools which have been care-
fully planned and designed by committed
teachers have been quite 'successful; con-
versely, those schools hurriedly planned and
implqmented with little.concern for age char-
acteristics or program appear as "changes in
name" only.

it is difficult to generalize in this sense;
nevertheless, it is impressive to note the

growing number of successful middle schools
in urban areas such as Detroit,. Michigan;
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Fort Wcirth.
Texas; and Decatur, Alabama. Similarly, one
can report many effective suburban middle
schools exemplified by those located in
Howard County, Maryland; Upper St. Clair,
Pennsylvania; and Jamesville-DeWitt, New\
York. 'While these are just a few examples
of successful middle schools found in vastly
different socioeconomic areas. I believe it
does confirm the point that effective middle
school education can be more than mere
speculation.

Despite the pautity or statistical evi-
dence regarding middle school effectiveness,
there have been a number of positive out-
comes which can be cited. In this regard,
the middle school movement has:

Prompted a reconsideration of the pur-
pose and programs for the transescent learner

Provided our society with a means to
adjust to the pluralistic needs of its citizenry

Enabled teachers to emphasize learners
rather than structure

Pioneered organization and learning
strategies

Caused state departments of education,
universities, and the public to reassess basic
positions

Reaffirmed the concept that a unique
level of .education exists between the elementary
and high school levels

Provided a catalyst for change and ar-
ticulation of the total K-12 program

Established a convenient vehicle for the
employment of promising instructional concepts
such as open education, continuous learner
progress, and nongrading

Created opportunities fur educational
alternatives within the public school system

Provided potential for future growth and
development.

The middle school is in the making."
In many respects, this movement might be
compared to the mercurial nature of the
transescent. The movement is replete with
a growing enthusiasm, interest, desire to
achieve, and a quest for a favorable self-
concept. In a substantive way, this move-

Why the Middle School? Rationale 3



"Iirient_has provided a fresh opportunity for
concerned educators to create appropriate
programs for the transescent learner. In addi-
tion, a dynamic instructional format, which
encourages divet\sity and change rather than
standardization and rigidity, is evolving.

if the middle school movement is to
achieve its great potential. there is an urgent
need for- suppert [rem all facets of the edu-
cational establishment. It is time for the
leadership of the great associations such as
the National Association of Secondaty.:3chool
Principals, the Association for Siwe:vision
and Curriculum Development, the National
Association of Elementary School Principals,
and all associations and agencies with a con-
cern for middle level education tr., create
an interdisciplinary team" to ensure that
transescents benefit from the most enlight-
ened educational program possible. Also,
there is an urgent aared for teacher education
ipstitutions to-4tieTni: a preparation compo-
nent emphastzlniernerfing adolescent educa-
tion. This preparStiiiti strand, if made part of
an effective coalition with community, school
personnt4, and students, could result in a
trained group of professionals dedicated to
improvement of middle unit education. This
cooperation is even more essential if educa-
tion is to continue to develop in the sensible
'direction of a continuum of learning experi-
ences rather than the past fragmented format
of elementary and secondary divisions.

Vars, in an editorial in Educational
Leadership, December 1965, offered a
thoughtful admonition. His counsel is an
appropriate introduction to this issue. He
wrote:

Junior.high schools are changing. Yet the 41
basic question remains the same. What shall be
the nature of education for young adolescents in
teday's society? Neither changing the institu-
tion's name nor moving i.s grade level brackets
up or down a notch will necesp-,r.iy affect the
character of the education it provides. Instead,
educators at all levels must seize the opportunity
represented by the present state of tux to t
once again to make of the intermediate unit
truly unique institution for the age group. it
embraces.*

The guidance embodied in Vars' state-
ment is still applicable today; however, much
progress has been made since 1965. I believe
this progress will accelerate rapidly in the
next few years as a growing number of dedi-
cated professionals are determined_ urereate
learning programs which are as ekciting and
dynamic as the transescents for whom they
are intended.

DONALD H. EICHHORN, Assistant Su-
perintendent, Upper St. Clair Public Schools,
Pennsylvania.

Gordon F. Vars. "Changeand the junior
High School." Educational Leadership 23 (3): 189;
December 1965. ,
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EL 31 (31: 242-44. December 1973
1971 ASCD

Middle School:

FOit the past two decades the
education of the 11- to 14-year-old age
group has faced a change. The middle school
movement has become a fact. and its initial
stage of faddism is over. Or is it?

Middle schools are now the "in thing"
in education. The foundations established
for the middle schools by Eichhorn. Alex-
ander, and Murphy point to the development
of a separate educational structure for this
age group. Middle schools are childcentered,
not subject centered. 'However, in the transi-
tion from the junior high school to the
middle sChool. strange things areitoppening:-

Faced with overcrowded conditions.
many districts have found it very convenient
to change the grade organization from a 7-8-9
junior high school to a 6-7-8 junior high
middle school. The trappings of the junior
high school remain. and only the name is
changed to give an air of respectable innova-
tion to the school. tlence, the middle school
becomes a fad and not a fact..

A Lack of Commitment

There are severakreasons for this failure
on the part of the middle school to bucome
a fact. One could plead that it is a new
movement and that not enough is known
about the concept to implement it fully. One

Middle School in the Making
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could plead that the time is not right for
change, that the pendulum is swinging back
from the numerous innovations that educa-
tion has witnessed over the past tWo decades,
and that the social community will not allow
such change. One could advance the idea
that teacher education has not kept pace with
the newer advances inherent in the middle
school concept.

MI of these reasons may be true, either
partially or wholly. However, one important
reason needs to be considered when we talk

! of the failure of the transition from a junior
higlh to a middle school: it is the lack of total
commitment on the part of those persons who
wort most closely with the program. How
can this lack of commitment be overcome?

There is need to retrain the staff of the
school to enable them to develop self-commit-
ment so that this transition can occur effec-
tively and efficiently. The gradualism that
pervades many of the districts that try to
move to a middle school affords the oppor-
tunity for the continuation of their preset
program. Attrition of .personnel is so
that it results in the. replacement of per-
sonnel, but not ideas And concepts. Business
and industry have estWAished the precedent
for the retraining of itheir personnel in new
methods. concepts, ideas, apd skills to keep
them current with tile present-day business

16
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Wft.rf is needed for the: rttild of I T to t3
r1,,f tothitttett .1dtttrt,sttdtvt trrtrt
Mdele sChOot that wttl trI total
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and industry scene. %Vliv not do this on a
regular. well-planned basis for education?

Craduate study too often falls within the
realm of specialized 'subject areas and does
not prepare a staff for a total change to a
new idea. Vhat is needed is a thorough
in- service' program that will develop under-
standing and a sense of security in the con-
cepts, ideas, and skills that are inherent
within the middle school movement. This
will enable the staff' to become committed
to the middle school movement, allowing for
a total transition from the junior high school.

The concepts that are needed are those
dealing with the psychology of the pre-adoles-
cent, how he learns. explores, achieves, and
grows. The concept of the child-centered
approach to education, an approach found
in elementary programs but foreign to
most subject-centered secondary teachers,
needs to be examined and taken to heart.
The idea . of the child doing the learning
in an active environment that allows him
to explore. touch, feel, and accept and/or

GROVER H. BALDWIN*

reject ideas based on his needs and deci-
sions is quite different from the dispensing
of information by the lecture.: recitation
methods traditionally used within junior and
senior high schools. The concepts of inter-
personal relations and the child's relationship
to himself. his fellow classmates, his envi-
ronment. and the society within which he
finds himself must be understood, so that the
staff realizes that education is more than
mere information processing,

Teachers Need Reorientation

Beyond these concepts. certain skills
need to be developed within the staff. These
skills are ones that, when mastered, will give
the staff member a sense of security in a new
rote, and will enable him to become com-
mitted to the place and function of the middle
school in the child's life. These new skills
include diagnosis of learning and social dis-
orders and how to deal with them; the various
approaches to independent study; the skills
inherent in large- and small-group instruc-
tion: the skills ( mostly human relations) that
are part of team teaching; the many facets of
* Grover H. Baldwin, former Middle School
Teacher and Administrator, presently com-
pleting doctoral studies' at Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Why the Middle School? Rationale 7
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interdisetplmart team teaching. the concepts
and skills that are needed to develop a cow
t% tie approach to etehte.ati021. the various skills
nett..sat% to Aim% fur 1)oni...raditne-0, the
skills intoned with it dividualited instruc-
tion. and the skills of evaluation, not just of
information consumed by the student. but of
his attitude and feelings. the aspects of edu-
cation that deal with his self.concept.

Teachers hate been taught by the lee-
cure ultatetitl Itluthed and for most this is
the only %%inking model with which the% have
had contact. It is not a czetieral rule that the
teacher is the facilitator Of learning. even
though 'a talk .t great cleat about this concept
in education. However, it a true middle
school is to (oki; titan the transition. then
the I acilitation of education for the i 1- to
11vua -otiol must be the to point rather
than the tradittonal methods of teaching that
are employed today.

The retraining process, with the subse-
qunt de% lopment of a commitment to the
idea of the middle school. cannot be a hit or
miss imposition. It must be a detailed opera-
tion f ram beginning to end. One individual
must sr% as lulltime coordinator for this
process. bringing to hear his hill talthtS AMd
it'seeellues for the' completion of the project.
Time-wise this operation must he given at
least two years. including, summers. to have
ant real cfiell ui changing attitudes on the
pat( of the staff.

A Orson who is part of the
structure, and not happy,
can do. more damage than
can overcome by the best
concepts and ideas for the

child.

8 Middle School in the Making

order to accomplish the task, biweekly
rturttngs on the aforementiemed topics must
be held for the entire staff. These meetings
should be an in-depth examination of the
positive, as well as the negative, facets of
middle school concepts and skills. Everyone
should reach a deep understanding of what
goes into the makeup of a middle school and
how it is to function for the child. In addi-
tion to the biweekly meetings, staff members,
both individually and in the groups in which
they will he working, should be sent to sem-
inars, conferences, and meetings dealing
with the middle school so that they can have
a feel for the movement and what it can do.
Visitations to actively working middle.;
schools. not renamed junior high schools. aril
of the utmost importance. Change is hard
for children, but it is even harder for staff
members who are comfortabl in old skills
and Skeptical about new ones. -

Actually seeing the concepts work has
a vitalizing effect on the needed commitment
for this program. This in-servit program
must be for all members of the' staff who
intend to become part of the middle school.
During the process of change. those who feel
that they cannot be comfortable within this
structure must be allowed to transfer to an-
other area suitable to their background and
social:emotional needs. A pylon who is
part of the structure, and not happy, c-an do
more damage than can ho' overcome by the
best concepts and ideas for the child.

Failure to develop a commitment to the
concepts and ideas behind the middle school
will lead to failure in the transition. What is
needed for the child of 11 to 14 is not a
renamed administrative unit, but a middle
school that will allow for his total develop-
ment both intellectually and socially. This
transition cannot he a patchwork addition of
extras to the program with no basic change
within the structure of the curriculum and
the organization of the school for the child.
This transition cannot occur unless the staff
is committed totally to the concepts of the
middle school.

From retraining comes commitment and
from commitment comes a middle school in
fact and not in fad.

1.9
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Middle School Accountability

LITTLE research is yet available
as to the merits of a middle school organiza-
tion. The "middle school.- a hybrid, is emerg-
ing as one of the most revolutionary changes
in the U.S. public school organization since
the establishment-of the junior high schools
some 60 years ago t 51. Critics of the middle
school can no longer ignore the fact that
the middle school movement is gaining
morrenturn and has validated its existence
through recognized channels of account-
ability.

The term "middle school" means many
things to educators and non-educators today.
Many definitions of the term are very general,
and this leads to misinterpretation and
further confusion. The junior high school
earlier was vulnerable for this very reason.
As Popper stated. "As a first step. let it be
clearly marked that no substantive meaning
attaches to the name junior high school. Jiag,..;
name is an accident of history" (

The authors believe that the following
characteristics best describe the middle
school organization:

1.. A middle school takes full cognizance
of the dynamic physical, social. and intellectual

E. AL TRAI1SCHKE*
PATRICK F. MOONEY

changes that are occurring in young people
during the 10- to 14-year-old age span, and
provides a program with the major purpose of
creating a facilitative climate so that the trans-
seent c 2-1 can understand himself and the

changes that arc occurring within and around
him.

2. Middle schools generally locate the
ninth grade. with the aWesdme influence of the
Carnegie unit, in senior high school settings.
The rationale supporting this decision is usually
that ninth graders are more like tenth. eleventh,
and twelfth grakstudents than like seventh and
eighth grade students.

3. Middle schools provide opktunities
for intimation. Such innovations mi4it include
team teaching. individualized instruction. flexi-
ble scheduling, and some form of continuous
progress. Flexible rearrangements of time.
space, materials, and people give evidence to the
value of the true middle school.

4. Middle schools de-emphasize the so-
ithisticated activities that are commonly found

*.Z. M. Trauschke, Principai, Miami Edison
Middle School, Miami. Florida; and Patrick F.
Maoney. Director of Elementary/ Secondary
Stols, Nord. Central Area, Dade County
Pu lic Schools. Miami Springs, Florida

'
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in the junior high school, such as marching
hands. interscholastic athletics. and sophisti-
cated dances. The program of activities which
is provided permits each child to participate and
is based on the personal development of the
student rather than the enhancement of the
school's prestige.

5 Middle schools provide opportunities for
exploratory study and enrichment activities
earlier than 4.10 conventional eletnentary schools.

6. Middle school instructional staffs com-
bine the usual talents developed by teachers
trained and oriented in the elementary school
with the ability to specialize m a given field. so
often a -characteristic- of a secondary teacher.

Middle School Research

Research speificiallv related to the mid-
dle school, as defined 1w the authors, is ex-
tremely limited. There has been little effort
on the part of individuals. school systems, or
outside agencies to evaluate the middle
school. Recently some research studies.

10 Middle School in the Making

mainly doctoral dissertations, have contrib-
uted to a better understanding of the middle
school: but in most eases the research leaves
unanswered the question of whether or not
the middle school is providing a better edu-
cation for its students than is received by
comparable students in the junior high
schools.

Mooney ( 6 ) and Trauschkc ( 11), at
the conclusion of a year's study at the Uni-
versity of Florida as participants in a Middle
School Institute, returned to the Dade
County. Florida. school system, where they
tested several hypotheses in ii ,.functioning
middle school. Results of these studies are
discus. .cf in this article. Miami Edison Mid-
dle.Sch of was identified as the experimental
school f r purposes of their studies.

The ged physical plant of the experi-
mental school was not renovated for the con-
version to a middle school. Some proponents
of the middle school suggest that a middle
school and a new?hysical facility are synony-
mous. %Vhile the middle schools of Center-



vine, Ohio. and Mount Kisco, New York. are
exemplary, they do not provide a model for
hard-pressed urban areas where inadequate
capital outlay budgets. burgeoning popula-
tions, and desegregation demand a reorgani-
zation and restructuring of outmoded school
practicesespecially the questionable use of
time. space. personnel, and materials.
Creative. relevant. functional use of exist-
ing school resources is a challenge of the
seventies.

A Study of Achievement

The reorganization of the Miami Edison
Middle School was achieved using the mind.:
instructional staff allocation as junior high
schools in the Dade County school system,
The staff was organized into interdisciplinary
teams, each team composed of four teachers
( math, science, social studies, and language
arts). Approximately 140 students ..ere as-
signed heterogeneously to the team for a
five-hour block of time. The block of time
permitted flexibility because it enabled the
team to group and regroup"and to utilize large
group and small group .instruction.

The extended period also permitted time
to provide more appropriate. learning oppor-
tunities and experiences for the individual
child. For example, a child deficient in cer-
tain math skills could 'take more than the
55 minutes per day in math at the discretion
of the team. Planning was limited to one
hour daily. The team shared a common
planning period: unfortunately. a second per-
sonal planning period was not provided.

Mooney ( 6 ) and Trauschke ( 11 ad-
dressed themselves to the achievement of
middle school students in grades 5-6-7-8
when compared with that of students in
grades 5 and 6 irielem'entary and grades 7
and 8 in junior high, using the same control
and experimental groups. Student attitudes
and self-concepts were also examined to de-
termine the impact of the middle school on
the affective dimension of development.
Further, these studies compared attendance
of middle school. students with that of stu-
dents in conventional school organizations.
As a final test, the graduates of the experi-

mental middle school were compared in the
ninth grade (four-year senior high setting)
to ninth graders in the control 7-8-9 junior
high school.

Of the 395 ninth graders ebelled dur-
ing the 1969-70 school year, 222 former
middle school students from Mimi Edison
Middle School were the subjects of this study.
The racial composition of this group was
50 percent Negro. 22 percent of Spanish
origin, and 28 percent others.

The three schools used as the control
schools were in close proximity to the middle
school. The schools were selected after a
study of population reports, meetings with
representatives of the district office, and the
involvement of the research and development
section and the testing section of the central
county office.

The following five hypotheses were
tested:

1. -Achievement of middle school pupils
on standardized test scores will equal or exceed
that of pupils in elementary and junior high
schools.:' A multiple linear regressiongrade.
race, and selected subtests of standardized tests

was the method of analysis used. With an
experimental population of 1.048 and a control
population of 947, comparisons were made.
Using the .05 level of significance, 25 null
hypotheses were not rejected. indicating no
significant difference in achievement. Seven
hypotheses indicated greater academic achieve-
ment for the students in the middle school when
compared to students in the control schools (6 ).

2. "Middle school graduates will score as
high oz higher on the ninth-grade standardized
test in the senior high setting as the ninth
graders in the (control) junior high setting."
The statistical treatment for this hypothesis was
the same as the treatment used in testing the
first hypothesis. With an experimental popula-
tion of 188 and a control population of 207 and
using a covuriate 1Q, 12 cell comparisons of
achievement were made. Nine of the 12 null
hypotheses tested were not rejected indicating
no significant difference in academic achieve -
ment between students in the experimental and
control schools. Three null hypotheses indicat-
ing greater achievement for students in the
experimental school were rejected (6 ).

Why the Middle School? Rationale 11



3. "The average daily attendance of mid-
dle school pupils will be higher than pupil
attendance in elementary and junior high
schools." Percent of attendance data for seven
20-day reporting periods, September-March, were
analyzed by the sign test. Twenty-seven of the
28 comparisons made favored the experimental
school. Data were also tested by a multivariate
analysis of variance, using the following varia-
Mos: treatment, grade, and month. Five of the
six sources of variance were significant beyond
the .01 level ( 6).

4. "pupils in the middle school will have
more favorable attitudes toward school than will
pupils in elementary and junior high schools."
Students at each grade level in the middle
school, were compared with students at each
grade level in conventional school using Battle's
Attitude Scale. which has self factor, fellow
folhiwing factor, school factor, and teacher-
principal factor for purposes of comparison Of
the 30 comparisons there were 21 apparent dif-
ferences favoring the middle school. and 8
signdicant differences favoring the middle
school ( 11

3. "Pupils in the middle school will have
inure adequate self-concepts than will students
in elementary and junior high schools." This
was tested using Gordon's How I See Myself

Scale, which included the following subtests:
teacher-school factor, autonomy factor, peer fae-
tor, academic factor, emotions factor, and lan-
guage adequacy factor. From 60 comparisons
then; were 28 apparent differences favoring the
middle school, an 6 significant differences
favoring the middle school. This hypothesis was
accepted at the seventh grade level only ( 11).

Only through systematic long-term study
can middle schools throughout the nation
prove to be all that middle school proponents
claim. Middle schools may overcome the
shortcomings of the organizational and pro-
gram failures of the school organizations
which they are replacing; however. provision
must be made to assess the effectiveness of
ongoing middle schools. Without systematic
evaluation we compound the problems preva-
lent in the elementary and the junior high
schools.

School systems must include in theft.
planning for middle schools guidelines for the
evaluation of these schools. Unless stated
objectives are clearly defined in measurable
terms, the middle school movement will con-
tinue to be more of the same-schools which
purport to change but revert to the familiar.
outmoded models from which they departed.
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DURING its infancy in the early
1960's many of the middle school's early
proponents touted its promise. It would be
different from the junior high. not only in
name and grade organization, but also in
the quality of education provided for stu-
dents. Overcome would be the junior high's
weaknesses. Implemented instead would be
an educational program focused on the period
of growth and development occurring be-
tween childhood and adolescence and charac-
terized by :

1. A home base and teacher for every stu-
dent to provide for continuing guidance and
assistance to help him make the decisions he
faces almost daily regarding special needs and
learning opportunities

2. A program of learning opportunities
offering balanced attention to three major goals
of the middle school; ( a) personal development
of the between -alter, t b ) skills of continued
learning, and (e) effective use of appropriate
knowledge

3. An instructional system focused on
individual progress. with 'many curricular op-
tions and with itidividualited instruction in
appropriate areas

4. The use of interdisciplinary team at.-

THOMAS E. GATEW000"

rangements for cooperative planning. instruct-
ing, and evaluating

5. A wide. range fai exploratory activities
for the socializing, intermt-developing, and lei-
sure-enriching purposes of the bridge school (1).

Yet after a decade of meteoric growth,
what has really happened to the original
promise of the middle school? What has been
learned from the available research?

The following conclusions have emerged
from several research studies, many com-
pleted only within the past five years.

The history of the middle school
moement has been characterized by phe-
nomenal emergence of new grade organiza-
tions for the middle grades.

%%lien did you first hear the words,
"middle school"? The odds are great that it
was.= before 1960. A National Education
Association survey ( 29) fn 1963.64 found
only 20 of 443 school systems reporting
schools organized on a grades 5-8 or 6-8 orga-
nizational pattern. Only two years later. Cuff
t 7) identified 449 middle schools ( schools

Thomas E. Gate: coed, Associate Professor of
Secondary Education, Central Michilan Uni-
versity, Mount Pleasant
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having grades t, and 7 and not extending
below grach, 4 above grade 8 ). Of these
schools, 35 peu.ent were organized on a
grades 6.8 basis, and 30 percent on a 5-8 basis.

In 1967-68. Alexander. ( ) reported
1,101 middle schools ( using a definition simi-
lar to Cuff's ). Study of a 10 percent random
sample of these schools indicated that 60 per-
cent had grades 6-8, 27.4 percent had grades
5-8, and 12.7 percent had either grades 4-8.
5-7. 6.9, or 4.7 organizations.

Reidy c 2I) found 2.298 middle schools
( using Alexander's definition ) a year later in
1969-70. The grades 6-8 organization was still
most popular, accounting for 58.2 percent
of the schools, followed by the 5-8 pattern at
25.4 percent. Thus, during a six-year period,
the increase in middle schools was geometric.
with the number more than doubling every
two years.

Middle schools have been estublisited
for reasons more administrative titan educa-
tional.

As documented by several studies (2, 11,
16. 17. 22. 36, 40). reorganization of the
grades in the middle years has been attributed
primarily to such practical reasons as to
eliminate crowded conditions in other schools.
to utilize a new building, to move grade 9
into high school, and to aid desegregation.
More strictly educational reasons such as to
provide a more appropriate program for pre-
and early-adolescent students, to better bridge
the elementary school and the high school.
and to implement innovative plans for curric-
uluni. instruction, and organizational struc-
ture have been less emphasized.

Middle' schools lucre adopted the t du-
cational programs and practices of junior
highs; thus not successfully achieving the
middle school concept.

The junior high versus middle school
controversy has existed since the 'early days
of the middle school. Claims and counter-
claims have been made, but only recently
has research been conducted to determine
whether or not differences really exist.

In truth, the only real different* be-
tween, most junior highs and middle schools
is in name and grade organization. Founded

14 Middle School in the Making

more upon grounds of aaministrative expedi-
ence than of educational improvement, most
middle schools have simply moved the junior
Itig4 structure, program, and schedule down
a grade or two, Or the programs of grades
5 and or 6 from the prior elementary school
and that of grades 7 and: or 9 from the junior
high are maintained so that, in reality, two
very different schools are housed in the same
building. Most of the research on the topic
(2, 4, 5, 15, 17. 19. 23,26, 30. 31, 40) reports
that middle schools tend to have the same
high school-type program of studies, depart-
mental organization. Carnegie units, inter-
scholastic athletics, and early socialization
activities that have long characterized and
plagued. junior highs.

Based upon these findings. it should
come as n3 surprise that several studies ( 14,
17, 24, 33) have found a significant gap
between the main tenets of the theoretical
middle school concept proposed by leading
middle school authorities and actual educa-
tional practices in most middle schools.

Some studies (3, 8, 27, 32, 35, 36, 39)
have favored the ltdadle school over the
junior high, others (10, 20. 34. 37). the junior
high over the middle school. However, many
of these studies tend to be either too specific
in focus, confined to too small a sample, or
too conflicting with one another to be very
conclusive.

The most appropriate graCe organiza-
tion for the middle school cannot be deter-
mined from the available wean*.

Do fifth and/or sixth graders belong in
an elementary or a middle school? In terms
of personal, social, and physical characteris-
tics, research (6, 9) indicates that sixth grad-
ers are more like seventh graders than fifth
graders. The reason is rel. .eci to the onset
of puberty, which has not begun for most
fifth graders as it has for sixth graders. Thus,
pupils in the fifth grade stilt resemble chil-
dren more than they do early adolescents.
Research (12, 13, 25,36) has reported an age
for the onset of puberty approximately one to
two years earlier than in preceding genera-
tions and an accelerated growth process.

Where should ninth graders be placed?



Ninth graders are more compatible with tenth
graders than eighth graders in terms of
physical. social ( 9). en bonal. and' intel-
lectual ( 28 t maturity.

Based upon the foregoing inklings. a
grades 6-8 organization woulcl aptiar to be
more appropriate. however. some research
(.4, 18, 27, :19) reports that it makes no dd.-
ferenve to the educational achievement ( 18 ).
self-concifpt, attitude toward school ( 27. 39).
and acceptance among peers ( ) of fifth
and or sixth grade pupils whether they are
placed in either an elementary or a middle
school. In addition, none of the studies on
grade ?II:anti:1nm! takes into account the
obvious' differences in maturity between boys
and girls. Taking this factor into ac count.
and offering a compromise among the many
conflicting studies on grade organization. one
Perceptive educator was moved to suggest.
with tongue only partly in check, that the
best middle school organisation would have
all seventh and eighth graders. plus sixth
grade girls and ninth grade boys.

The Future of Middle Schools
Despite the disparaging e%idetice re-

ported in the research. some middle schools
are becoming more diverse and innovative in
their educational programs. The percentage
of schools reporting a varfetY of the following
types of practices appears to lie increasing
each year: interdisciplinam warn teaching:
exploratory programs. nongraded and indi-
vidualized instruction. flexible scheduling.
open classnsmts. intim:dive plans for reading
instruction; and nun personalized guidance
services.

The movement toward true middle
schools has been given much impetus from
new state Otgaiii/atiMIS such as those in
Florida. Maryland. and Michigan. and from
regional organizations such as the Midwest
Miedk. School Association. New publications
such as the Middle St tarot !intim& Tranoes-
cence: The journal on Emerging Adolescent
Education, and Dissemination Serie es on the
Middle Grades have emerged to give national
identity to the middle sthooi movement. in
addition, a plethora of books and articles on

r.

the topic have appeared in recent years. More
teacher certification is now found at the state
level, which in turn has spawned new pre -
se t.% ice tiaining it the college level and in-
ser% ice training at the school level.

If all of these positive trends continue,
research conducted art middle schools in the
future hopefully will reveal more fulfillment
of their original promise than that conducted
to date.
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Programs for
Emerging Adolescent Learners

IN ITS continuing concern for the
emerging adolescent learner, the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development
established a Working Group cm the Middle
School and the Emerging Adolescent Learner
in 1974. The Working Group grew out of a
Council on the Emerging Adolescent Learner
appointed by ASCD in 1969 and subsequent
formal and informal working groups estab-
lished between 1969 and 1974.

Much progress in American school dis-
tricts has occurred in the past ten years in
developing and implementing new prograMs
for pre- and early adolescents. Middle grades
education in many school districts has rep-
resented a dramatic break from the past.
Building upon growing research on the needs
and characteristics of emerging adolescent
learners. innovative programs have been de-
veloped that include a wide range of learning
opportunities for youth in the middle grades.
Although many of these programs are housed
in new organizational structures called mid-
dle schools, such programs can he found in
some upper elementary grades as well as in
junior high schools and secondary schools.
The argument over the name or grade struc-
ture of the middle units of schooling, has
largely disappeared. Perhaps now we are at
the point where wr can focus on the essence
of middle grad,: education, the emerging
adolescent learner group itself.

The Working Group Charge

The ASCD Executive Council in estab-
lishing the 1974 Working Group on the
Middle School and the Emerging Adolescent

JOSEPH C. BONN, JR.*
for the Working Group

Learner charged the group with the following:

i. That ASCI) contact representatives of
NASSP. NAEISP. and the National Middle School
Association in an effort to establish a joint task
force. The purpose of this allied effort would
be to prepare a working ,iaper dealing with
schools for the middle year*. stressing guide-
lines for effective educational programs for
the...e middle years. This working paper would
then be presented at the 1975 conference of
each of the representative organizations.

. 2. That a working =group be established
dealing with the middle years. One of its re-
sponsibilities would be to convene a conference
of the 'Various regional middle school organiza-
t ti is *low operating.

3. That a special session he approved for
the 1975 ASCD Annual Conference concerning
the middle school years. Providing that the joint
task force suggested earlier takes place. the
special session would have. as one of its aspects
a review of the joint position paper.

4. That the working group plan with the
national ASCI) office staff a National Curricu-
lum Study Institute on Middle School Programs.

In addition to the charge to the Working
Group, the ASCD Board of Directors adopted
the following position statement:

Teacher Preparation for Middle Seismal Grade',
Eduentinn of Emerging Adolescents

The need to effectively educate emerging
adolescent learners in the middle grades con-
tinues to reel me little specification separate

° Joseph C. Bondi. Associate Professor of
Education. University of South Florida. Tampa
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from elementary and high school approaches in
the majority of American school districts. This
need for specification of education in the middle
grades requires teacher Skills. understandings.
and competencies in terms of the nature of the
emerging adolescent as a learner and as a total
personality. Teacher preparation at both pre-
and in-service levels still largely fails to define
and offer specific opportunities for teachers in
the middle grades by offering such experiences
almost exclusively through the foci of elemen-
tary and high school concerns. This condition
continues to work for the separation and frag-
mentation of the continuum of the K-I2 edu-
catioi.al program that is advocated by the
Association for Supervision and Curriculuin
Development.

It is recommended that the ASCD Board
of Directors:

I Take a leadership role in developing a
nitianal commitment to the creation of teacher
preparation programs with distinct and separate
emphases upon defining and/or refining of
teacher skills. competencies. and understand-
ings as necessary requisites for improving the
quality of the learning experiences for emerging
adolescents in the Middle grades of the Ameri-
can school systeeit.

2. Utilize its standing Working Groups on
the Emerging Adolescent Learner and Teacher
Education to facilitate internally these efforts
and to initiate dialogue among such organiza-
tions as the National 'rEPS and NCATE toward
developing such a commitment.

3. Establish a similar dialogue with state
education departments throughout the nation
to facilitate their developing regulations for the
restructuring of teacher preparation at both pre-
and in .service education levels and to provide
for this specification within their individual
states.

Focusing on the Emerging
Adolescent Learner

It has often been repeated that "nothing
is so unequal as the equal treatment of
unequals." At no time in the .chooling of
our children do we find greater differences
in the physical social. emotional, and intel-
lectual development of youngsters than dur-
ing the middle period of ten to fourteen years
of age.

18 Middle School in the Making

The foregoing statement suggests the
need for school districts to develop unique
school programs for their middle units. It
also suggests the need for the establishment
of preservice as well as in-service teacher
education programs that will prepare teach-
ers to serve emerging adolescent learners.
Our public schools cannot continue to accept
a **patchwork" preparation that supposedly
equips, by the addition of a few extra courses,
elementary and high school teachers to teach
pre- and early adolescent learners.

Another concern of the Working Group
is that school districts in providing unique
programs for their middle units plan an
articulated K-12 educational program. It is
the responsibility of school systems to develop
an educational setting that will provide appro-
priate learning environments for emerging
adolescents wherever they appear in the sys-
tem. We must prepare teachers and staff
to work with youngsters whether they reach
pubescence at the fourth grade or the tenth
grade. tVe cannot assume that all young
people will achieve pubescence coincidentally
with the majority of their peers in the middle
unit of the school system,

The Role of ASCD

ASCD. through working groups. publi-
cations. conferences. institutes, and other
leadership activities will involve a broad
spectrum of educators at all levels in seek-
ing improved educational opportunities for
emerging adolescent learners. The Working
Group will fulfill Its task only through the
cooperation and input of those in the field
who share the same concern for the emerg-
ing adolescent learner. The help of readers
in identifying ways for the Working Group
to become more effective as a service com-
ponent is earnestly solicited. Ll

* The ASCD Working Group on the Emerging
Adolescent Learner: Joseph C. Bondi. Jr. (Chair-
man). University of South Florida. Tampa: Robert
'rumpus. Decatur. Alabama. City Schools: Charles
Di lg. Logansport, Indiana. Community School Cor-
poration: Thomas Gatewood, Central Michigan Uni-
versity. Mt. Pleasant. Inez Wood. Wishington, D.C.,
Public Schools.
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Physical facilities for the middle school should reflect
the transition from the self-contained classroan to the
mobility of multipurpose flexible spaces. as in these two
Connecticut schools. the Avon Middle School (above)
and the Branford intermediate School (three lower
photos).
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Purpose and Function
Precede Middle School Planning'

The midrib school facility should represent
the ffesibilliy of Km program, the rapidly
changing child, the motivating atmosphere.
it must in ling he a dynamic force, a live and
living institution.

MEMBERS of local boards of
education, building committees. architects,
school superintendents, principals, teachers.
and others recently have found themselves
invoked in the planning. development, and
construction of middle schools. It is essen-
tial that all persons. involved in such en-
deavors recognize that certain necessary
examinations and activities must precede the
combining of brick and mortar. The thorough
and careful consideration of the purposes
and functions of the school will help to assure
that the resultant product will be able to best
provide! that for which it was intended.

How should one go about identifying
the purposes and functions of the middle
school'' High on the list of prerequisites
would be achieving an awareness and an
understanding of the special characteristics
and needs of the students who will be served
by such a school. Much overlapping and
interrelatedness may exist between and

MICHAEL F. TOWN

among the characteristics of this age group.
Yet some common traits may be identified
according to those which are essentially
physical. social, emotional, and intellectual.

Characteristics and Needs of
Middle School Students

PkyskalIn relation to body develop.
ment, appearance, and activity, students of
middle school age exhibit:

Increased interest in the physical aspects
of the body, including its functions and
changes

Generally rapid, though irregular, physical
development with resultant differences among
peers due to uneven growth and development

Generally a more advanced physical ma-
turity on the Part of girls than of hays at the
same chronological age

This article is based on the Connecticut State
Department of Education bulletin, "A Guide to the
Writing of Educational Specifications in the Plan-
ning of Middle School Programs." of which Dr.
Tobist4was the principal author. Co-authors with
him were John Crawford, Leonard Garber, G. Wesley
Ketcham, and Harriet C. Nash, all with the Con-
necticut State Department of Education.

Michael F. Tobin. Consultant for Elementary
Education. Connecticut Department of Educa-
tion. Hartford
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Awkward and clumsy movements due to
bone growth preceding muscle growth

considerable attention to personal appear-
Ante..Ai Content %%nit hie:admin..% %etch as
skin blemishes, stars. and obesity

Conformity with ours, sik.11 as cloth-.
Mg and hair style

Extreme restlessness with great need to
release pl.:sical energy

Talkat Wows,.
Respotisheness to a %arit.iy of

lured and leisure activities,

their concerti for indi-
%idualitv. contormity. and development of

..toth.tit. of middle m..hoot age ovi-
detuv:

Dire.'to be different." yet within the mer-
all limits let iwer conformity

Desire lert opirnrfunif iv% tir exercise still.-
to ny In the choice of food. Ali% Mrs. nut
t nen& w nil f rectuent (lunges in "close-
friendships

considerable peer consciousness: strong
need hir a feeling of belonging In a group

Adherent:I. to peer group standards MOM:
wish awareness of -acceptable behavior"

Concern for "right.- "wrong." and "social
just it e"

Concern for less fortunate. "others"
Attempts to identify with adults tether than

parents.
Esioitiorml In relation to their uncr-

tainties and ordite:is. students of middle
school age tend to:

Ite f requentiv impulshe with words and
actions, impatient to get things done in a
hurry

Yale .1111h1% AVM (it%1110. W ant freedom.
but fear the loss of certain securities

But tememort. indepeildent, yet still feel the
1il for direction and regulation
Desire to make their own ec aluation of

suggestions from others
I:Nhibit a wide range of meal behaviors

and mood quit-t-loud. sbyboister
MN. te.irtulcinfideiit. anxious. assured

Need eXperleilLT with I! rtlitIrtlt sue c el s and
desire attention and recognition for personal
ffierts achietvements

Seek :wpm% al of Anil acceptance by adults

notistrue.
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teaming programs for transeseents may utilize multi-
age grouping ...

Be sensitive to criticism of personal short-
cttlnings and often easily offended

Be anxious. doubtild. and confused about
their physical and intellectual development.
social relationships. and adult authority.

Intellcututd In relation to their intel-
lectual experiences. students of middle school
age tend to:

Be curious and inquisitive
Prefer active over passive learning activities
Relate intellectual activities with immedi-

ate and short-range goals
Prefer interaction with pews during learn -

mg activities
Desire opportunities to express originality

on nulividual basis

Be interested in both concrete and abstract
exert ises and be more able to deal with
abstract concepts than formerly

Desire opportunities to participate in prac-
tical problemsolving situations

Show interest in races and cultures other
than their owl

Challenge Idealistic. teachings
/Be interested in making fuller utilization

of basic skills used in the elementary school
I.:%aluate personal capabilities, both at-

tributes and ittilatittionS
Show strong. intense interests. not always

sustained. hi various pursuits.

Many of the pre- and early-adolescents
in the middle school age group will %.ary in

,1
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differing degrees from these generalizations.
The major planning direction. however.
should be toward providing for both the gen-
eral and individual needs of the students to
be served by the school.

Purposes and Functions
If the general and specific character-

istics of the students in the middle school age
group are to be the bases for the planning
and development of a realistic program. the
suggested purposes and functions of the
middle school would include the following:

To pros ide a program for pre- and
early-adolescents that is relevant to indi-
vidual needs and societal demands in a world
where there is constant change and a rapidly
expanding body of knowledge. Such a pro-
gram would- consciously aim toward the
continuing development of self-directing in-
dividuals. capable of solving problems
through both rational and creative endeavors.

To provide an educational environ-
ment where the child is most important and
has opportunities for success. Such an envi-
ronment would facilitate communication and
interaction and afford opportunities for meet-
ing interpersonal needs.

To provide orientation to and et-
pioratiun of the broad spectrum of educa-
tional experiences in the workl of work,
living, and leisure.

To provide for a transitional period
of continuous adjustment between the ele-
mentary school and the senior high school.
This would include emphasis upon a contin-
uation and enrichment of basic education in
the concepts and skills pertinent to the gen-
eral education of the pupil.

To provide more adequately for guid-
ance and counseling through the provision of
special services and personnel. Aptitudes,
interests, and capacities of individual pupils
would be discovered by testing, counseling,
and exploratory work.

Planning for Learning
The middle school program should be

tailored to the needs, interests, and abilities
of the child. The primary objective is the
motivation to learn and the. awareness of the
various methods of learning, rather than the
mere- acquisition of knowledge. The essen-
tial skills, understandings, and attitudes to
be acquired within each discipline, as well as
between and among disciplines, must be
carefully defined within the framework of
this objective.

The Program. The program for learn-
ing in the middle school must give each child
opportunities for increasing self-identity, for
comprehension of his environment, and
attaining his or her full potential in under-
standings and skills. Development goals in-
clude improvements in rational thinking
procedures and increased competency in iden-
tifying. analyzing. classifying, manipulating,
measuring. listening. viewing, communicat-
ing, and expressing. Sensory experiences
should permeate the entire program to acti-
vate student involvement in experimentation
and exploration. The nature of all of these
experiences, their quality and adequacy, will
strongly influence a child's image of himself.
his establishment of values about learning
and living. and consequently his development
as an individual and a member of society.

Resources. A wide range of learning
resources should be available to all students
and staff. The variety. adequacy, accessi-
bility. and appropriateness of such materials.
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Is Your Middle School Relevant?

The accuracy of your answers to the
following sample questions can help assure
that the planning for 'your middle school will
be as relevant as possible:

1. How do you plan organizationally
to accommodate your instructional program
to the learning needs and progress of your
students?

2. In what specific ways will an indi-
vidual student's schedule differ from that in
the conventional junior high school',

3. What alternative approaches to in-
struction are to be provided?

4. What provision has been made for
growth in independent study skills?

5. In what ways does the total school
program coordinate the various subject
fields? In what ways are the instructional
endeavors in any one subject field linked
to other areas of activity?

6. What is your plan for evaluating pro-
gram effectiveness on a year-by-year basis?
What base line data will you employ? How
many aspects of growth wilt these survey?
To what provisions for program modification
for individuals and for groups wilt these
studies and assessments lead?

.7. What provision for building adapta-
tions wilt be made for changes in program
from year to year?

8. What factors in the total middle
school program indicate that the emphasis
is upon the child and his opportunities for
success?

9. What provisions.ate being made to
assure that the bai.kground, experience,
training, and attitudes of the staff members
are commensurate with child-centered rather
than subject-centered approaches to work-
ing with middle school students?

10. What components of the middle
school program will facilitate student and
staff communication and enhance the scope
and quality of interpersonal relationships?

ti

How can factors that might inhibit com-
munication and interpersonal relationships
be eliminated?

11. What opportunities are afforded in
the school program for orientation and ex-
ploration beyond the "academic" areas?
What opportunities are afforded for familiari-
zation with the worlds of work, living, and
leisure? What provisions have been made
for using the immediate and larger com-
munity as a learning laboratory?

12. How will the *middle school -pro-
gram be articulated with the elementary and
secondary programs? What provisions are
included in the program for those students
who have not yet mastered the basic skills
at the elementary school level? What pro-
visions are included for those students who.
are "ready" for facets of the curriculum
that have traditionally been "reserved" for
the high school?

13. How adequate are the WHIM*
staff, and program for the expansion of
gyidance and counseling during the middle
school years?

14. How do you plan to identify and
maintain an ongoing bssessment of the apti-
tudes, interests, and capabilities of your
students? How can you adapt this diagnosis
and assessment to the teaching program?

15. What evidence have you that the
purposes and functions of the middle school
are understood and supported by the pupils,
staff, parents, and community? What roles
do students and parents play in the design,
implementation, and evaluation of the mid-
dle school program?

16. What provision has been made for
the selection and use of learning resources?
Will the number, variety, and range of re-
sources give students opportunities for ap-
propriate experiences that will support the
learning program, and their special needs?
What plans do you have to facilitate student
and teacher access to these resources when
they are needed?

24- Middle School in the Making
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equipment. and personnel should be com-
mensurate with the program they are de-
signed to support. A well developed and
equipped educational center is the base for
providing essential and effective student and
staff resource services.

Organization. The pattern of organiza-
tion of a middle school is not the only deter-
minant factor in establishing a quality
educational program designed to serve the
needs of pre- and early-adolescents. A key
lies in the program itself. However, once a
program is developed, careful consideration
should be given to selecting a flexible orga
nizational pattern that will best accommodate
it. Factors related to the organizational pat-
tern of a -school include time scheduling,
grouping patterns, and personal assignments.
An individualized and flexible program de-
mands a flexible time schedule.

Grouping patterns appropriate to a flexi-
ble program might include heterogeneous,
homogeneous, and multiage groupings, or
varying combinations of these, as well as
opportunities for independent work and
study.

In determining personnel assignments,
consideration should be given to the require-
ments of such approaches as team teaching.
differentiated staffing, tutorial programs, in-
dependent study, or a combination of these.
and how they may contribute to the needs of
students.

Services. Essential to an effective school

An In-school takwision studio allows for the preparation
# variety of teaching materials.
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Faculty work space for individual and group planning
Is essential.

program is a carefully developed plan which
will ensure the necessary administrative and
supportive services. These services include
administration, guidance, health, special edu-
cation, and maintenance.

Spaces. The basic consideration in de-
signing the school plant is the accommoda-
tion of the facility to the program of the
school. The middle school plant must re-
flect the transition from the concept of the
self-contained classroom to the mobility of
smaller groups and even individuals in later
years. Variety, flexibility, and accessibility of
spaces are prime considerations.

Provision must be made for a variety of
spaces, ranging from large to small group
areas, individual work spaces, staff resource
centers for individual and group planning
and for the preparation of a variety of teach-
ing media, laboratories, and conference
rooms. Flexibility of space can he achieved
by means of mobile partitions, a variety of
area dividers; and multipurpose facilities.

The facility to house a middle school
program should be most carefully planned.
It should represent the flexibility of the pro.
grdm, the rapidly changing child, the moti-
vating atmosphere. Above all, it must in itself
be a dynamic force, a live and living institu-
tion. 0

t.
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DO YOU HAVE A

IN AN effort to provide general
guidelines for use by educators in planning
middle school programs, several tasks are
necessary. First, the growing body of litera-
ture dealing with the middle school concept
must be examined to identify important prin-
ciples essential for these programs. Second.
educational leaders prominent in developing
and carrying on successful middle school pro-
grams must be interviewed for Their views
on what are important elements in a success-
ful. middle school program. Thirst observa-
tions of actual middle school programs in
operation will be necessary, as these will pro-
vide additional input for the development of
needed guidelines.

Next, and certainly not the least impor-
tant, is the consideration of the nature, the
characteristics of the youth to be served, and
the kind of society in which he lives. As in
any worthwhile educational program, this is
a most important consideration. The findingi
of such studies as have been made have led
to the identification of 16 characteristics, of
the middle school and these are briefly cited
here. These guidelines may be useful as
criteria in evaluating existing or proposed
programs, with a view toward determining
whether they truly provide for students in the
middle school years.

Criteria-for -anti:Mier
the Middle School

1. Is Continuous Progress Provided For?
Regardless of chronological age, stu-

dents should be allowed to progress at their

26 Middle School in the Making
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These Criteria can help you evaluate your
prograin in terms at the character/sons of the
pupils, the nature of knowledge, and the
needs of the society.

&Or

own individual rates. This transescent stage
of growth is one in which individual differ-
ences are most pronounced. Forcing students
into a rigid chronological grouping pattern
ignores this important developmental char-
acteristic and defeats the effectiveness of
educational plans. Instead, the curriculum
must be built on continuous progress. per-
mitting each student to move through Baleen-

, tial learning activities at his own rate.

2. Is a Multi-Material Approach Used?
While the basal text approach to teach-

ing is the dominant approach today, it has
disadvantages which give cause for serious
concern. One of the major disadvantages is
its inflexibility, since it assumes that all stu-
dents respond to the same approach equally
and progress through the text at the same
rate. More consistent with the nature of the
transescent is the use of a wide range of
easily accessible instructional materials and
a variety of activities to appeal to varied
abilities and interests of students. The multi-
material approach is consistent with the wide
intellectual and physiological range of middle
school age students who may compare with
7- to 19-year-olds.

3. Are Class Schedules Flexible?

In the traditional school, rigid time
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schedules often interfere with learning rather
than serve it. Logically, the schedule should
be basal on instructional needs for various
activities. To do this, the schedule should be
varied and flexible. with charges made in
class periods where these are necessary to fit
the kinds of study activities being carried on.

4. Are Appropriate Social Etperienees
Provided For?

Some middle school age students are
still children. immature, and not yet ready
for more sophisticated social activities. Others
are already adolescents with strong interests
in social contacts with members of the other
sex. Many are in transition between these
two stages. Therefore. a program of social
activities based on a high school model is
inappropriate. Instead. there should be a
program which pruides for the unique needs
of the transescent. These include wholesome
social contact with members of the other sex
through interaction in small groups. large-
group activities in common areas of the
school, club activities, dancing of the "mixer"
type such as square dancing. and others.
Serious dating and pairing off of couples are
more appropriate at later ages.

5. Is There an Appropriate krona of
Physical Et perinces and Miramar-N. Activi-
ties?

Highly competitive athletic programs
are not appropriate for transescents. who are
generally unprepared for the serious pres-
sures these activities generate. Instead.
physical education classes should center their

I.
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activity on helping students understand and
use their bodies. A strong intramural pro-
gram which encourages widespread partici-
pation is greatly preferred to a competitive,
selective program of athletics which benefits
only a few. The stress should be on the
development of body management skills.

6. is Team Teaching Used?
Every teacher possesses certain teaching

strengths as well as weaknesses. In addition.
transescent students benefit from a carefully
planned schedule which puts them In con-
tact with more than one teacher. However.
they are not yet ready fur the highly depart-
mentalized approach of the high school.
Therefore, a team teaching approach which
utilizes teacher strengths in working with
students individually and in groups is the
logical way to meet the transestent's needs.

7. Is Planned Gradualism Provided For?
Another characteristic of the transescent

is his eagerness to make more of the deci-
sions concerning his own behavior) his own
social life and choice of friends. hrs- learning
activities. While he is ready for some deci-
sion making at this stage. he is not quite
ready for assuming the full burden of such
planning, as the high school student must do.
The transescent still requires some security
and continues to depend heavily upon adult
guidance. Therefore, the program of experi-

Nerhotas P Groroady. Professor of Education.
Miami University. Oxford, Ohio, and Louis C.
fluiano. Professor of Education, Michigan State
University. East Lansing
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ends in the middle school should satisfy the
transeticent's needs for more independence
while it also continues to offer him the assur-
ance of sound adult guidance.

S. Are Exploratory and I.:midmost
Studies Provided For?

The transescent has a strung interest
. and curiosity in the world in which he lives.
To provide for this, the middle school should
offer a wide range of educational opportuni-
ties for the student. Electives should be part
of the program of every student so that his
unique needs can be met. Time should be
spent in enriching the student's concept of
himself and the world around him rather
than confining him to learning only required
subject matter in traditional form.

9. Are There Adequate and Appropriate
Guidance Services?

The transescent has many problems
troubling him and these often stem from the
rapid physical changes he is experiencing.
These problems require careful counseling
from teachers and from trained guidance
counselors. Group and individual counseling
services are an important part of a successful

-middle school program.

10. Is There Provision for Independent
Study'

Strong individual interests and curiosity
characterize the transescent. Thirserves as
a highly effective motivational force when
there is adequate provision for independent
study by the student, with the teacher avail-
able for assistance in planning and as a
resource person. The value that this has in
fostering self-directk by students makes it
an important provision of the middle school.

11. Is There Provision for Basic Skill
Repair and Extension?

- Because of individual rates of growth,
some youngsters have not entirely mastered
the basic skills. These students require an
extension of the program of basic skills de
velopment begun in the elementary school.
There should be many opportunities to prac-
tice readint. listening, map and arithmetic
skills. questioning, debate, etc. In some
instances. the special services of remedial
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teachers may be necessary for some students.

12. Are There Activities for Creative,
Es periences?

The creative talents of transescents, re-
quire opportunities for expression. Students
should he free to explore interests in many
areas and to do so without pressures. Student
newspapers, dramatic activities, art, musical
programs, and others should be carried on
in such a way that they :encourage students
tvielect, conceive, plan, and carry out activi-
ties in these areas.

13. Is There Full PrOvision for Evalua-
tion?

The middle school program should pro-
vide a system of evaluation that is personal
and positive in nature. If an individualized
program is to be carried on, then the evalua-
tion should be individualized. The student
should be encouraged to assess his cavn prog-
ress and plan for future progress as well.
The present common grading system using
letters provides little information useful in
understanding his progress and his areas of
needed improvement. As part of an effec-
tive evaluation system, student-teacher con-
ferences on a regularly scheduled basis are
valuable. Additional conferences including
parents can aid in reporting progress. The
whole atmosphere in conducting evaluation
should be constructive and positive rather
than critical and punitive.

14. Does the Program Emphasize Com-
munity Relations?

The truly effective middle school is
community-minded. It seeks to develop and
maintain a varied program of community
relations. Programs to inform, to entertain.
to educate, and to understand the community
are part of the basic operation of the school.

15. Are There Adequate Provisions for
Student Services?

Providing adequately for the many
needs of middle school students calls for a
broad spectrum of specialized services. These
should include health services, counseling
services, testing services, and opportunities
of both a curricular and a cocurricular
nature. The important point is that the major



needs of every student should be met by the
school through its own services or through
county or state services available to schools.

16. Is There Sufficient Attention to
Auxiliary Staffing?

Every community has many human re-
sources that can be useful in a school pro-
gram. The middle school recognizes this and
seeks to utilize people from the community
in many ways. Volunteer parents. teacher
aides, clerical aides. student volunteers, and
others can do a great deal to facilitate the
operation of the middle school program.

Many communities today are consider-
ing the development of middle school pro-
grams. Other communities have begun

programs which they feel are middle school
programsh Unfortunately.. the pressures of
time and an inadequate understanding of the
true nature of a sound middle school pro-
gram will result in disappointing or
inappropriate programs in some of these
communities.

The criteria outlined here can be useful
in assuring effective planning for a new
middle school program. They can also be
useful in evaluating a middle school program
already in operation. Use of these criteria in
a carefully conducted planning or evaluation
program can do much to facilitate the impor-
tant decisions made* educators and citizens
faked with the task of planning and imple-
menting a middle school program which
adequately meets the needs of its students. p
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SCHOOLS FOR THE MIDDLE SCHOOL YEARS

WHAT school organization is best for pupils-in that stage of develOp-
ment between childhood and adolescence? Some fifty years ago, the answee
to be a new junior high school for grades 7, 8 and 9. This pattern spread rela-
tively rapidly, and a six-year (or six plus kindergarten) elementary followed by
a three-year junior and three-year senior high has became the prevailing school
organization in the United States.

Yet while these past decades of experience with this pattern have produced
many significant and lasting features, there seems today increasing disenchaAt-
ment with the schools for the middle school years. Some question whether the
junior high school is a bridge between elementary and high school or a vestibule
to the latter; others are urging change upon the typical graded, self-contained'
classroom of the elementary school, especially in its upper grades.

The 644 Plan? _

Certainly there is not an adequate basis in research for strict adherence to
the status quo. Research on school organization does not demonstrate the clear
superiority of any one organizational arrangement over all others. Anderson's
review (1) of research on organization in relation to staff utilization and deploy-
ment led him to conclude that ". . . recent research upon which policies-of staff
utilization and deployment must he based, at least temporarily, is woefully in-
adequate." What can be concluded from a review of the literature is that existing
arrangements do not seem to satisfy some criteria for a school organization and
a program consistent with psychological and physiological needs of pupils and
relevant to modern societal demands.

For example, there is little research evidence to support, and some reason to
question, the amumption that a junior high, separate and distinct from both
elementary and senior high school, is a necessity because of the unique charac-
teristics of the age gra On the contrary side, `Alargaret Mead (8) argues that
the grades Ineluded in junior high "were postulated on age, and not on size,
strength, or stage of puberty." As a result she observes that:
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They have resulted tuadvertently in clas-
sifying together boys and girls when they
vary most, within each sex, and between the
sexes, and are least suited to a segregated
social existence. Also, they have divorced
them from the reassurances of association
with the children like their own recent past
selves and older adolescents like whom they
will some day become. When a type of
school that was designed to cushion the
shock of change in scholastic demands has
become the focus of the social pressures
which were once exerted in senior high
school, problems have been multiplied.

From his viewpoint as a psychiatrist.
Berman t2) sees the change from ele-
mentary to junior high school as quite
poorly timed for children. He declares
that "in the midst of deciding who they
are, they shouldn't have waste any
energy finding out where they are." His
opinion is that "during the highly vola-
tile years of eleven through thirteen or
fourteen, youngsters should have a fa-
miliar, secure background in which to
operate."

Dacus' (3) study of pupils in grades
five through ten raises interesting que
tions. On the criterion measures of
social, cmotipnal. and physicial matur -'
ity, and opposite-sex choices, the least
differences were found between pupils
in grades six and seven. and pupils in
grades nine and ten. Yet it is between
these grades that our present 6-3-3 plan
divides children.

The junior high school is most often.,
defended on the ground's of the bridge
functi-on: It is suppotied to serve as a
bridge between the relatively un-
troubled, relaxed world of childhood
and the more rigorous, stressful, disci-
plined world of high school. Johnson (61
declares: "In a world in which adults
expound one set of values and espouse

another, in which schooling is prolonged,
and economic dependence is protracted.
and in which social life is largely out-
side the family, the value of a haven the
junior high attempts to be is readily
recognized" but notes that not all junior
high schools have succeeded in this re-
gard. He criticized the junior high for
its tendency to imitate the senior high,

Hull (5) claims that junior high "is a
poor investment," and that "it puts the
unstable child at a most vulnerable
period in his life in a situation more
appropriate for older youth:" On the
other hand, it is commonly observed
that today's children grow up faster
in many ways. Havighurst (4) states
that ". . . the adolescent today is more
precocious and more complex. . . . He
has many experiences earlier than his
parents had these experiences." But
does the present "bridge" school serve
the intellectual needs of such children?
Lounsbury and Marani (7) concluded
from "shadow studies" in grade 8
classrooms across the country that the
learning environment "was often un-
stimulating; there was lack of diversity
in the program of required sehjeets:
and there was little provision for indi-
vidual differences among pupils."

Proposed: A' Model
Middle School

ng with the eel-olars and re-.
IL:, v4 present :LICK',

seriously questior whether the current-
ly dominant ee anizational arrange-
mentS for ed:i Ling older children,
preadolescents, . id" early adolescents
provide optimum possibilities. New
middle school. organizations and pro-
grams (9) now being developed in
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various communities across the United
States indicate considerable interest in
experimentation with patterns differing
from those now characteristic of the
upper elementary and junior high school
years. For consideration by others
interested in developing alternative
models, we offer the following as one
set of possibilities for a model middle
school.

Guidelines

A real middle school should be
designed to serve the needs of older
children, preadolescents, and early
adolescents. Pupils would enter the
middle school at the approximate age
of ten years and %aid progress to the
upper or high school at the approximate
age of fourteen. Today's children in this
age bracket need freedom of movement,
opportunities for independence, a voice
in the running of their own affairs, the
intellectual stimulation of working with
different groups and ...th different
teacher specialists.

They are eager and ready for experi-
ences quite different from those avail-
able in the typical elementary school.
On the other hand, a congenial school
environment for these children should
b.? free of the rigidity of total depart-
mentalization, the pressures of inter-
school competitions, and be tensions of
older adolescent social functions that
dootn ..laritein .tvnical :iunior hieh
schools. The middle school would be
planned to serve a truly transitional
function from childhood to adolescence.
Its organizational arrangements should
foster growth from childhood depend-
ence toward a high degree of self-
sufficiency.

A middle Rehool orgamzallon should
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make a reality of the long-held ideal
of individualized instruction. Every
pupil would be assigned a teacher-
counselor who coordinates the learner's
total program throughout the middle
school years in conjunction with other
teachers and specialists who know him.
An adequate program of diagnostic
services would permit teachers to plan
individual deviatiois from standard
programs.

Pupils would be se uled to work ind
special instructional enters where they
may either catch up e needed skills or
branch out into further exploration.
Programmed instructional materials
and other individually paced ap-
proaches would be utilized, and self-
directed learning emphasized. Non-
graded arrangements could permit
students to progress at different rates
and to different depths.

A middle school program should give
high priority to the intellectual com-
ponents of the curriculum. There should
be a planned sequence of concepts and
skills for the general education areas
of the curriculum. This does not imply
emphasis on mastery of content of a
narrow range of academic subjects, but
rather that every effort would be made
to create a climate in which learning
is exciting and rewarding. What is re-
quired is not attainment of uniform
standards 14. that. evertw-learnpr be
challenged to perfOrm well at whatever
level he is capable of attaining.

In such an environment, intellectual
pursuits would be as respected as the
social and athletic components of the
program, and children would be helped
to see that learning can be its own re-
ward uncluttered by any extrinsic sys-
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The child of middle
school age needs
many opportunities to
explore new interests.
Special interest
centers, competently
supervised and
operated on a flexible
time basis, should
provide individualized
instruction in each
curriculum area.

tem of grades as reward or punishment.
Every pupil would be scheduled in a
series of planned opportunities for de-
veloping both creative and disciplined
thinking.

A middle school program should place
primary emphasis on skills of continued
learning. Direct instruction in use of
various modes of inquiry and the dis-
covery method helps children to ex-
perience joy in learning. In all studies,
continued attention would be given to
the learning process itself. Teachers

ontitip mile in the nap of
sources, teach them to formulate ques-
tions, gather information and materials,
and test hypotheses. Pupils would be
given increasing opportunities to as-
sume responsibility for portions of their
own learning through use of independ-
ent study plans.

A middle school should provide a rich

program of exploratory experiences.
The child of middle school age needs
many op 'ortunities to explore new in-
ter( As. pecial interest centers, com-
pet nfl' mpervised and operated on a
flexibly basis, should provide indi-
vidualize instruction in each curricu-
lum area and also in sueh varied activi-
ties as reading, acting, photography,
ceramics, typing, personal grooming,
and many others. Boy Scout merit
badge and Girl Scout proficiency badge
work, and other youth programs could
be incorporated into the school program
under the coordination of the teacher-
counselor. A portion of every pupil's
schedule would include exploratory ex-
periences.

A program of health and physical
:ducation should be deirigned especially
`or boys and girls of the middle school
years. Direct instruction in essential
knowledge of personal hygiene would
he combined with regular participation
in fitness activities, heterosexual group
games, and carry-over.sports activities.
Adequate facilities and specialized su-
pervision should he provided for a total
range of physical and health needs in-
cluding corrective and remedial pro-
grams.

An emphasis on values should under-
line all aspects of a middle school
program. A middle sch should offer

tarAtunbriTZ-

dren to formulate personal values and
standards, and to analyze and question
social attitudes and group behaviors.
Children of this age-are approaching or
undergoing physical and psychological
changes which they are striving to
understand. They are beginning to es-
tablish new roles for themselves which
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sometime :4 conflict with adult expecta-
tions. They are increasingly aware of
discrepancies between stated ideals and
observed actions. Intellectually honest
and emotionally calm exploration of
these value areas with competent adult
guidance would be a part of each
regularly scheduled program.

The organization of a middle school
would facilitate most effective use of
the special competeries and interests
of the teaching stO. Cooperative ar-
rangements for teiching and guidance,
special instructional center personnel,
teehnieians and other aides, and ample
supervisory itaff. would be utilized to
enable cacti person to make his maxi-
mum contiibution to the total program.
Ample instructional planning time and
in-service training opportunities would
be provided for each teacher. The staff
should be employed on a twelve-months
contract with provisions for periodic
study-leave.

The Curriculum Plan

The eurricuim plan of a real middle
school would eonsist of planned pro-
grams in three phases: Learning Skills;
General Studies: and Personal Develop-
ment. Every pupil would be scheduled
into each of the three phases each year
in school. The time requirements and
the nature of the work in each phase
would vary for individual pupil pro-
grains, nut Use generarvan is seen as
follows:

I. Learning Skills Phase: Continues and
expands basic communicational and com-
putational skills development begun at the
primary School level, with increasing em-
phasis on use of library tools and skills of
independent study. Skills for emphasis are
identified and included along with content
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goals m each unit of work in all General
Studies areas. A remedial program of
skills development is conducted in special
laboratory renters.

2. General Studies Phase: Includes those
learning experiences which give the learner
a heightened awareness of his cultural

:heritage and those other common learnings
essential to civic and economic literacy.
Content would be focused or major con-
cepts and unifying themes drawn from the
areas of literature, social studies, tnathe-
matics, science, and fine arts. Some of the
instruction in this phase might be in groups
of up to 100 pupils.

3. Personal Development Phase: Includes
those experiences which fulfill personal and
remedial needs, permit exploration of per-
sonal interests, and promote physical and
social growth; health and physical educa-
tion geared to the.10-14 year-old; individ-

The curriculum plan
of a real middle
school would consist
of planned programs
in three phases:
Learning skill;

"VentVZolu dai;
and Personal
Development.



Italy planned experiences in foreign lan-
guages, typing, technical training, music,
art, dramatics, journalism; student-managed
enterprises; eommunity work projects; ad-
vanced work in science, mathematics, and
other areas of individual special competence
and interest.

Organization for Instruction

The organization for instruction
would he designed to facilitate an opti-
mum curriculum and continuous prog-
ress for every pupil. Pupils in the middle
school would not be expected to progress
:it the same rate or to the sante depth.
Neither would a student be expected
to he at the same graded level in all
of his studies. Planning and evaluation
of an individual's progress through the
curriculum should be a cooperative
process based on diagnostic and evalu-
ative data and involving his homeroom
teacher, other teachers who work with
him. and other special personnel, with
the pupil himself involved at appro-
piate levels. Most children would r-
main in the middle school for a period
of four years .% however, some might be
ready to moie into the upper or high
school after three years, and sCme might
need to remain in the middle school
for a fifth yefir.

The basic i4structional unit of a
middle school should be the individual.
The significant organizattonal
wilts cam ot ilskciitso
the vniotts groups and centers through
which an individual student woulfi he
,wheduled.

I. Homeroom t.nit: Each pupil would be
a member of :t homeroom group of about
25 pupils who are in the sane year in school
but are heterogeneously grouped on other
criteria. A homet.om teacher - counselor,

competent to give basic instruction iit the
General Studies area, and skilled in plan-
ning individual programs, would be assigned
to each Homeroom Unit. The teacher-coun-
selor would work out an individual program
with each pupil, mandated by diagnostic
and performance data and on the judgments
of other teachers who also work with the
pupil. The amount of time spent with the
fromeroom Unit would vary with individ-
tials, and typically decrease as a pupil moves
from the first through later years in the

2. Wing Oat: A Wing Unit would coin-
bite four homeroom 'units and their teach-
ers for cooperative planning and instruction
in the General Studies area. The pupils in
the Wing Unit would be in the same year
in gaml but otherwise heterogeneously
grouped. Four homeroom teachers, each
representing a special competence in one of
the General Studies areas of language arts,
social studies, science, or mathematics
would meet regularly to cooperatively plan
the instruction for the 100 pupils in the
Wing Unit. The teachers in the Wing Unit
u wild function as a curriculum planning
committee and as a teaching team. The team
may arrange for some of the instruction to
he in large groups containing all of the 100
students, and some of the work to be in
small groups for interactive discussions, or
instruction in basic skills.

3. Vertical Unit: The Vertical Unit, con -
- fisting of approximately 400 pupils and 16
teaehers, would provide 911 evironment that
is at once stimulating and secure, stable and
fIttokihte .TItsVvrtip%1-4.111,"T"

:t school") gives the juipi! a wider com-
munity in which to live, explores and de-
velop new ?axal understandings. At the
same time, this unit is small enough to
promote a sense of identity and belonging -
rtes... All four year levels of the school
would be represented in the Vertical Unit,
and provisions for vertical acceleration
throne), :my area of the urriulum would
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promote greater individualization ant. pro-
gram flexibility. Younger students would
have opportunities to work and plan with
and learn from more mature ones, and the
older student would have special opportu-
nity to provide leadership within the Verti-
cal Unit.

4. Special Learning Centers: The use of
Special Learning Centers to serve the ex-
ploratory interests and the special and re-
medial needs of the middle school pupils
would he a distinctive feature of the or-
ganization. Pupils would be scheduled for
work in these centers on an individual basis
for both short-terM and long-term instruc-
tion in the Personal Development and
Learning Skills portions of the curriculum.
The centers should be adequately equipped
and manned by special personnel competent
to direct group study and individual proj-
ects. Special Learning Centers would in-
clude: library, reading laboratory, home arts.
typing and writing labor story, foreign lan-
guage laboratory, arts and hobby center,
music room, and physical education-recrea-
tion center. Centers would be operated on a
flexible schedule and would be open to

after school and on Saturday.

The key to the implementation of a
sue eess f ul middle school program is a
staff of adults of uncommon talents and
abilities. The teachers must be as
knowledgeable as possible in their
chosen academic fields and must have
training in the guidance and counseling
of children of middle school age. A
program of selection, recruitment, and
training would be necessary. to develop
a staff with these special qualifications.

Obviously such a school would be
expensiveperhaps. costing up to half
as much more per pupil than average

schools for children of the middle school
years. But the loss of human potential
in current educational organisations
and programs for this age group may
be far more costly.

If these ideas merit investigation, in-
creased costs for their careful testing
could surely be justified.
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Students, Welfare. and grannie work togathar
to Create, through tiate, s program that is
integral to its middle- school ellanteia.

FL 31 t 3 t : 206-10. Dec ember 1973
1913-A84:1)

A Middle School: No Easy Way

SC1100i.S lot middleaged-
children were new and few in Minnesota
lour tear age when Marshall Middle School
began operation with 853 student.. Fifth
and sixth gt ad. is and the n elemental.
teat het. moved into two adjacent budding.
occupied by seventh and eighth gt advt.: and
their junior high teachers. We had a reacct .

made middle school on our hands and reallv
did not know how to deal vvith it.

It was obvious that the traditional junior
high school could hot meet the needs of this
age grouping Therefore it wa tort nett..
save for the staff to do an assessment to
detrmin .1...et .01c1 1411)1110v. 01 titc
ttuattoll. The tcilt ttc0

4. .1.. ., ..... .1.1 I VIII ott.ikalL II.. W. 41

Matra JIMA fint !NW's" vintage and
one 193-) tv school unit. here was
plenty of pace.

-F.yrrts tthii could an.
serer all out questions were not av adable.
would need to be trailblatet

Fat Wry. About 50 pert tin eerie trained
and Let lifted as elemental% teat liet and
50 percent as ilo/kin% teat het.. hrtc %.1

NORMAN G. OLSON'

some apprt tension about how well these
teachers would work together.

We agreed that our primary goal must
he to establish a learning climate that would
allow every person in the scluxil to develop a
positive sell-concept. This. we believed. is
bask to Iii tilt; and teaming.

Philosophy

Alter this goal had been established. we
littan to develop a philosophy so practical
that it could he used daily as we struggled to
put .1 program tilt° .011011,

For the student- Accept each student

I Witt k toward individu.dwitig instruc
here

2 laic MR age stuchtit% to become more
.4.0 duet led learners

Decelop instrin Ilonal areas fur large
and 'troop.

Ntiran ()knit. Prim find. .Murshall Middle
Submit .1Iarhull Minnesota
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4. Arrange for adequate library and re-
source facilities for self directed learning.

Consider the' te hole child by providing
for his emotional and physic needs.

b Abolish the' traditional grading system
the learner becomes responsible for his own
progress toward a goal which he' has helped
to set.

For the teacher: Trust each other as
professionals.

Provide the time and organization for
teacheis to work and iilan together so that their
talents might h' used as fully as possible.

2. Encourage teat-hers to become planners
and unplementrs rather than lecturers.

For the parta. Foster closer coop-
eration bet% een home and school.

I. Bring the. child into the. reporting
Prot edure'

2. Prmide a way for parents and teat hers
to e ommumeate.

3 Keep the' parents informed of goals.
polity. and curriculum.

Encourage participation of parents
through a patent council.

The Program

It is almost impossible to know hun-
dreds of students welE yet each professional
can know and keep track of 20 students.
Therefore we initiated an advisor-advisee
system which aided the individualized pro-
gram that we had put into practice. Each
faculty minim- was assigned 18 to 20 stu-
dents t four or five from each grade level).
These advisee groups stay together through
tour years of middle school as a relatively
stable group with only four or five members
gained or lost each year.

The chief task of the advisor is to build
a positive, trusting relationship with each
advisee. The advisor assumes responsibility
for monitoring student progress. planning
academic work with the student. encouraging
participation in extracurricular activities.
and being aware of developing interests.
achievements, and problems.

The advisor also serves as the com-
munication link between the school and the
home. Formal advisor-advisee-parent confer-
ences are scheduled every nine weeks. These
are planned by the student and advisor using
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Small group work enables a teacher to give middle school students the Individual attention they require,
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Those years re a the for pupils to expand their Interests in music and other tuts.

materials gathered from teachers in all sub-
ject areas. The ;student invites his parents
to school and explains his progress and
projected plans in each subject area.

The emphasis is on success. Very often
the student who struggles academically is
pleased with his accomplishments in his
projects and is proud to bring grandparents.
brothers. sisters, and sometimes a neighbor-
hood friend to the conference. This evolving
relationship can foster an unbelievably strong
'cooperative spirit among students, faculty
members, and parents.

The Mini-Schools

All students are involved in curricular
offerings which include: language arts, social
studies, science, mathematics. plw siva! edu-
cation, health and guidance. art. musi.
home economics, and industrial arts.

The staff is diKided into academic multi-
discipline teaching teams of four teachers
who are basically responsible for the math.

language arts, science. and the social studies
programs for their advisees. Consequently,
all teachers on the team teach mutual ad-
visees at all grade levels. Six of these multi-
discipline teams function within the school.
Two teams of teachers in special areas
( music, art. home economics. shop, and
physical education ) are scheduled to serve
minischool teams.

Each teacher is also a member of a
single discipline team. Some grouping to
take advantage of a particular teacher's
strength istenged, but the bask goal of
141..44%ete etrrie..1.11

,!xperiences within the subject area. For
example. learning experiences planned by all
social studies teachers are available to the
multidiscipline teams. Much time and energy
are devoted to organizing the basic content
and skills within each curriculum with
enough flexibility so that students can
progress through content at various rates
and depths using a variety of modes of learn-
ing. Alternative forms of learning experi-
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ences are essential in meeting the need of
all learners,

Process, Progress, and Problems
It was no small undertaking to me

a viable curriculum from the divergen
teaching approaches of both elementary and
secondary teachers. Implementing the phi-
losophy. even though it is an uncomplicated
statement. made unbelievable demands ou
staff time and student cooperation. The need
for curriculum materials, most of which we
had to put together ourselves, was an almost
overwhelming problem. To compile these
materials. single discipline teams were given
common meeting time during the school day.
It was necessary to cope with larger classes
in order to accommodate these meetings. We
were not without ,ur critics during the three
years this trade-off was in operation.

Single discipline teams of teachers were
employed during the summer to put ideas
that were found workable during the school
year into final form. It took three school
years of hard work and three summers of
intense writing to gain enough expertise in
various single discipline areas to be able to
move productively to the multidiscipline
teams. At that point the single-discipline
curriculum became the tool that allowed the
multidiscipline team to function. The school
program began to achieve a good measure of
its potential with the emerging maturity of
the multidiscipline team.

The gathering and coordinating of teach-
ing materials was another difficult challenge.
We found much excellent material. but we
were nearly swamped attempting to put it
together in some form of continuous flow, to

w . ht. t le l'nr altotittilk -4litins of
learning, and to encourage continuous
progress. To cope with this mass of work
and materials. each major subject area de-
veloped a resource center staffed with a para-
professional. No walls came down; we used
spare classrooms, nooks, crannies, and hall-
ways.

We continue to take first prize in the
school district in the number of manila fold-
ers used and the volume of paper consumed.
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A major strength in our school is a very
professional faculty. Instead of being in-
compatible, the elementary and secondary
teachers found their training backgrounds to
be complementary. To keep the concern for
the whole child of the elementary teacher
and to add the in-depth subject matter ex-
pertise of the secondary teacher is a fine
blend which has brought balance to our

hool philosophy and performance.
It takes communication, constant

tho ghtful in-service work. and continuous
re lion upon the priorities set forth in the
Phil a by to keep this program operating
smooth . There is not much question that
it wool be easier and a lot less time-
consumin to have a traditional junior high
school or traditional elementary school
through the sixth or even through the eighth
grade. However, we like what is happening
to students and to faculty members in our
school. Learning is exciting, fun, creative,
and vitall

In conclusion, we see the advisor -
advisee- parent relationship as the very heart

Emotional and phyolool needs play largo tole In
educating Ow who child.
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Comfoilable couches. soft music. and volumes of paperbacks mate a relaxed atmosphere for reading
metivetion and for teaching reading smite.

of the program. It represents a workable and
necessary communication model. %Vt have
devised additional reinforcements to a work-
able communication network:

to I. Student Council and Its committees
meets weekly.

Student Advisor Council meets wet kly

V.'" with admitimmr. :chit.grim) also helps to
.- :-...aft:..:. :...;.:::.itialinn r.::1-...::..;!. .!: :4-1;:.. :..::::.

once each year.

3. Parent Council nwets nionthlc. One
parent represents eat h hence itsitn oil this
eikinil.

3. Fat ulty Council meets eat h week
Rtpresentances from the teachtng teams re-
svarCh curriculum' needs and r o.\ fleet on the
strengths and weaknesses or the s hod.

1

.5. Single Discipline Teams. (meet once a

week. These teams make curriculum and schd-
uling decisions.

G. Multidiscipline Teams- meet mice each
week. This group "staff.- individual students,
evaluates progress. and determines the learning
experiences needed nest by the 135 students of
different ages in their charge.

Marshall Middle School is not a finished.
huallictd program. ur dicl we _build it as a
model. however. it is working for us. and
we .tre well on the way toward achieving the
goals that we have set.

We have worked hard and learned to-
gthr .1% a staff and probably feel more pro-
fessional now than ever before. Our school
is becoming less "sit Clown and listen to me"
and more "find out and ctn. Students like
school and we believe we have fewer pupils
who feel like academic discards.
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MIDDLE YEARS
MICHAEL J. SEXTON*

Middle school youngsters are eager. enthusiastic. In-
quisitive. often boisterous. They are also. at times.
moody. awkward, and insecure. They are experiencing
the contradictory pleasures and pains of a period of
intense physical aria intellectual development. No
longer children, not yet adults, they are explorers In a
challenging new world. Our task as educators must be
to design a program to meet the special needs of this
'age groupand to nourish their budding lanititixitikrns.

Michael I Sexton. Principal. Platteville Middle-
School. Platteville. Wisconsin. These pictures
and those on pp. 213 and 237 are taken from
Dr. Sexton's allphotographic Ph.D. thesis. which
is the stihiei t of the hook. Who is the School?
(Philadelphia Westminster Press, 1973).
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Teacher Attitudes:
Subjed Matter

and
Human Beings

LORD ROCHESTER said.
-When I was A young mail. I had seven
theories about bringing up children. Now
I have seven children and no theories. The
educator fates this situation head on. in the
seeming impasse between subject-matter
devotees and those who believe that the
,human child is more important than any
body of subject matter.

This writer is increasingly concerned
with the latter-day trend toward specializa-
tion in the secondary school. particularly in
the junior high school. He sees beginning
teachers emerging fro 4: their preservice
preparation with up to 70 and 73 hours in
their major areas, from a total of 125 to 130
hours. Ile watches the same neophytes go
away to it.ititutes and workshops, further to
sharpen their knowledge and skills within
their chosen specialty. He wonders about the
wisdom of this much concentration on the
subject matter to be taught, and the cor-
responding paucity of attention devoted to
tae human subject who is supposed to learn
it. Then finally he concludes that much truth
resides in one definition of an etpert heard
long ago: an expert is a man who knows
more and more about less and less until
finally he knows everything about nothing.

Truly we seem determined to shape our
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PHILIP J. HARVEY

charges into the same narrow images of our-
-laves. Verily we drum facts. figures. #rid
daiii ad infinitum into young heads. with
little apparent regard for individuals and
their inherent differences. Remmers and
Radler, in their definition of the American
teen-ager. described well his predicament:

A boy or girl whose energies are already
sapped by the sheer prowess of growth.
caught up in a whirl of schoe. -ell and social
activities in and out of saw . confronted by
decisions that will affect entire life, confused
by the shifting attitudes of parents, teachers, and
society in general. all of whom doubt him and his
behavior and bewildered by the complex and
rapidly changing civilisation ire° which he must
soon fit, assuming all the retsmsibilities of ma-
turity.

Perhaps the indictment is too strong.
Maybe the great majority of secondary school
teachers have more concern for the indi-
vidual pupil than has been credited. Reserva-
tions are certain to exist, though, when it is
heard so often: "I have 150 different stu-
dents every day, for 50 minutes each. in
groups of :30. I can't possibly get to know
each of them as an individut.l. The best

OS:

Philip J. Harvey. Principal. Walnut junior
High School. Grand Island, Nebraska



thing for me to do is teach to the big middle
group". or. "The ninth-grade English teach-
ers will be very unhappy if we don't cover all
the material... The list of examples could he
extended mdefinitely. by the reader or the
writer.

jt is readily recognized. and thankfully.
that many junior high school teachers do
care about their pupils as individuals. It
appears. however. that a frightening number
are too much subject-oriented. rather than
primarily interested in their students'

%Vitv this should be so presents a kind
of paradox. The individual early adolescent
is a tremendously complex entity. about
whom we can know relatively little. Yet we
can characteri/e him quite, thoroughly. and
without ton much difficulty. By nature. he is
inconsistent and unpredic table. lie acts like
an adult o4e day a child the next. His is a
time of ch: age. especially physical and emo-
tional. It i not his nature to sit quietly for
a Ir e pert of time -for anything, let alone
for a math. English. history, or science class.
lie may be a boy and a man. she a girl and a
woman. He rebels. He wants discipline. and
at the same' time is struggling for freedom.

Care must be observed here. The early
adolescent can be characterized. true. but
those who a ork with him must lank beyond
the descriptive terms You are an adult. You
can't be like him and you can't think like him

thoftgli it helps to remember when! ).
Neither can he be like an adult. %Ve tend
naturally to impose adult standards on him.
lie tends naturally to resist. There is no such
thing as the average" adolescent, no such
thing as "normal" behavior. There is
"typically adolescent- behavior. but a tre-
mendous t ariation is 4ermal. It is the vitally
important job of the teacher to distinguish
the difference between misbehavior and what
is normal for c hildren at this age. Each is
an individual.

Resistance to Authority

The period from II to 15 is an anti-
teacher age. Teachers represent authority.
and these youngsters are trying out their
resistance to authority. In the elementary

school, generally. respect and affection for
the teacher are almost automatic. Junior
high school teachers must earn respect and
be worthy of affection. They are no longer
et officio. incidentally, how many first
graders. do you know who dislike school?
What is it that we do. or fail to do along the

....wa. which creates such -an aversion for
school among so many young people?

More evidence exists, to indicate the
proper perspective and approach to subject
matter in the junior high school. Heffernan
and Smith reported that the innate complexi-
ties of the early adolescent demand a pro-
gram of education that is fully integrated
and geared to the individual differences of
the students. They cannot grasp the total
venture if instructors make subject matter
the nucleus of the entire program and ignore
all the imperative needs of the individual at
this most critital period. It is fallacious to
assume that education can be "poured into"
a child's mind, although there has been a
great deal of "pitcher filling in junior high
schools."

Subject matter, properly presented, with
sincere and sympathetic understanding of
adolescence. will focus all effort on goals and
standards so intrinsic to his needs that each
student will "soak up more basic skills and
fundamental subject matter like a sponp."
Emphasizing subject matter, increasing the
work load with more and more rigid demands
for homework assignments, and holding in-
'tractable attitudes toward the early adoles-
cent and his needs will inevitably eclipse the
basic intent of the junior high school pro-
gram to be progressive and completely satis-
fying . every adolescent and teacher.

further authoritative opinion was ex-
pressed by Bossing and Cramer. with regard
to differing individual development and the
importance of providing for it in the school
program. They concluded that psychological
development during early adolescence means
a greater variance in available learning abili-
ties than at younger or older ages. Some of
these wide ranges in mental ability are due
to rapid changes in physical. social, and psy:
chological growth; irregular mental growth
beyond 11 or 12 years of age; the fact that
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girls mature physically and socially one to
two years ahead of boys; constitutional per-
'sonality traits: and motivational influences
from school. home, and community environ-
ments.

It is very important that administrators
and teachers dt, not ignore or try to repress
the -gale preadolescent's preparation and ap-
proach to early adolescence. The junior high
school organization of classes, and especially-
in grade seven. should emulate that of the
elementary school for at least a portion of the
school day, but teacher-student planning and
group classwork should he emphasized.

Fred T. NVilhelms recently presented a
most interesting position. His argument was
not really new, the proposition being that we
could raise the educational dividends if we
changed our educational investments.

The cogent. compelling reasoning be-
hind his proposal merits serious considera-
tion. Ile contends that a child's ability to do
schoolwork can be r: iced 1w stimulation:
sensory perception sharpening. verbalization:
reasoning and logic. warmth. affection, and
personal attention. While most such efforts
to date have been concentrated on soung
children and the disadvantaged. Wilhelms
suggests that the same tactics would apply
to older students and to the "non- disadvan-
taged." I It. recommends that secondary
schools should -invest boldly in teaching stu-
dents to he abb. to learn better."

His summary bears repeating:

try long tradition. schools invest student
time teacher careers. and yr-tem:Ay all their
money in the business of putting across subject
matter. Even when the resistance is stubborn.
they fight it out on that line. If some ninth.
graders read like thirdgraders. schools typically
mount .1 massive remedial reading program

making some small gains. but generally wind-
ing up with low-mediocre readers after all).
If students don't learn to write very well by
producing 'themes." English teachers press for
lower student-faculty ratios so that they can
have (hm write more of the same Almost
Always. when then- is trouble with subject
matter. the instinct is to press harder on the
subject matter.

it,looks that's the wrong place to push.
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With much less cost or effort we could turn
children into the kind of learners for whom
reading comes easily. Even a Mee time spent
with an adolescnn in enriching his concepts of
himself and the life he wants to lead may make
good writing part of his personal standard of
livingand ease the burden on his composition
teacher's weekends. It seems such nonsense to
keep pushing harder and harder against the wall

.of reluctance and disaffection and sheer inability
to bindle the subject matter when we could do
so much more by making our investments in the
person.

Having studied the evidence, I am tanta-
lized by the certainty that We could raise both
cognitive and personal effectiveness. And, evert
though we still have a lot tcolearn, the technical
difficulties don't look too bad. What we mostly
need is the common sense to drop in ..estments
we know don't pay, and the nerve to try some
more hopeful ones.

The tragic results abound, in our failure
to see pupils as persons.. It is apparent in the
alarming rate of dropouts ("or are they push-
outs? t. It is obvious in the long failure lists
in most schools t have the pupils failed or
have we? it is conclusive in the high inci-
dence of rejection in the armed services for
physical, educational, and psychological rea-
sons i Mu) wants to he cannon fodder. any-
way'.' It is mirrored in the ever-rising rate
of juvenile delinquency and adult crime.
Most of all, it glares at us in the untold thou-
sands who are left so far short of their poten-
tials: unfulfilled. unhappy, and unable to.
make their optimum and badly-needed con-
tribution.

Marilyn: A Case in Point

One such person was Marilyn. She was
a pupil in a school where the writer taught
lier "case- is certainly not typical, but neither
is it unique except in the particulars. She
serves often as a jx'rsonal reminder that peo-
ple are indeed more important than things.

Marilyn was 14 years old, in the eighth
grade. was five feet ten inches tall, and
weighed about 120 pounds. An older sister.
17. w as married during the school year, un-
tit ; unfortunate circumstances. Her father's

r:14'0
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paint store had failed that year. and he had
been working at a succession of low-salaried
jobs during the past several months. A new
home under construction for the family
burned under strange and suspicious circum-
stances.

Marilyn had never done very well in
school, although she appeared to have "aver-
age" intelligence. During this eighth-grade
year, her effort and attitude had gone down-
hill markedly. She was sullen most of the
time, and refused to cooperate with her
teachers or her classmates. Her classroom
behavior ranged from silent non-participa-
tion to occasional outbursts of temper. As the
year progressed, she became more and more
a disrupting influence at school. She seemed
to have few, if any. friends. She appeared
to like boys, but was not popular with them.

Several' weeks before the end of the
school year. Marilyn and her parents were
informed that she would probably have to
repeat the eighth grade. The parents' atti-
tude toward this was largely one of resigna-
tion, while Marilyn was strongly opposed to
the idea. She was sure that she would do bet-

ter if permitted to go to the ninth grade. In the
school system being discussed, the ninth
grade was the first year of senior high school.

Shortly before the year closed, Marilyn's
mother came to school, much concerned. She
had found a note in Marilyn's room, which
read substantially:

Dear Mom and Dad, The teachers still say
that I'll have to take the eighth grade over again
next year. I have been talking to Jesus about ft.
I told Jesus that if I am failed, I'll know that He
wants me to join Him in Heaven. If they pass
me, I'll know that He wants me to stay on earth.
I love you very much. s 'Marilyn

How was this "case" handled, and what
was the end result? The principal called
together Marilyn's teachers. All of thim were
aware of her circumstances, and those of her
family.

The principal made known to them
the contents of her letter, and asked for their
opinions and advice. "Just a bid for atten-
tion," said one. "She's going the same direc-
tion as her sister," offered another. can't

ty
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lower my standards to the point of passing
her," remarked a third. Other and similar
points were made. The principal tried in vain
to get the teachers to consider other- dimen-
sions than subjects and grades.

At the end of the year, Marilyn received
failing marks. She was retained in the eighth

Teacher-Attitude Opinionnaire
Agree Disagree

1. The textbook is the
curriculum.

2. Attitudes are more
important than :acts.

3. The teacher's primary
obligation is to the individual
Pupil
t. Ability grouping Is an

.undemocratic procedure.
S. Rote memorization has

tittle value.
O. Mastery of subject matter

should be a primary goal in
the classroom.

T. Textbook publishers
should be more responsive
to the wishes of teacher
in the field.

goa indefenSit le.
8. awlectge unrelated to

9. A nationwide standardized
curriculum would be good.
10. Undertitanding of different
points of view is more
important than universal
agreement.
11. Present teacher education
programs encourage the
inquiry or problem-solving
approach to teaching and
learning.
12. Minimum essentials of
subject matter mastery
am needed
13. Teachers generally can
do a better job when pupils
are grouped by ability.
14. Most secondary school
teachers are more highly
skilled in subject matter
skills than in human
growth /development.
15. Each pupil as a person
should be the paramount
consideration of the teacher.
16. Elementary school pupils
generally like school better
than their secondary school
counterparts.
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grade. She went home, took her father's
shotgun, and literally blew off the top of her
head.

A Teacher-Attitude Opinionnalre

Primarily for use among his own teach-
ers, the writer has developed a teacher-atti-
tude opinionnaire. It is crude and, to date.
largely untried. In itself, it can do little, if
anything, to change the attitude of a teacher.
Neither would it be likely to do so, even if
very highly refined.

Its purpose will be served if only its use
(In cause teachers to think more about their
t _pits first as individuals rather than as re-
ceivers/learners of factual subject matter.
Hopefully it may act as the springboard to
discussion and exchange of opinion.

For whatever it may be worth, it is in-
cluded here.

Anyone writing with a bias, even preju-
dice toward a subject, can hardly expect to
be regarded as objective. Many of the views
presented here reflect such a slanted opinion,
and without apology.

Some qualified authority has , been
offered, and much more exists. A good deal
of personal opinion has been included. It is
qualified by my 20 years of observation as a
teacher and administrator in the public
schools, 17 of them in the junior high school.

It is not suggested that we should return
to the permissiveness of capital "P" Pro-
gressive Education. Neither is it advocated
that we espouse anything like the deservedly
ill-fated Life Adjustment Education of the
late 1940's and early 1950's. Nor is it claimed
that a lot of subject matter is not good or
necessary.

Mine is, in fact. a rather simple plea.
Since the pupil is an individual, let us ap-
proach his education with as much individu-
ality as is possible. Let us help him to develop
maximally as a complete human being. Let
subject content take its proper place as a
tool for use instead of as an end in itself.

The proverb is old, but true: "Aa the
twig is bent, so the tree is inclined." Com-
partmentalize him strictly in the confines of
subject matter rigidity, and the end product

rq



will almost certainly be a narrowly- developed
person.

And the choice is important. for as is
indicated in The Education of Henry Adams.
"A teacher affects eternity: tie can never tell
where his influence stops."
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PEItlIAI'S one of the most en-
coutaging femme, of Ametican education
:oda( et that «t who mit It( ate the middle
school tin 1'14,1 feel «t must 11(.(ott In-
Incliti.itc amount of tune to justitutig its
eNistetice. %Ve 11.1(e Icing (444441 the estah
Itshittent of a segment of *.1- NU)! oil:ant/anon
which ieflect the unique Ilattile ot %ming-
...tuts who ate 10 natisition between c hildhocid
and adtilestente. This kola of school now
seems to Inn ((cm acceptamx.

1.1( !thorn 1 9nti has coined the tel Itt
-tratfNes4,cike to identity .1 tiallsit1011.11 ,ttage

deteltipment tititlug %%Inch youngsters
chile: I tom %outigr children in the elenwn-
tat I t hoot .41411 hum the high school's t all-
fklfged adolescent. These %outigsters are
(gene, alb a Rion Ike age hinge of 1 to 11.
Groittli of the middle s1111,441 .1 pompom.
.114(11.111%v to (dirt. 1)1't4.4111/ational patterns
for meeting Heeds of trattssec-iit. has been
Oen. ntettal.

As a tc.4111 of the wide .it (pt e of the
middle school attention has been di(rted.
to some ('Aletit earlier cotttro(er.I
ot.r atilt h .41 Ades et ages should be housed
its these hook Interest um% centers on
w kit kinds tit ( tit 1 it (11.1 art. pan( ul.0 It s1111111
to the need. .111t1 11111104% of 11.1t1s14.4.11ts.
1.111141.1s1% II.1s been 1)1.11.111 011 .1 pluralistic.
curriculum. I dr( ing r4)m hotti district

anothet and hoot one school to the M I
Is I his is tortillial

.15 tat Ilitics Materials, hod poptilatiolls.
aria tea/ lici %al% .41 gtratl% among sc. hoofs.

Needed: Teacher Education for the
Middle School

(.lost st 111(4,1 atItitillistiatots all/e that.
te:4.11(11e.... ittomes of the school.
lilititelit the incIsi litexleitt f at ilitirs
mate! 1.11. and the best planned corricolum
Mu of no .1%AI trniss the .tail i. prepared
to wink ((tilt transscent Teacher.: make
the dint it tice In an( sc boo!. The betty'
pupated the staff is to weak with oungtet
of this .14e. the ttteate the 111,111(km! that the
twiddle school will be successful. l'ilfortu-
natelv lim(c. et this is often not the case in
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the traditional junior high school. Teachers
selected for junior high school faculties have
generally been pre'pare'd to teach in highly
urpartmntalifed semor high schools or as
subiectmatter generalists in the elementary
school. Therefore. most junior high school
staff MeMbers are recruited from the ranks
of those prepared for a different level of edu-
cation Clarke. 1971; lkown and Howard.
1972

II the middle school is to fulfill its func-
tion of providing a program suited specifically
to the needs of the transescent, programs of
te.wer education must be developed that are
aimed at the specific competencies needed
be middle school tachers. Unless this is
accomplishe(f, the middle school may evolve
Mt° little more than a "junior-junior high
c hoot- or a -senior elemeatary school."

Characteristics a Teacher Needs
for the Middle School

Perhaps it would help to look at a func-
tioning middle school preparation program
et the baccalaureate level. This writer has
burn activel involved in the_deyelopmenV.
and implementation of the middle school
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program at the University of Georgia. Fol-
lowing is a description of that program.

al. Early Opportunity To Make Realistic
Professional Choices

The teacher. education program at all
levelselementary, middle school, and sec-
ondaryincludes field experiences in the
public schoolson a regularly scheduled basis.
These experiences are provided initially dur-
ing the sophomore or junior years as a part
of the orientation to teaching.

Through this early experience, prospec-
tive teachers can decide if they want to con-
tinue in the program designed for a specific
educational level, transfer to another pro-
gram, or pursue a career other than teaching.
Students, therefore,. are given the responsi-
bility lot making their own choices, and they
are not locked into a program from which
there is no retreat.

Content Field Preparation
Once a student has elected to pursue a

program leading to preparation for middle
school teaching. he selects two fields of
subject specialization. Alexander and his asso-
ciates (1969) have stated that greater special-
iztition is needed by middle school teachers
than by those preparing for elementary
teaching and on a different basis than that
required of secondary specialists. Two fields
of specialization are . required in order to
broaden the perspective of the teacher and

MARY F. comProtr

enable him to demonstrate the relationship
between the Various subject areas.

The program makes possible the com-
bination of several subject fields, such as
language arts and social studies, mathemat-
ics and science, art. and music, physical
education and science. Experiences in the
teaching field component are selected by the
student with the assistance of an advisor in
each of his selected content areas. About
30 percent of the total program is devoted to
this specialization.

General Education
Approximately half of the middle school

education program is comprised of. general
education. This component includes work
in the humanities, social sciences, mathemat-
ics, science, and physical education. From
within broad parameters determined by the
university system, the student and his ad-
visors may elect within each area specific
courses which serve the student's needs.

General education in this program is
viewed as a means of 'preparing the well-
rounded individual whose profession is mid-
dle school teaching. It is recognized that
preparation should be just as individually
tailored for the prospective teacher as the
program of the middle school .is for the
transescent it serves.

Mary F. Compton, Associate Professor of Edu-
catirm, University of Georgia, Athens
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Professional Preparation
This preparatory program is based on

the premise that prospective teachers need
early and extended opportunities to work
directly with transescents in the, classroom,
Thus, the program is field-based and will
eventually he competency-based as the
university moves toward a total competency-
based teacher education program. Four pro-
fessional- phases are provided --a total of. 40
weeks in middle schools,

During the first professional phase the
focus is on the nature of the learner. Students
are assigned to an interdisciplinary team and
work for the most part in one of two areas
of content specialization they have selected.
instruction is pros idud by university per-
sonnel in methods and materials with panic-
ular emphasis on this field of 'specialization.

The second phase concentrates on the
child as a learner, with an emphasis .on the
helping relationship of the adult model
Experiences are provided here for the student
to work in his second area of specialization
with its methods and materials. Communica-
tions skills are also emphasized during this
phase. particularly the teaching of reading.

The third phase is designed to integrate
the two areas of specialization, to acquire
competencies in the development and use
of instruction:' media. and to develop skills
in diagnostic teaching strategies.

Student teaching is the fourth and final
phase. and this internship represents the
capes-aie of the professional preparation
program.

The phases of the professional sequence
am planned as decelopmental. No student is
permitted to* entet the second phase. for
example. until he has successfully completed
the hist. Each phase is staffed by an inter-
dpartmental team of university specialists
who not only are aware of the kinds of cur-
ricular and instructional strategies required
in middle school but who, themselves, have
been teachers of traiisescent s. The university
staff is responsible for supervising students
in the portal middle schools, conducting
seminars. advising students, and designing
experience.% which will meet student needs
during each phase of the program.
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The middle school program is individ-
ualized to the extent that no two student
programs are identical. The 45 quarter hours
devoted to the professional education com-
ponent do not include specifically required
courses. The middle school education team,
therefore, has the freedom to design an indi-
vidualized program for each student.

In summary, a flexible program of
middle schqc1 teacher education has been
instituted arthe baccalaureate level at the
University of Georgia. This program includes
an opportunity for early professional choice
based on experiences with transescents. This
field-based program is individ ually tailored
to meet the needs of the prospective teacher
of these youngsters. This departure from a
highly structured program of course require-
ments gives the prospective teacher a certain
flexibility, Hopefully this flexibility will carry
over into, the planning of programs for trans-
escents in which the teacher will later become
involved.

The middle school teacher eduCation
staff at the University of Georgia does not
feel that it has "arrived," nor has it -invented
the wheel" in middle school teacher prepara-
tion.

There is still much work to be done.
Tile staff does feel assured. howev^r, that
some important steps have been taken toward
providing programs specifically designed for
a unique group of professionals --the teachers
of transescents.
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Developing Creative Abilities
in, Adolescence

THE rapid changes in our space
age leave us 'bewildered and somewhat tin-
sure about what tomorrow may bring. Yet
we can be sure that in the future our society
will place a higher premium on man's ability
to develop and to use his creative talents.

Creativity has been defined by many
writers, and most of their definitions include
such terms as originality, curiosity, imagiMt-
tion, ability to sense problems. formulate
hypotheses, and communicate the results.
Creativity has also been defined as a success-
ful step into the unknown, getting away from
the main track, breaking out of the mold,
being open to experience, and seeking new
relationships.

Thoughtful educators today are follow-
ing the lead of J. P. Guilford and E. Paul
Torrance 2 in experimenting with teaching
procedures that hopefully will stimulate and
develop the creative abilities found in all
children.

., The Living Arts Center in Dayton, Ohio,
is designed to develop creative abilities in
elementary and secondary school students by
giving them. after the normal school day.
opportunitin for experiences in creative writ-
ing, dance, music, drama, and the visual
arts. The Center, supported by Title III of the

11 P. Guilford. "Creativity." American 'Psy-
chologist 9: 444.54; 11)50.

E. Paul Torrance. Guiding Creatite Talent.
New York: Prenticeall. Inc...1962.

mensmialsiis

CHARLES E. SKIPPER
JACK A. DelfELBISS

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965, uses such instructional methods as
individual projects, small group discussions,
and trips to cultural events.

Regular teachers are assisted by local
artists who serve as part-time instructors.
Students and faculty have been stimulated by
face to face meetings with such guest artists
as Lorin Hollander. John Ciardi. and Agnes
Moorehead, who on occasion spend a week at
the Center performing, lecturing, and dem-
onstrating their special talents for the stu-
dents at the Center. the regular schools, and
the general public.

A Study of Creativeness

A two-year longitudinal study to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the program has
just been completed. This study was con-
ducted by selecting both an experimental and
a control group from students in grades 7
through 10, on the basis of their performance
on Torrance's "'Things Done on Your Own'
Checklist," a 99-item index of creative abili-
ties which asks children to indicate if they
have written poems or stories, kept a daily
record of the weather, made up new games,
or the like. The groups were alto matched
for sex, grade in school, and school attended.

The results indicate that students par-
ticipating in the program significantly in-
creased their creative abilities when corn-
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pared to the control group on selected dimen-
sions of creativity.

Specifically, both male and female stu-
dents in the program engaged in a greater
number of cultural activities, both as specta-
tors and as participants, than did the control
group.

To determine the program's influence on
thinking abilities, students were also tested
on three aspects of creative thinking; Idea-
tional fluency, originality, and sensitivity to
problems. Ideational fluency simply means
the number of ideas that can be generated in
a given amount of time, in response to a
stimulus. On this test, the Categories Test by
CatteU, students were asked to list things
that are red or more often red than any ether
color.

Originality was determined by using
Guilford's Plot Title Test. which requires the
student to read a short story and then write
as many appropriate titles as possible. Re-
sponses related to originality are clever
comments which focus on the essence of the
plot, comments that are uncommonly stated
or stated with neat brevity, or responses that
structure the information in the plot.

Sensitivity to problems was measured
with the. Apparatus Test by Guilford, which
requires recognition of practical problems
and suggested improvements such as struc-
ture revision, or use or operation of the
structure.

Members of the experimental group sig-
nificantly increased in their creative thinking
skills when compared to members of the con-
trol group, with females gaining in ideational
fluency, males gaining in sensitivity to prob-
lems. with no significant differences be-
tween experimental and control groups in
originality.

Another dimension of creative abilities
tested was esthetic sensitivity as measured by
the Barron-Welch Art Scale. Barron's re-
search has demonstrated thastlietic prefer-
ence is related to rapid personal tempo verbal
fluency, impulsiveness and expansiveness,in-
dependence of judgment, originality. arid.
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breadth of interest. People scoring low tend
to be rigid and to control their impulses by
repression. Only the girls in the experimental
group earned statistically higher scores on the
Barron-Welch Scale when compared to the
control group.

Self Perceptions

Probably the most important finding of
this study is the difference in self percep-
dons between the experimental and control
groups. Both Male and female experhnentals
see themselvei as more curious, having
greater imagination, more resourceful, more
expressive, more confident, more indepen-
dent, and more ingenious than members of
the control group.

The results of this investigation indicate
that the Living Arts Center program has in-
fluenced its students to become more involved
in cultural activities, Increase the creative
thinking abilities of ideational fluency and
sensitivity to problems and esthetic prefer-
ences, and develop a sense of personal Men-
tity that is characteristic of creative indi-
viduals. The implication of this study for
educators is that special programs that focus
on developing the creative behavior of chil-
dren can help them develop abilities and self
understanding that in the past. with conven-
tional programs. may have developed in a
random way or may not have developed at all.
Clearly the task for education today is to
identify and nurture the human abilities that
are required to paint a great picture, to com-
pose a symphony, or to develop a space craft.
The future of our society depends upon how
well our educational system succeeeds in this
effort.

-CHARLES E. SKIPPER, Associate Dean
of the Graduatt School and Associate Profes-
sor of Educatio al Psychology, Miami Univer-
sity, Oxford, Ohio; and JACK A. DEVELstss,
Division Chairman, Fine and Performing
Arts, Sinclair Community College, Dayton.

. Ohio.
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Must Middle Grades Education
Consist of "Cast-Offs"?

twrk of the AS1) Working
Croup on the Emerging Adoiitem Learner
tas keenly attuned to the dilemma of "Sec
ondhand Row- W. dint led in the song made
popular at that time St letsand.
The menth!, of the um king group con-
tented that in %ntuallv all aspects of his
School xprinle the ettlentitm adolescent
has liven sublet led to a wide tattge cif "hand-
mt. dow VItethi it ht sthim l plant
I mantes. st he dultng tontlect. teacher ter
tification and preparation, or instructional
materials. the middle st !tool is like the middle
child in 111.111% I irnihes. who lete4.1e . rho
outgrown of t asttill t {tithe, of his of her
elder

hrott.,t, continue to define the gtm,
Mg Nut% of d it and et alum e %importing the
unique !ime of the emettoti..4 adole,tnt
.1 Netertiteless. lt%

CONRAD F. TOEPFER, JR."

school districts hate considered such needs
in developing program.. and educational op.
portunities designed to meet these validated
imperatives. New high schools are built and
junior high and middle schools try to make
do with old. former high school plants.
Scheduling and bus transportation preroga-
thes focus upon either high school or ele-
mentary st hol concerns. and instructional
materials budget cuts seem invariably to put
their paring knife to the middle unit of the
school system first.

"Retreads" Make Poor Teacher,

Most critical otei the years has been
the renead" approach to staffing schools for
emergutg adolescents. Until the apiwaratnce
of the !event "lighthouse' efforts in Floridn
and Ceorgia. preservice teacher education
plogram, for teachers in the middle grades
have almost totally obviated any preparation
to t opt. with the unique problllhs of emerging
adolm tilt learners or to prmide teachers
with a spec dit attitude and expertise toward

omo,/ I' borplIT. . ASS1K sate Profelomr.
tot (1.1111 8.118 t).t elfspillellt and

iriNtrue Noma Alcilett. Stole- tom roil, tat Neu.
Yeok. fluff ale'. milt Plusiticut. Neu York Mate
ASCD
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The Emerging Adolescent Learner
in the Middle Grades

The Program
The ASCD Working Group on The

Emerging Adolescent Learner. composed of
leaders in iumor high/middle school edu-
cation, has developed this Mtiltimedia Pre-
sentation. The topics and their authors are:

Implications of the Curriculum:
Boyce Medical Study

Dr. Donald Erchhorn, Group Chairman
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Upper St. Clair. Pennsylvania

Educating Emerging Adolescenti:
Some Operational Problems

Dr. Conrad Toepter. Jr
Associate Professor of Education
SUNY at Buffalo, New York

The Nature of the emerging Adolescent
Dr. Mary Compton
Associate Professor of Education
University of 3eorgia. Athens

Learning Strategies for the Emerging
Adolescent

Dr. Bruce Howell
Superintendent of Schools
Tulsa. Oklahoma

Adult Models for the Emerging
Adolescent

Dr. Thomas Sweeney
Associate Professor of Education
Ohio State Universiti. Columbus

The Impact of Social Forces on Children
Or. James Phillips
Director of Secondary Education
St Paul. Minnesota

1101211011.11Mallialej

Program Editor
Dr Philip Pumerantz
Associate Professor of Education
University of Bridgeport Connecticut

7.74. ' '" I "" 1 ;,.e. t cl,rrt.etrtt 4 -a. trofr$.. ' o r. 053 cps ngtt, ntrt 4

.. ...k. fliGoi.IMM/AMORNOS.a,*1100.1.
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elaritying developmental emerging adoles-
cent needs. With major national effort to
specify preset t ice teacher education for the
middle grades apparently still far off. the
1.1111t .11 level for refinement viewed h the
Ascl) working group was and continues to
he the in-service awnue. The relatively minor
tot us of most graduate school programs upon
concerns of middle grades teachers led to the
decision to detelop some speCific means for
discrete. tactual support of teachers and ad-
ministrators in middle grades looking to
iehne their programs. To this end. it was
ck.i. 'dud that "written materials only- would
not peel isle such a means 1)(1.011d the existing
Merano. The members of thu working
went) dee Wed that a -liand.-on. approach
%%Inch touiti be utilized at the local school
lee el was something which a total informa-
tion package could best pros ide. For a de-

tiption of the dee elopment 01 the project.
se.... AS( 'f) Neu s F %chants. 13 t 3 3-5;
September 1971.

ELI -ASCD Packages Give Hope

out of these efforts hate come six infor-
mnon packages Including filmstrips. audio
t les. tec+rrds. Ilbrar and reference
vat& and proration pap.rs designed for Arse in
lot .11 inserto.c programs concerned with the
implenement of middle grades instruction for
emerging adolescents. The six package's are
in the was of . Edo& Ming Emerging Adoles-
cents -- Some Opt', at &MIA Problems; 1111pliCa-
Mils of the Currie ulutn- limc Medical
Studs . The Nature of the Emerging Motes-

. Learning Sit Argil.. tor the Emerging
Adolescent The Impact of Social Forces fen

and Adult Models for the Emerging
Adolescent 1:ac h of thew areas was viewed
IA the tear king loom) as &rine at to the refine
mem of curs K uta and the del elopmnt of
teat her perception of the nature and dua-
(lim' needs of the one, ging adolescent
luau tier. Thus the expectation fur the utiliza-
lion of the inhumation packages is both for
e orricolum Minim ement as well as teacher

detehipment .1 mote realistic under-
standing of the emerging adolescent

In addition to the field testing of the



packages in their developmental stages under
ASCD auspices, follow-up utilization causes
optimism in projecting the usefulness of the
ptiekages in local school districts. During the
past year the packages were used in a series
of continuing in-service activities with middle
school teachers in the Scranton, Pennsyl-
vania, School District, with encouraging re-
sults. Personnel from a number of school
districts also utilized the packages in an in-
service institute held in the summer of 1973
at North Adams State College in Masiachu-
setts, with similar enthusiasm from par-
ticipants.

.

The intent here is not to imply that when
mixed with water the six information pack-.
ages will result in instant refinement of
emerging adolescent school programs. It
does appear. however, that they represent a
specific source, of information and help for
schools seeking to improve educational ex-
periences in the middle grades. Perhaps
some of the success in their utilization comes
from the fact that they were prepared spe-
cifically for use in the middle grades and not

. "watered down" from an existing high school
level series. These materials were developed
by educators with a specific concern for the
needs of emerging adolescents rather than
for forms of schooling or grade level demarca-
tions. It is felt that both of these concerns
are pivotal to continuing efforts to improve
education for emerging adelescents in the
middle grades.

There is certainly room and need for the
development of additional materials for use
in !ci,e1uping local programs and improved
educational experiences for emerging adoles-
cents. However. these packages as detieloped
by the ASCD Working Group on the Emerg-
ing Adolescent Learner do appear to be an
important source of help to local school dis-
tricts interested in improving their instruc-
tional program in the middle grades. They
also point clearly to the importance of ASCD's
taking on a continuing commitment to work
for the improvement and humanization of
the educative experiente for the learner
housed in the middle of our system of school-
ing. It is only as we recognize his unique.
ness as a learner and human being that we

A

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Prnsilty."11104 4. Satan

Learning materials must be specistaily designed for the
unique instructional needs .of the emerging adolescent.

begin to identify how education must be
reorganized if it is successfully to utilize the
emerging a,' --leseent's capabilities for posi-
tive growth. Uur failure to do so. will force
him or her to continue to cope with the dis-
pensing of information on the binds of ad-
ministrative convenience rather than working
within his or her capacities at this develop-
mental stage.

The six information packages developed
by the ASCD Working Group on the Emerging
Adolescent Learrer represent a definitive but
beginning step in developing means to re-
vitalize education for emerging adolescents
in terms of their capabilities as learners in a
critical stage of human development. They
represent a "firsthand rose" rather than an-
other "hand-me-down" set of pants with the
cuffs altered. Obviously, more than these
beginning efforts will be necessary if 'we are
to get beyond the "retread" approach in de-
veloping education at this level. We hope,
however, that educators throughout the coun-
try will examine these materials carefully
and utilize them to Initiate local efforts to
improve their educational offerings in the
Middle grades, Ci
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AMERICAN adolescents have
been exceedingly well studied. They are
known to be bothered by acne, to reject
adult authority, and to have an awak-
ening interest in the opposite sex. They
conform slavishly to peer group stand-
ards, and, except for a few abnormal
ones, they are either overly aggressive,
submissive, withdrawn, or character-
ized by psychosomatic symptoms. All
but about 95- percent are juvenile delin-
quents. The female type reaches pu-
berty approximately two years before
her male age-mates and between ages
11 and 13 exceeds them in height
well as in school marks.

According to James Coleman, adoles-
cents value popularity and athletic
prowess; according to Robert Havig-
hurst, they have nine developmental
tasks to carry out; according to Erik
Erikson, they have four such tasks, the
first being to achieve industry whirl
working toward identity, fidelity, and
intimacy. It is widely recognized that
they have changing bodies, ambivalent
feelings, and numerous problems, wor-
ries and needs, but Lail recent.:-, few
have suspected that they also have
intellects.

Indeed, the very term "intellect" is
rare in the literature of education. The

80 Middle School in the Making

THE ADOLESC T INTELLECT

MAURITZ JOHNSON,
Profaner of Curriculum and Intruction
State University of New York at Albany

crucial concept has been "intelligence,"
a global capacity for solving problems,
according to David Wechsler; existing
in three formstheoretical, social and
mechanicalaccording to E. L. Thorn-
dike; composed of, general-and specific
factors, according to Charles Spearman;
and increasingly differentiated at pu-
berty into some seven or more primary
mental abilities, according to L. L.
Thurstone. But intelligenv has been
viewed as an attribute th't is largely
determined genetically, subject to cu-
mulatively substantial, but neverthe-
less comparatively limited, modification
by environmental influences. Educators
have seen intelligence essentially as the
raw material for their work, providing
possibilities and imposing limits. Their
preeminent goal has been "intelligent
behavior," overt and observable, rather
than the development of any such in-
ferred abstract quality as intelligence,
much less one as abstruse as an intel-
lect.

Finally, however, a time was reached
when the world had been so drastically
changed by intellectual efforts that
attention was drawn to the intellect's
increasing importance. Belatedly, schol-
ars began to participate in curriculum
reform.
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derrriculum Reform
Jerome Bruner called attention tosthe

value of students' discovering funda-
mental relationships among key con-
cepts within a disciplinary structure
and suggested that intellectually honest
discovery in some form is possible with
children at any age. Joseph Schwab
stressed the importance of both the
conceptual and the syntactic structures
of disciplines. Philip Phenix defined
learning not as a change in behavior
but as the discovery of meaning, and
he classified meanings as symbolic,
empiric. aesthetic, ethical, synoetic, and
synoptic. B. 0. Smith took a new look
at the teaching act and saw logical
operations on subject matter as an im-
portant element. We were reminded
of Jean Piaget's earlier contention that
in acquiring meanings children pass
through a stage of concrete operations
before entering, sometime before reach-
ing puberty, the stage of formal
operations.

Piaget's studies show that, while the
sequence in which stages are reached
is invariant, the specific age is affected
genetically, experientially, and cultur-
ally. Even in Martinique, where de-
velopment is slower, the stage of formal
operations is reached before the period
known in America as the junior-high-
school years. Moreover. it has been
demonstrated that when children are
given appropriate intellectual experil-
ences, prevalent notions about readiness
prove to he untenable. Robert DaTis
has found that fifth graders can not
only readily discover truth sets for open
mathematical statements, an achieve-
ment traditionally considered difficult
for ninth graders, but can also invent

-s-

mathematical laws of their own, some-
thing that students are seldom encour-
aged to do at any level. Patrick Suppes
has Successfully taught young children
to engage in mathematical reasoning.

Professional reaction to these demon-
strations and to the shift in goals and
changes in curriculum that they imply
has been interesting and, to a deg*,
disturbing. In many schools, to be sure,
enlightened teachers and administrators
have eagerly seized the opportunity
to experiment with radically revised
curriculum arrangements and new in-
structional approaches that challenge
students and inject an unwonted intel-
lectual vigor into their schooling. But
from those who have resisted have come
expressions of concern regarding unde-
sirable !'pressures" on children and
youth and protestations that social-
emotional development is fully as
important as intellectual growth, that
education should provide practical prep-
aration for living s and earning, that
learning experiences should be "life-
like," and that recent reforms represent
a return to "subject-matter centered-
new."

These arc sincere reactions and un-
derstandable ones, given the clearly
demonstrated and freely admitted lack
6f intellectual interest in the society as
a whole and among. a large segment of
the teaching corps. Of all the reactions,
however, the most disturbing is that
bused on the erroneous belief that the
current ferment is a retrogression to the
uninspiring peddling of vast quantities
of unrelated, out-dated, inert factual
minutiae for rote memorization by apa-
thetic students. Many lackluster tradi-
tional teachers who characteristically
practice such vapid peddling Rh/ire this
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belief and mistakenly applaud recent
developments on the assumption that
their practices are vindi'ated thereby.

Given this misconstrual of intellec-
tual activity on the part of some and
the antipathy toward it on the part of
others, it is extremely difficult to assess
the true characteristics of the adoles-
cent intellect. Certainly it is no compli-
ment to junior high se1 .mo. I sttil lent A. to

assert. that most of them are quite as
capable of engaging in intellectual
activity as is the average adult.

Those who come from homes in which
intellectual interest exists, located in
communities in which intellectual
achievement is valued, and attending
schools in which intellectual activity is
stressed at all levelsthose adolescents
can be expected to conceptualize, rea-
son, and engage in inquiry of a 'far
different order from that which can be
expected where one or more of these
three factors is missing. Significantly,
the only place where the vicious cycle
can he broken is in the school. though
perhaps this is impossible without a
sustantial infusion new teachers
who themselves have strong intellec-
tual orientation and commitment.

A Sound Base
Unfortunately. beginning teachers of

such persuasion will not long remain in
a school where the principal's primary
concern is the athletic program and
where only a few teachers read, have a
scholarly interest in their subjects, and
prefer serious discussion to faculty
lounge gossip. Where enough kindred
spirits are to be found, however, a sub-
stantial transformation of the junior
high school, giving greater play to the
adolescent intellect, can be effected.
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Underlying any such transformation
is a basic change in the "climate" of
the school. Some junior high schools
today are characterized by a repressive
rigidity and stultifying stagnation;
others by a sentimental indulgence of
the frivolous and the trivial. Neither
type exalts either ideas or inquiry. The
desired atmosphere is one in which the
examples set by teachers and the poli-
cies set by the school give clear indi-
cation that intellectual pursuits are
valued above all others. In view of the
long-standing entrenchment of counter-
values, the mere honoring of intellec-
tual accomplishment will probably be
insufficient. Temporarily, at least, it
may well be necessary not only to
ignore and de-emphasize, but actually
to discourage, occasions for extolling
popularity and athletic performance.

Equally as important for adolescent
intellectual development as a hospitable
atmosphere in the junior high school is
an appropriate grounding in the ele-
mentary school. A sound conceptual
base must be established through long
experience with concrete operations in
the empirical realm. Even more vital,
however, is close attention to linguistic
and mathematical symbolic structures.
The outlook in mathematics is hopeful,
with the increasing emphasis on correct
terminology, properties of the real num-
ber system. and unifying mathematical
principles. In the area of reading, how-
ever, nothing short of a complete over-
haul of the system that prevail today
seems likely to bring about the neces-
sary reform.

Regardless of how unsatisfactory for
currently accepted purposes the insipid
stories in conventional renders and the
excessive reliance on a look-say ap-



broach may be, these defects are minor
compared to the general overemphasis
on entertainment and neglect of lan-.
gunge structure. Children must at an
early' age come to view reading pri-
marily as e source of ideas and infor-
mation and secondarily as a means of
recreation. At the same time, whether
pupils are encouraged to recognize
words at sight or decode them analyti-
cally, they must attend not merely to
the meanings of words but to their
functions and positions in sentenees.

Intellectual Emphasis
By the time they reach the junior

high school the majority of students
should be ready for formal operations.
They should then regularly engage in
framing definitions, indentifying as-
sumptions. dealing with cause-am
effect relations, classifying individual
phenomena. generalizing from recurring
particulars. and deterMining necessary
and sufficient conditions for a conclu-
sion. In short, they should. in the terms
of Robert Ennis's definition of critical
thinking. become able to assess state-
ments correctly. ly, thr.y
should he gaining fundamental insight,
into matter. energy. and b',logical phe-
nomena and acquiring a conceptual
basis for explaining man's interaction
with his geographical environment and
with his fellow men. through economic.
political and social institutions. Stu-
dents should eontinue to advance in
mathematical sol.histication instead of
endlessly applying elementary concepts
to every conceivable practical situation.

These intellectual activities assume
their rationale under a. conception of
general education which. in the ter-
minology of Harry Broudy, B. 0. Smith

and Joe Burnett. emphasizes the "in-
terpretive- use of ,knowledge. A junior
high school guided by this conception
will abandon the notion of prevoca-
tional exploration and premature voca-
tional deci6ns. It will consider tts in-
telletual '41.mphasis the most practical
kind of preparation for both the voca-
tional and the leisure-time realities of
the future, and its teachers will refuse
to ,acknowledge students' demands to
know the specific practical value of
their stitches. It will protect students
front having to attempt to devisesolu-
:ions to complex social problems until
they have mastered the fundamental
concepts of the relevant disciplines and
are aware of both the assumptims-trifd
the methods_uflwxu Liry---ntrairrlying the
(tisdpLiftrrrm.arelt for truth.

ParticultirISI bOthersome is the prob-
lem of providing a coherent piogram in
the humanities. Efforts mist, be made
to maintain the highest possible artistic
standards in selecting works for study
in literature and the fine arts. The cul-
tivation of critical tastes demands t:
radical departure from current desul-
tory efforts in the arts and requires
continuation throughout the senior-
high-school years, which is impossible
until the diverse elective program at
that level is abandoned.

It is an affront to adolescents to as-
smite that tl.ey cannot or will not re-
spond to a program with a serious in-
tellectual emphasis. Provided with a
suitable background and placed in a
setting in which intellectual activity is
not deprecated, most of them are quite
capable of dealing formally with ab-
stract notions that serve to explain the
world around them and invest their ex-
periences with meaning. Dealing with
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ideas diverts adolescents from their
preoccupation with themselves. Even
the slower learners can more readily
grasp significant ideas than retain
masses of inconsequential facts. By
definition they cannot progress as
rapidly as the average adolescent can
toward the consideration of more com-
plex concepts, and the program must
account for such differences. Atcurricu-
lum that is arranged on the basis of the
level of intellectual comprehension re-
quired cannot, of course, be bound to
conventional grade designations. Until
a more coherent curriculum has been
arrived at, however, teachers will have
to rely on the use of a discovery ap-
proat"o gauge the intellectual level at
which a particular group of students is
ready to function.

Charles Armstrong and the late Ethel
Cornell found that most individuals
pass through two cycles of mental
growth. the second beginning around
puberty, often after a plateau period of
relatively little progress. Possibly this
plateau is the result of the school's fail-
ure to confront the young adolescent
with a timely challenge to his changing
intellect. It seems unlikely that the
physiological and emotional aspects of
maturing at that stage usurp so great a
proportion of some fixed reserve of
psychic energy that little is left for in-
tellectual activity. Indeed, when an in-
dividual is putting away childish
things, he is anxious to think about
serious matters.

The adolescent intellect deserves
more respect and greater expectations.
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THE ADOLESCENT

AND HIS TIME

WANDA B. MITCHELL
Forme Memnon, Speech Arta Department
Evanston Township tlish School. Evanston. Illinois

THIS is an age of computer registration numbers, area code telephone
numbers, and dial-a-tape French lessons. Small wonder that a youth described one
phase of his new life in an Army barracks as "wall-to-wall brothers." Students are
herded into massive lecture halls and catalogued according to the "normal dis-
tribution" curve.

Today's educational programs sometimes make it easier for a student to master
calculus in high school than to discover himself and maintain his individual
identity. What chance is there for 'dreams, for identifying one a self, for thinking
through the purpose of one's life, for introspection? Most capable students would
find it easier to answer a question on intercontinental missiles than the one pre-
sented to The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit: "What is the most important thing
about met"

This discovery of self is one of the essentials of total education. Henry Ward
Beecher described education as "the knowledge of how to use the whole of one's
self. Many men use one or two faculties out of the score with which they are
endowed. A man is educated who knows how to make a tool of every faculty
how to open it, how to keep it sharp, and how to apply it to all practical
purposes." A curriculum which makes no provision for the discovery of self is
inadequate in preparing youth for meaningful existence.

How can the curriculum provide opportunities for self-discovery? One way is
suggested by UN Ambassador Arthur Goldberg in a New York Times article while

. he was Secretary of Labor:
In a complex, modern society like our own, art of all kinds is called to one of the

e.4ential services of freedomto free man from the mass. Art, whether on the stage, in
3 gallery, or in a concert hallasserts the supremacy of the individual. The insight of
the artist leads to cultural discovery for all of the people.

It is no happenstance that the government is now supporting creative and
performing arts centers throughout the country. Such activities are following the
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recommendations of the White House Conference on Children and Youth that
"more emphasis be placed on cultural activities to provide children with creative
out lets and increase their appreciation of beauty' and their interest in the arts."
Such activities provide for individual expression for "the world of the artist is
supremely the world of the individual."

Arts and the Self
Sydney Harris, Chicago Daily News columnist, writes:
What is immensely appealing, in a deep human sense, about the arts is that they

remain one of the few any io which true individualism can flourish; in which the creator
and performer is a person directly communicating with other persons; in which his
ancestors, language, connections, and superficial traits are totally subordinated to his
professional skill.

Mr. Harris warns us of the dangers to society when this "creative urge goes
sour," when a youngster's creative energy is not channeled in satisfying and
productive ways.

It is often the brightest and most potentially talented slum youngsters who become
the leaders in gang violence; they are the little Napoleons who do not know what to do
with their gifts except devise ways to retaliate against the social order. Some of them, of

coarse, are psychopathic personalities; but many are what Lindner rightly call "rebels

without a MISC."
A realistic curriculum provides such rebels with a cause through activities such

as art, music and drama. Rita Criste, .director of the Children's Theater of
Evanston t Illinois1 describes the magic eiperience of seeing James Barrie's Peter
Pan as

. . all alive with sound and color and movement, fit I gives each child an impression
of beauty and wonder which will last not for one day but for a lifetime... , By repetition
of certain themes through the theater we work toward understanding, compassion and
re-ponibility. To what end do we develop matters technologically without 3 balance of

maturity in matters moral and ethical?

Such creative experiences are equally necessary for the total development of
The teen-ager described by Afarfiefl Ogilvie in Teaching Speech in the High School:

High school students are complex imiividnalsawkward, emotionally unstable, anxious
for approval of their im'ers, Iiitigiitg for italetendence from their families, and wanting
oloomi. to moral, philosophiral, and religious problems. Much of the time they secretly
play roles. They walk, talk, dress, and act like those they idolize. They identify themselves
both with real people, and with pt,pit in books. Because of their minplexit and their
de-ire to plat roles. creative dram:. serves a real need for them.

Relating to Others
Thus. the curriculum needs to provide each student with opportunities for

identifying, developing and expressing his individual personality. 4 corollary is
the need to help that individual develop satisfying relationships with others. There
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are certain personal skills and human relationships necessary for successful living
in a democracy that cannot be learned by writing essays, that cannot he mastered
by memorization, that cannot be acquired in a science laboratory.

Young people learn to be kind only by working with other people; they learn
to be tolerant only in human relationships; they learn to influence the conduct of
others in a laboratory of work with other human beings whose rights are equal to,
but not necessarily the same as theirs. Every personal contact within the school
is part of this process. Activities such as student government, the school news-
paper, traffic patrol, class parties, the senior prom, the May Day queen, the talent
show, the old clothes collection are therefore an important part of the school
programnot to keep students off the street, not to keep them wholesomely
occupied, not to prevent them from becoming juvenile delinquents, but to equip
them with skills necessary for the functioning of the democratic process.

A curriculum which provides for self-identification and satisfying relationships
with others is not totally fufilling its purpose if it makes no provision to assist the
student in mastering the world of work and leisure. A realistic curriculum has the
responsibility of developing not only skills and craftmanship, but also attitudes
toward work.

Are businessmen and industrialists justified in their criticism of the products of
the public schools? In a recent article in the Chicago Daily News, the Fresident of
one of the nation's largest advertising agencies said:

The U.S. is going through the great era of the goof-off; the age of the half-done job.
The land from coast to coast has been enjoying a stampede away from responsibility. It
is populated with laundrymen who won't iron shirts, with waiters who won't serve, with
earpenters who will come around some day maybe, with executives whose minds are on
the goif cuurse, with teacher:4 who demand a single salary schedule so that achievement
cannot be rewarded . . . with students who take cinch courses.

The mediocrity of salesmen is only a part of our national pattern of always tieing
willing to settle for something less than the best.

No curriculum can progress fast enough to train students for jobs which come
into existence with each technological advance, but it can and must guide them in
the development of attitudes toward work and toward the increasing hours of
leisure time. How adequately do the music program, the physical education
department, the drama program, the book reports in English, the geography class,
the modern language course prepare the student to spend his long vacations in
profitable creativity, travel, reading, and refreshing physical activity?

Anyone associated with modern adolescents is aware of the pressures with which
they are faced. The academic push begins early, as was depicted in a recent
cartoon showing a preschool youngster whispering into Santa's ear: "Please, can
you get me into Harvard?" The increasing number of emotional problems related
to these and other pressures serves as a constant reminder of the need to develop a
curriculum which will include opportunity for self discovery, activities for
achieving satisfying human relationships, and the development of skills and
Attitudes for work and play.
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Today's
Junior
High
Students

WILLIAM W. WATTENBERG
Program Coordinator. Educational Psychology
Wayne State Uni.aersety, (*belt. Michigan

IT IS always hazardous to compare any age group with its counterpart
in times past. In every generation, adults see in young adolescents a frightening
assortnent of contrasts with "the way kids were %then we were their age." It is
all too easy to react emotionally to newspaper headlines or to the noisy jostling
at the school entrance.

If we attempt to resist stereotyped thinking and to be objective, there seem
be three major ways in which today's younger adolescents differ from those

of previous generations:

I. Thanks to better nutrition, they do mature somewhat earlier.
2. Thanks to better education, they know more and have greater intellectual

sophistication.
3. No thanks to a combination of causal factors, they are more dichotomized

than any previous generation. It is this difference, its causes, and possible educa-
tional implications which will be the topic of this article.

In almost every generation of which we have knowledge there has been a
tendency for young adolescents to adopt fads which set them apart from "little
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kids" on the one hand and adults on the other. Although not all were affected
with equal intensity by the fads, and although the fads could be in many areas
language usage, clothing, dance patterns, and social customs nevertheless at
any one time in any one area there was likely to be a single fad.

The in'sThe Out's
What has happened that is relatively new is that today there tend to be two

fads, each picked up by a different group. In many American schools, we have
on the one hand a group of youngsters who are "in." They tend to follow some-
what sophisticated clothing styles. The terms by which they are identified vary
from community to community and from year to year. Typical are "varsity,"
"Sosh," "Frats," "Ivy," and "Tweeds."

The contrasting group of youngsters, for whom the very names are indica-
tive. may be known as "grease," "hoods," "trolls," etc., and are likely to consist
of visibly alienated youth. The boys are likely to combine a markedly feminine
appearance with clothes that make them look like tough characters. The girls
may adopt outlandish hairdos and extreme clothing styles.

This dichotomizing of the youth population is by no means solely an Ameri-
can phenomenon. Its appearance in England. for example, led to combat between
the "Mods" and the "Rockers."

What is of fundamental concern is that this dichotomy seems to be but a
surface manifestation of the fact that the disparities among our youth are in-
creasing. It is possible that as programs launched under the Economic Opportu-

.--'nity Act of 1964 and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 take
hold, these disparities may be reduced. Nevertheless, at the present moment these
divergencies are so much a fact that we must seek for causes and solutions.

One factor probably has to do with the size of our educational units. Although
big schools make for some advantages in specialized offerings and specialist
teachers, they also can lead to impersonal handling. In small units, every boy
or girl has a roll, an active role. As shown in the Barker and Gump studies,
Big School; Small School, in large units many pupils have to be a passive

auiience for the active "in's." It is not surprising, then, that as a general rule
throughout the United States dropout rates are lowest in small schools and tend
to rise with the size of the school.

We cannot forget, either, that many children come from homes where parents
are treated impersonally in large plants or stores or, if marginal, must spend

hours receiving impersonal attention from dnetors in overcrowded clinics and
relief workers in overworked agencies.

If you are a "nobody," then you can make yourself a "somebody" by being
obnoxious. There may be some link to note in the favt that Hell's Angels ride
the roads of the state most enamored of computerized schools. A key educa-
tional task, then, is to devise educational arrangements under which every boy
and girl can be a valued member of a continuing faee-to-free group. There are
many ways in which this can be done: we can build smaller schools, break big
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schools into house units. launch many special programs. expand the range of
cocurricular activities. At the very least we can stare down the enthusiasts who
think social problems can he solved by supermarket education dished out in
monstrous "educational parks."

Different Emphasis

Another causal factor is that as the emit:rational requirements for entry or-
eupations go up and up, the junior high school student. who cannot take the
pressure to get ready for college. sees less and less value in the school he attends.
Occupationally, it leads nowhere, He sees it as preparatory (for what ?); ter-
minal for nothing.

Let us study closely the attitudes of the youngsters with low achievement
motivation, the boys and girls who will drop out, the ones who find more glory
in "going grease" than in any adult-approved motivation. Here we note two
qualities which pose problems for schools: (a) they are not motivated by future
gratifications; and t b) they place little value on individuality.

One could well argue that they ought not to be that way, that we. should do
something to prevent such an otzteome. Perhaps we should. (There is a legitimate
value issue which can be. argued; the author believes that people have a right
to live with emphasis on the present if they wish and he has enough noncon-
fortuity in him to defend conformity if it is freely selected.)

Regardless of that, however, we have no tried-and-true program which would

turn all children into future-oriented self-actualizers. Ergo, the youngsters. with
their values and inclinations, are with us. That is a fact many school people
have tried to ignore. With pride in our own values. we vaunt programs that
inculcate personal uniqueness and organize instruction for distant goals.

Difficult as it is to question precious beliefs and long-admired practices, we
must do so. We have grown comfortable, for maniple, with the classroom proce-
dures which call for children and adolescents to work long periods of time
gathering information for reports which are then presented to a class for ills-
mission. Teachers. who value the self-purposing and creative young people. will

praise. as a matter of course, the stellar classroom performer who exemplifies
exactly those qualities.

The Pendulum
In every class, and especially in junior high schools, there are some boys and

girls who hang back, who do not enter discussions, which they leave for those
who "talk smart." Without. giving the matter too much thought we assume that
those young people we praise will serve its models of identification for their class-
mates, whom we surmise hunger for approval.

In schools serving underprivileged areas, we consider class reactions to these
strategies as problems in discipline. Yet, is it not equally possible that by adopt-
ing routines which go against the grain of many young people, we are really
inereasin.! their alienation from school? Methods which do not respect the
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behavioral inclinations of studentis Hy in the face of our value for individualising
instruction every bit as touch as does refusal to take into aeeount the differences
in intellectual ability

Observations. such as the above are too often taken as implying a sweeping
reversal of instructional trends. The argument goes that if an anther says that
"democratic" procedures do not work well with the alienated segments of our
youth, then he means we must use autocratic procedures. The facts are thus
utilized to bolster an all-or-none approach, one way or another.

What we are saying here is that ineontest able realities indicate that our cur-
rent procedures in junior high schools simply are not reaching significant num-
bers of students. It is equally uneontestahie that they me effectively reaching
many more. The solution, then, on the one hand, calls for retention and improve-
ment of th4se practices for those whom they benefit; on the other hand, there is
clear need to find some way to meet the needs of those who are being alienated.

How ran this be done? One possibility is for teachers, to individualize instruc-
tion or subgroup eldsses so that different processes can be geared to the psy-
chological needs of the children or young people. Let the self-propelling pupils
work in their own ways creatively to reach long-range goals; give the self-
doubters the security of definite assignments. A second possibility is to group
together the now alienated youth and have teachers work with thrm intensively
to develop appropriate approaches.

We can no longer afford to deal with educational problems by swings of the
pendulum. We should know by now that any approach if applied to all children
alike will be bad for some. There is no solution but to deal with each boy or
girl in term% of his or her characteristics understood in depth. This is especially
the case at the junior high school level, where individual differences of all sorts
are most visible.
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Curitu lum Planning Priorities
for the Middle School

'THE MIDDLE SCHOOL concept
continues to draw increasing attention from
curriculum planners as a means to improve
education for emerging adolescents in the
middle grades of the American public school.
As with any innovation, there is real concern
to separate "faddism" from carefully planned
instructional improvement. A serious prob-
lem centers on the persistent failure in
most states to develop preservice teacher edu-
cation programs for the middle grades. While
some states are moving in this direction, the
primary means to improve teacher skills and
instructional programs in the middle grades.
will continue to reside in curriculum plan-
ning efforts of local districts through staff de-
velopment and in-service education projects.

As school districts continue to reorga-
nize middle school programs, they must
avoid the pitfall of merely offering "old wine
in new bottles." This dilemma can best be
averted by developing systematic curriculum
planning projects which: (a) involve staff
and community in defining new objectives
and directions for the middle grades; and
( b4 encourage the professional staff to de-
velop new programs, write new curricula,
and develop the instructional skills necessary
to improve learning for students in the reor-
ganized middle schools.
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The most effective redefinition of programs for
emerging adolescents in the middle grades
can be found in those districts w such
efforts have been characterized* the
earmarks of sound outriculufit planning.*

ailew of these programs and to specify why
these approaches continue to have successful
results. The focal consideration here i5 to
synthesize those guidelines which may serve
as -a curriculum planning basis for schools
seeking to improve their own middle grades
programs.

A Rationale

One tact must be clarified before pro-
eeding further. There is no suggestion here
that the mete reorganization of any set of
middle grades into a single program can pro-
vide realistic improvement of pstruction. In
the abstract. a fifth through eirlith grade pro-
gram has no intrinsic advantage over sixth
through eighth. seventh through ninth, or
other ct!!!ibitiation of grades. What the mid-
dle school concept can offer is an opportu-
nit to reorganize a program based upon the
lc dized capabilities of emerging adolescent
learners. In some communities. maturational
profiles may recommend a partiuLr com-
binatic t of grades which brings together the
greatest number of emerging adolescents
with a common range of skills. capacities,
and needs as human beings and learners.

While medical evidence confirms na-
tional lowering of the age of pubescent
maturation. the exact impact of such data
must l.e determined at the local district
With the identification of such local data.
reorganization plans can then realistically be
undertaken. Such efforts in vittually all of
the nationally recognized middle school pro-
grams have, included early strength and need

:seio mc'nt projects. It follows that effective
rricalum improvement eft' rts can be
olerti.ken only wiwn local data reflect those

at s in which < < nt programs for emerg-
ini alolest s.N.cessful as well as
r .ne areas t.. ne :d s,f substantial improve-
ment

While such vitt.. es vy.tE take time they
invariably bear great savings of both time
and monies over poorly defined projects
lthit h intuitively assume needs for improve-
ment. This frequently occurs when districts
move quickly into a rapid surface reorganiza-
tion of their middle grades. Staff teams are
sent to visit various lighthouse middle schools
with national reputations; Excitement far
too often leads districts to conclude. "That's
great! Let's adopt it hack home." Few such
efforts succeed for the simple reason that the
characteristics of the students and commu-
nity and the needs for improvement back
home are rawly ever the same as circum-
stances in the lighthouse districts. At best,
they waste time and money and result in an
adoption of programs doomed to failure be-
cause they whe implemented without identi-
fication of !peal district* needs. However,
where districts have taken the time to identify
lc. at student charktetistics and district
needs. realistic educational improvement has
usually been realized.

Visitations to districts which have de-
veloped programs to meet needs similar to
your own are most helpful. Evaluation should
be made as to what aspects of the lighthouse
programs can be adapted to help meet the
areas of improvement identified in your local
district. Seel, ig areas for adaptation to local
needs rather than mass adoption of grandiose
programs from afar can result in local dis-
trict improvement of a most significant de-
gree. Curriculum planning efforts to provide
for such change must involve the staff and
community to develop a basis of support
which far surpasses a level of administrative
enthusiasm. Again, the number of middle
school programs which disappear when the
innovating building administrator leaves.
graphically indicates an inadequate staff
understanding of. and support for, the pro-
gram. It is important to contrast these situa-
tions against those which*ontinue to flourish
after the administrator guiding the original
project moves on. It is this test of grass roots
support which separates the instances of
systematic improvement of programs for the
middle grades from abortive efforts at sur-
face change.
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Lighthouse Programs
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.
to look to this program .15 a source of ideas
and practices %table for adaptation.

Ihuntr. thibatna. Among the most in-
teirsting of uccesses in the Oak Park and
}11 I ,okhav en St hoots is the mainstreaming of
students with learning disabilities into the
iegular middle school program A The archi-
tcture of the schools allows for small en-
e. laves of sixth through eighth grade students
m pod arrangements. Interdisciplinary teams
to these pods are serviced by special educa-
tion teachers who work with the teams to
plan integrated !earnings for the special
education youngsters. This program has de-
velopd such effectiveness over the past three
tears that it was irtUAIIV impossible 'fr an
extrtial at team to identify the
learnin i disability students in a three-day
t isitatie n.

Special learning needs of these young-
sters hate been accommodated through
indw idualized instruction opportunities in
learning resource centers and library-instruc-
tional media areas. The utilization of these
fat Oita.% h all students has given a degree
of anonymity and personalization to these
activities lea the special education students.
The elite uteness of the program in the gen-
eral eti, ation area has supported similarly
effectic, learning expel iences in the explora-
tory and activity phases of curriculum. Most
encouraging is the positive attitude of these
students toward school, their peers. and their
pet sonal progress. These schools continue
to ptovide excellent examples of how young-
sters with such disabilities can he helped to
achieve personal and intellectual growth in
an integrated setting with the rest of the
se hoot population at large.

toganopeort. Indiana. The Logansport
ommunity School (' I wporation has achieved

unusual success in its efforts to, develop
teacher.studentmade 'earning materials in
the ( 'olumbi a t t tale Sc loot. The project has

Hobert Rumpus and 111.1a garet Vann. An
tilittnatii,i. A1)1)10.4,11 In Sure ial 1.thwatinil in the
NIt.itlir hotil /;,,,,mntatum Settrcr. (517 the.
111,1111* Cr ;tar. SprihRist.h1 Massa( hum.ns.
htmal 1.1achrhti) Institute' 1o1 ti.Nu 1 Septem
In.; 1'074



been piloted in the Columbia School in hopes
of being able to extend it into the other
middle schools of the city as interest de-
velops. Faculty support and enthusiasm for
the project have continued to increase. In-
structional material budgets for the school
have been reorganized to maintain a supply
of text materials primarily for reference with
other monies reallocated to duplicating and
production facilities, materials, and suppor-
tive personnel. Teacher reactions to the writ-
ing of resource units. instructional guides,
and specific curriculum guides have been
reinforced by the exciting learning activities
which have been organized from the mate-
rials. The instructional materials are pro-
duced in low-cost fashion with the materials
being usable for a maximum of three years.
The need to develop new materials, update
present ones. and support new concepts and
directions has caused curriculum develop-
ment to be a dynamic process in this setting.
Student input and participation in develop-
ing materials and programs have also been
cited as a significant gain. Districts interested
in moving into this area of teacher participa-
tion in curriculum writing should examine
this continuing program in Logansport.

Dewitt. New York. The Jamesville-Dewitt
Middle School is an excellent example of haw
cooperative team planning and teaching can
articulate the instructional experience for
students across the range of subject offer-
ings. This has been implemented within the
physical setting of a house or school-within-
&school plan with great success. The house
plan has organized enclaves of students and
teachers in a reduced physical setting, and
has provided a basis to help students make a
.positive adjustment to the program of the
middle school. Cooperative team planning
with the support of counselors and other
pupil personnel specialists has made delivery
of special help as immediate as possible
through better !cachet referral. Sharing of
information about students among team
members has helped in defining and extend-
ing appropriate instructional approaches to
those students in need of a partic .ar kind of
help. The results of this program have been

confirmed through the school's strong com-
mitment of` recording pupil growth data.
Such data have also been the basis for re-
defining existing instructional programs to
Meet areas of learning needs not actom-
modated by earlier programs. Districts con-
sidering team and house plan departures
should examine this program and its results
before finalizing local staff or facility plans.

While hosts of other outstanding pro-
grams could be enumerated, the purpose in
citing the foregoing four is threefold. First,
each situation has developed an ongoing pro-
gram over a period of time which has the
commitment and enthusiasm of a large
majority of staff members. Second, broader
areas of improvement for emerging adoles-
cents have been provided within which sub-
ject and other concerns have been improved.
Each of these schools boasts outstanding
programs in content areas. The excellence
of their programs in subject areas could not
have grown without their unique success
in the broader areas cited in each instance.
These schools have developed their unique
success in areas which too many districts
overlook in their haste to get into more
narrow academic and content areas in and
for themselves. Third, each of these situa-
tions has developed its success through a
careful program of systematic curriculum
planning on a continuing basis. It is this
critical ingredient which is viewed as neces-
sary to identify and organize means to im-
prove middle grades programs at the local
level.

Guidelines

The following guidelines have been
drawn from those elements consistent in the
four exemplary situations described as well
as a number of other lighthouse middle
school projects throughout the country. They
are offered as important for districts seeking
to launch middle school projects to bring
about effective and ongoing improvement for
their emerging adolescent populations.

1. Curriculum improvement in the mice
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6
die grades of a school district must be unclo
taken only after a careful identification of
how proposed changes will affect elementary
And high school programs. Such changes in
the middle school must be thought of as
macrocosmic rather than microcosmic since
they will have critical impact on the articula-
tion of the local kindergarten through twelfth
grade curriculum program. Unless the ele-
mentary program makes its own changes to
prepare learners for planned departures in
the middle school, the vital articulation of
the K-12 program is only further, confused
and weakened. Likewise, the nature of the
high school experience must be re-thought in
term: of bow it will build upon rather than
thwart or contradict the proposed innovative
changes in the middle school.

2. The objectives of projected changes
in middle grades programs, as well as means
to assess their projected improvements.
should be carefully specified before launch-
ing the innovations. It is important that
such .,means be able to measure both areas
of success as well as needs for continuing
improvement, before the middle school inno-
vation is inaugurated. Districts where mid-
dle school projects have flourished have in-
variably utilized such means to validate how
the innovative programs in the middle grades
have or have not improved upon previous
programs. On the other hand, the vast
majority of districts which have moved pre-
maturely into hastily-defined middle school
reorganizations have found that failure to
define objectives has lessened their capability
to determine the actual successes of the
changes. In such situations, it is virtually
impossible to validate objectivelyithe degree
of improvement which such inn( .ations may
actually have promote.:.

3. Objectives of propOsed changes in
middle grades should be stated in terms of
characteristics of the emerging adolescent
population as defined in the local school-
community setting. This process of local
identification is a necessary step for planning
means to improve instruction in the middle
grades. Districts utilizing this procedure con-
cur that it provides a frame of reference
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In the early 1980's :matting

dissatisfaction with the discontinuity

of elementary and secondary schools

and the resultant problems of children in

moving from level to level, along with

widespread criticism of schooling in

general, and the search for innovations

and alternatives cmalad a receptive

climate for middle school proposals

and reorganizations.

against which they can validate the effects
of specific innovations in terms of local
emerging adolescent learner needs.

4. The proposed innovation in the
middle grades must then be related to
a curricular rationale to identify how it
will achieve its purpose in terms of the
three aforementioned guidelines. This, then,
initiates a curriculum plan to implement the
innovation as a realistic improvement. This
curricular rationale should identify the se-
quence of tasks necessary to move forward
in subseqttent planning and implementation
of the innovation. The development of the
curriulurn plan should identify both a time
schedule for designing and implementing the
innovation as well as the kinds of staff de-
velopment experietkes necessary to prepare
staff to initiate the program. In organizing
the curriculum plan. the role iff such in-
service activities as workshops and summer
programs should become apparent. Means
to evaluate the project' should also be identi-
tied in determining the curriculum plan.

The sequential comPIFtion of the guide
lines t 1 through 4 t makes the final task of
designing an administrative vehicle to expe-
dite and support middle grades instructional
improvement largely one of facilitation and
monitoring. Greater confidence. af the staff
and a sense of ownership in the program, as
well as credibility and understanding by the
local community, usually accrue from the ex-

e



periences implied in the guidelines. Likewise.
the enthusiasm of the staff members and
their preparation to enter the project virith
skills and readiness from staff development
experiences give a greater promise of suc-
chs in meeting the objectives of the middle
school innovation.

All that can be learned from the history
of the theory and practice of systematic cur-
riculum planning should point to the fol-
lowing. The most effective redefinition of
programs for emerging adolescents in the
middle grades can be found in those districts
where such efforts have been characterized

f

by the earmarks of sound curriculum plan-
ning. For districts not to launch such efforts
on these bases seems tragic since the track
record of such hasty efforts is quite dismal..
If the redefinition of better programs for
emerging adolescents Is worth the effort,
there appears to be every reason to organize
such projects with the highest predictability
for success. As you consider the middle
school departures collected in this volume,
then, examine them not only in terms of the
programs themselves, but also what it would
take for successful planning and adaptation
in your own districct and circumstances, El
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Your Middle School Must

1.1 WA:1m "middle school.' has
soddenly be..2ifi a 11.111 111 our e%et14rowing
tdtit targon Much like the tem.
-Inch% telt/allied instrut lion,- the -needs of
t hildrn. and the .opn the concept
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students.
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tatigtot;
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Themanner of clustenng students Is
far less significant than the program .1%.id
able to students. Students elder or students
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%changer could %err easily he Mewl» dated inm
the -middle school,- pro% Wing an appropriate
program is designed for those students. The
stic«... of .1 "middle se hoed.- or any school.
does not depend einirel% on the age range of
students. mu t h nt the success depends on
the pogrant pro% tiled hr the staff and the
se hoi)1 dist, it t.
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Have a Revised Program!

The t emr.ut 111.ehjem School in
Mi F.uland could casilv absotb students from
grades 7 anti a Into the t xisting program bv
means of extending the prot ram. using the
same concept established fix the %iningr
students. The basic model used in %Far land
is adapted Iron) the model established by the
Research and 1)evelopment tenter at the
Pniwrsity of Wisconsin in Madison. The
model is termed Individually Guided Edw. a-
titr, Multi-Unit Sc. luil-Elementary IGE

The model is now being extended
into the upper grades to grade 12. %Viten this
model is properly implemented the clustering
of students by grades or age levels will have
little or no significance. The necessities will
be well-trained staff !libo's. sufficient ma-
terials. and appropriate facilities. The ethic&
tion of the youngsters will be cont)nuous
progressive. and meaningful.

DONALD E. BARNES*

The model for ICE i, s been successful
ni elemental v schools throughout the nation,
anti sill be successful for "middle schools"
and high schools. if the schools follow the
suggestions of the It & I) Center. The model
is based on sewn components:

1 An organilation for instruction
2 A model for iosttoctional programming

tor imInnittal students
i. A model for dtloping measurement

pH and taltt.ition procedures
1 r mut ilium materials, rdated state-

ments msnuttion.,1 objecti.esmd rittvon
etelem vti tests .rod obsett :Moo schedules

A Iniigmtn fin* lime minx)! comoutoi-
t Anons

Ii

building

7 rtaMmimg re.sraft h anti dtlopmtm
1,, tpif.r.itt 1,1)tmbdge and tit prollitt test mate

prottar%

for training staff members is
itaml ibiough the Research and Ielop-

1 .n dilator en% iromuents in the school

!Mould E. Barus. Print ipal. Conrad EIrch h.m
Sc hoot. 11( t at land 11. 1.4 o%og
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Pylons courtesy (rime author

Learning stations enhance inlividualized instruction.

nwnt Center and through many departments
of public instruction throughout the nation.
The model may be adapted to Imp! situations;
-however. caution must be given to those who
deviate from the model to any arc it extent.

One unique factor het the Research
and Development Center with the implemen-
tation of the IGE concept: the Center de-
veloped funicular programs to enhance the
concept. The Wiscensin Design for Reading
Development is one such program. The Wis-
consin Design includes Word Attack. Refer-
ence Skills. Study Skills. and Comprehension.
Continuous progress for each student is en-
sured because of pre- and post-testing along
with recordkeeping system. Tests are
scored by a computer and recorded on an
easy-to-read label for each child's McBee
card.

I)c Mathematical Processes is
a mathmaties program being developed by
the Rewarh and Development Center and
soon to be published. Student interest is high
because students learn the concept by "doing"
and the concept is then transferred to the
abstract.

The K & D Center has other programs
ailable. or soon to be available. McFarland

has been part of the program dewlopment
for the two programs mentioned. R & I)
Center programs used in the McFarland
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ICE MUST schools have enhanced the indi-
vidualiz9tion of instruction.

The concept of IGE provides an oppor-
tunity to offer nongraded instruction to multi-
age clusters of students. The organizational
structure finds an age span of three years in
one unit. The current structure is four units;
Unit I ( kindergarten-grade I ). Unit II
e grades 2 and 3 . Unit UI ( grades 4 and 5),
and Unit IV ( grade 6 ). The structure could
change at any time and would he extended
to include. grade 7, then grade 8, and on into
the high school. Unit lines are not tight and
can Ix. flexible, with children attending
classes in two different units within one day.

Potential for the extension of this type
of structure is endless and is now being
explored by the Research and Development
Center in Madison. The concept of IGE in
the multiunit organization pro. ides an op-
portunity to try many innovations: multi-
aged instruction. team teaching and team
planning; continuous progress, youth tutor-
ing. differentiated staffing, and working closer
with teachers in the related arts area.

The "middle school" concept has pro-
vided educators with an opportunity to cor-
rect the errors of 60 years of junior high
school development. To change the name
of the approach from junior high to "middle
school" affords the opportunity to make
changes faster.

Universities throughout the nation
should recognize that professional staff mem-
bers need to be trained for the "middle school"
level as a single entity. The present approach.
of borrowing staff members trained for ele-
mentary school or high school has been in-
adequate. The forme* bring the atmosphere
of the elementary school to the "middle
school." and high school teachers force "mini"
high school programs upon the pre-teenage
child.

A magic cutoff age has -er been deter-
mined and should never bec.,me a factor. A
continuous program of individualized instruc-
tion, based on individual students' progressing
and developing at different rates, is dras-
tically needed. The focus needs to be on
the curriculum offering rather than on the
organizational structure. Li
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Why the Middle School
Curriculum Vacuum?

t*.

Tll middle school muter:lent
has engaged the imagination of educators
throughout the country. Advocated its insti-
tutions unique and stimulating for preadoles-
cents, middle schools are expected to rectitv
programs in which traditional junior high
schools were inffecti. Under this new
approach. no longer are preadolescents to be
stmjected to highly sophe,ticated adolescent-
oriented activities, interscholastic athletics,
and senior high itistruc lama! na No
longer should pressures unsuited for students
in early adolescence he perpetuity&

We haw an opportunity to estAltsh a
new type of school. This nett institution is
to be sensitive to the growth and develop-
ment necils of youngsters going through a
strenuous period of physical. social. and emo
tional change. Literature about the middle
school movement abounds, yet seldom is any-
thing suggested regarding curriculum devel-
opment. Of ill the changes advocated for
the middle school, the greatest vacuum exists

JAMES CHWIRGIIJO"

in the serest of appropriate curriculum devel-
opment.

The changes that have been made in
middle schools are in such areas as clubs.
athletics. socials. and general school environ-
ment. These elements were less difficult to
change and could be instituted with the least
administrative effort. Yet the middle school
movement would fall short of the goals its
advocates most strongly desire unless one or
the most frequent recommendations found
in professional literature, the use of interdis-
ciplinary teams, is implemented. In order for
these teams to be effective, a revision of the
currictlutn commonly utilized is necessary.
Currently the practice is to continue cur-
riculum programs as they existed in the ele-
mentary filth and sixth grades and the junior
high seventh and eighth grades and to in-
corporate these programs into a middle school
setting. This being so, it is apparent to educa-
tors interested in middle school growth :hat
more effort is needed in projecting and oiga-
nizing a curriculum that will enhance the
further development of young people of
middle school age.

_lames I)iVirgilio. Assista.a Director of e r

ondary Education, Howard County Public
Schools. Columbia. Maryland
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Local School Efforts
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Witt'. In tWO %tudt.tit had experienced
not unit the broad concepts Of economics
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sonal ilations. and decision making. Re-
source people from the community ilSiSied
tti the unit. Students analyzed the process
and particularly the type of .joh they per-
:Orme& Though many of these efforts ate
quite noteworthy. no attempts are being
made to utilize them beyond the school hi
which they were developed.
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Middle school students respond to protects in which they may Interact as social beings.
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National Curriculum Projects

%Mile teachers and students are pro-
ducing locally made materials. curriculum
programs in.this are.' have been diAtoputi
by federal projects. universities. and com-
mercial companies imd are constantly being .

marketed. These nationally organized cur-
riculum attempts such as I3SCS Biology.
AAAS Since. and Nebraska English have
resulted in designs limited to the narrow
ttfittes of a particular discipline. Use cif

such programs dictates a school organized by
disciplines. For example. to place a science
program in a middle school that requires the
science teacher to perform in the area of
science to the exclusion Of other disciplines
breaks down the relationships sought in the
interdisciplinary approach.

With a disc ipline-organized curriculum
the opportunities for a team of teachers to
meet with a common group of students,
diagnose their needs, and prescribe accord-
ingly become very limited. In an interdis-
ciplinary-organized school a curriculum
organized by subject disciplines dictates
methods by which class groups of 30 students
form the instructional pattern even when
120 stiklents are assigned to a "team" of
tour teachers. Because of these limitations.
many middle schools are reorganizing into
disciplinary teams shifting students period
by period.

Admittedly teachers in this setting can
use a greater variety of teaching strategies
than can their interdisciplinary counterparts
using the same traditional curriculum, The
effect is that no group of teachers has a stu-
dent for more than one class period. Instead
the pitfall common to the' junior high school
becomes the pattern and the middle schooi
then loses one of the ingredients strongly
desired by its advocates. The preadolescent
in need of daily guidance by all who are
responsible for his school environment soon
realizes that the major portion of his school
day is no different than it was in any other
school he attended. The vacuum that exists
is the lack of instructional program. that
encourages the best use of interdisciplinary
relationships.

In conclusion, the middle school move-
ment is in need of an in-depth, well funded
project to produce a suitable curriculum.
Such a curriculum would contain units which
encourage administrators :kW teams to capi-
taliz on all of the advantages of the inter-
disiplinary organization that is strongly
recommended for the middle school. Recog-
nition must be made of those disciplines or
units within a single discipline that can most
effectively Ix. accomplished Only when ap-
proached as a separate discipline. Thus the
middle school curriculum, like the middle
school organization, will utilize the best of
two worlds, a combination of disciplinary and
interdisciplinary relationships. It will con-
tain those elements which permit a diagnosis
of each student's mastery of basic funda-
mntals as well as encourage a wide variety
of opportunities for learning experiences
relevant to the student's world.

A good middle school curriculum is not
one that results in memorizing content. In-
stead it offers the learner alternatives of
experiences. The content should he the ve-
hicle through which the learner develops his
fundamental skills and concepts of life. The
content of the middle school c riculum then
consists oe the high interest aterials, not
necessarily logically organizt . which will
help to produce a student w is anxious to
gut to high school to investigate further. n

... the middle school
curriculum, Ike the middle
school organization, will
utilize the best of two
worlds, a combination of
disciplinary and infer-
disciplinary relationships.
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CURRICULAR innovation would
seem to us to be the most cogent rationale
for the development of the middle school
orgamtation. We believe that the purposes
of education appropriate to the emerging
adolescent are so varied and so broad that a
reorganization of instructional prattics into
a systematic plan for such an innovation is
necessary. We hold that the optimum growth
of every student, and the balance between
the physical, social, emotional, and intel-
lectual areas of development of the pupil, can
be achieved within such a system.

Many rationales for the middle school
place a considerable stress upon those facets
and purposes which arc unique to the middle
school, while accepting some facets and pur-
poses of both elementary and secondary
school purposes. The primary emphasis in
the middle school program should he upon
the total personalization of purposes and
standards for the mpils in such a program.

Purposes of the Middle School
Differential education derives from dif-

ferent personal developmental needs. The
development of a plan for instruction to take
into account the extreme range of indiviciu.41
differences evident in these groups of emerg-
ing adolescents is an absolute essential for
the middle school. These differences in indi-

t vidual students and in their stages of matura-
tion must be reflected in the purposes. meth-
ods, and objectives in education for emerging
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Rationale for

adolescents in the middle schools. Different
youngsters may have different personal needs
when attending a school. They certainly will
have differing sets of values due to back-
ground. intellect. physical development, and
other related concerns. With this focus, the
use of normative standards and grade level
rankings is less appropriate than individual
progress reports.

The major* purposes of personalization
in the middle school are derived from the
three areas of general education. learning
skills, and exploratory experiences. General
education which all children should experi-
ence is and should remain the central focus
of education in the middle school, with spe-
cific content developed as necessary tp sup-
port this area. Extensive effort in seeking an
appropriate balance among the areas of the
total curricular and educational patterns is
necessary.

The stress on general education requires
a reassessment of the various subject matter
areas with a view to more effective structur-
ing of learning experiences. An emphasis on
development of key concepts and modes of
inquiry is also recommended. Less emphasis
on the learning of facts as a product of learn-
ing is necessary with this concern for appro-
priate modes of inquiry. Further, inter-
disciplinary approaches and a synthesis of
content are recommended to counteract frag-
mentation, and to render possible a greater
r Iplicability and use of new concepts and
structures.



Instruction
in the Middle School

Learning skills sufficient to enable the
student to become an independent learner
should be assessed and emphasized to the
point of mastery. These are the skills which
the pupil utilizes in mastering the higher.
more abstract levels of cognitive processes.
Full u r dization of the learning resources cen-
ter would require appropriate general learn-
ing skills. Skill in the application of funda-
mental tools such as reading. writing, and
arithmetic is necessary to enable the indi-
vidual pupil to go beyond his current knowl-
edge. and to achieve mastery of library tech-
niques. technological devices, and a range of
study methods. Because of the extremely
uneven development in these areas of skill.
pupils must he allowed to progress at their
own optimal rates in the mastery of such
[earnings.

The third area of focus in the middle
school curriculum is exploration. Exploration
is the learning which takes place when the
pupil exercises his own initiative in seeking
experiences in which his interest arises from
his own unique personal needs, desires, or
purposes. It is appropriate in any subject
area, and it is ctssential that the school sys-
tematically and regularly free the pupil for
some set portion of time to develop his unique
talents. both in areas within the regular cur-
riculum. and in those areas not ordinarily
covered in a traditional school program. Ex-
ploration as a concept derives from the pur-
poses and initiative of the individual pupil
rather than from the purposes of society; and,

THOMAS E. CURTIS
WILMA W. BIDWELL

s such. it is crucial among the educational
urposes of the middle school.

Itstractional Imperatives

The changes in instructional deinfuuls
inherent within the above-named purposes
will require different capabilities of teachers.
Teachers will need to become, first, (hag-

ititicians of teaming needs; second, resource
per ons to guide instruction; and third, as-
ses rs of the effectiveness of learning experi-
encOs and activities in the achievement of
spectral purposes for individual students.

o perform the role of diagnostician, the
teac r must ascertain the level of develop-
ment of a pupil on a number of different
dime ions in learning within the particular
subje matter with which the teacher is con-
cerned A more specific type of evaluation
will be required than those with which we
are cu ntly functioning. Specific learning
prows and particular problems within
given s Jeri areas will have to be sequenced
in such la way that a student's progress can
be plots O on a cluster of related learning
tasks. %Mith specific learning processes evalu-
ated, the teacher can then begin to diagnose
the statu and learning of' the youngster, and
to prescri . the next steps 'to be selected for

Thomas K Curtis, Associate Professor of
Education, and Warn.: W. Bidwell. Associate
Professor Curriculum and Instruction; bath
at the Stat University of New York at Albany
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forward movement along the learning path
for the pupil.

The teacher must develop a thorough
understanding of the school's curriculum de-
velopment, learning sequences, scope, and
syntheses possible between subject areas in
order to best guide pupils in their growth. In
determining next steps for individual learn-,
ers, there must be a variety of opportunities
for possible learning experiences so that
pupils can select different opportunities ac-
cording to their varying growth needs. The
teacher must know what resources are avail-
able to students to facilitate pupil growth and
to further develop capabilities. In other
words, the staff must develop viable alterna-
tives from which the pupil may choose to
provide the most effective learning experi-
ences in terms of individual needs. Staff dif-
ferentiation and in-service education may
become essential aspects of an organiza-
tional framework to implement these goals
most effectively.

The teacher must study the efficacy of
these methods and resources for different

gg Middle School in the M ng

:types of purposes and different types of
youngsters. Teachers must understand the
implications for curriculum and instructional,
decision making and must be prepared 10
work with students individually to asapist eaehz.`
in his progress toward achieving the educa-
tional objectives set for this comprehensive
plan.

Teachers nit be prepared td ascertain
where eachlin/dent is currently milting and
how he may proceed for continuous growth
toward mutually accepted objectives. The
variety of instructional acts, no matter what
their modes, must be multiplied in order to
achieve the desired purposes. Familiarity
with unusual processes, modes of inquiry,
structure of subject areas, and resources will
be required. Nature of key concepts, gen-
eralizatiens, principles, and laws which
create/iitTucture in parent disciplines must
al/k understood. Further, knowledge and
ability to organize these so they are under -

,gtandable and learnable by students are vital
if the instructional practices in the middle
school are to be most effective. 0
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When Students Choose and Use
Independent Study Time N,

Student% deve!op confidence and poe.e
through a Detroit amid* school s built in
plan toy Cl making.

IF. Region Seven Middle School
has included in its organization several op-
portunities for student choke of curriculum
areas of learning. Our staff feels strongly
that students of grades through 8 need ex-
perienc:es in making decisions. In today's
world our young students arc already mak-
ing many decisions outside of school - and
very serious decisions. These' grades are no
longer part of childhood in the "old" sense.
Therefore. they need to learn to make' deci-
skins they will stand lw. they need to feel
they can make sue h decisions and that peo-
ple will respect their choices. This confi-
dence and poise will help them throughout
their lives. Thus, we' consider decision mak-
ing an essential skill in "today's school."

There arc niany ways to ghte children
opportunities for decision thaking. We base
incorpOrated.such opportunities in our orga-
nization. We base: set 1ST I Independent
'Study Time i each week. schoolwide 1ST

DOROTHY L. FISHER

every Wednesday, and for our final session,
student choke of a total plan of work.

To explain these terms:

Set 1ST. We have four sets of teachers,
with four teachers in each set. Our students
work with each set of teachers for sessions of
eight weeks. Each set of teachers allows
anywhere, from two periods to ten periods a
week for Set 1ST. Students, on the days that
have 1ST for the set, use conference time to
sign up for the one or two classes they wish
to work in for the 1ST. They may choose
rooms: to finish work, to enjoy a project they
have started and want to continue, to work
with the teacher on some part of the unit, or
just ht'cause they life the class, us re-
inimber-- if it's fun we can still learn! Sign-
ing up for 1ST does take time in the
conference period, but students and staff
members feel that the time is well worth it.
At the end of conference, teachers exchange
lists of students .signing for the different
rooms. In one set, all four conferences meet
in the large cafeteria and the students move
from teacher to teacher in signing up on the
Set 1ST days.

Is there any teacher guidance? Cer-
tainly. Four teachers working with their set
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of about 123 students know them well. and
can encourage and suggest wise chokes for
the students it it is necessary. hit practice.
our staff has found that 98 percent make
wise choices and return to classes for help
and to finish work on their own. Students
can- he trusted to want to learn I. they feel
it is atm responsibil4. The one or two who
do not respond to independent chokes would
need strong guidance in any organization.
Staff members. parents. and students strongly
feel 1ST is a learning experience for students.

Seinmduieh. 1ST. To prepare our stu-
dents for a choice of their total curriculum
in our final session ( described later ). our
staff Etliti.Ited a half-day schonlwide 1ST. It
proved set successful and so interesting to
teachers and students that it was extended to

ti

Co
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a full-day experience. Nowevery Wednesday
our students report to classes they choose
two morning classes and two afternoon
classes. They may choose any curriculum
area in the school. This gives them the op-
immunity to work with teachers or in the
curriculum areas they especially like, even
when that room is not part of their working
set. ( As noted previously. every eight weeks
our students move to another set of teachers

in this way they work with all of our
teachers for eight weeks, one set at a time.)
With schnolwide 1ST they can maintain a
year long activity if they wish to, and some
do. Othor students prefer a change of interest,

How do students sign up and what do
teachers offer? These are the steps followed:

1. It was decided to do this in terms of

I It

AD.

if

CAS.111/

Photos *sunny of rho Maw
Students are encouraged to balance their choices between classes they simply enjoy and classes that
aiso sharpen their basic skills.
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two weeks at a tune. so when teachers and stu-
dents sign up they are signing up for a two-
wek 1ST.

2. Two weeks ahead. teachers sign I'm all
four periods indicating topics they will offer.
Students look these met.. They also bias work
on independent projects in a torn rather than
on what the teacher offers.

t. One week ahead students sign up in
their cc iterence rooms for their four periods.
Only two students from each conference room.
may sign with a particular class each period
unless the teacher gi.s an OK for more in his
or her class.

4. By Friday of the week before the school-
wide 1ST starts. eat It conference room sends the
student stgnup set to the office. There students
cut the sheet and staple all the chokes of the
same classes together so that the names of all
who choose eat h e lass would be stapled together
These final lists are given to the teacher to
Cluck attendance in the room at a certain
time.

Final Session. This session offers stu-
dents a chance to plan their complete week's
schedule. Our first year we had the session
for two weeks and everyone found it so stimu-
lating we extended this to tour weeks the
second year.

the organisation for our final session
requires Wife. but the personal interaction of
staff and students. and the opportunity for
students to make the decisions and changes
of original plans, seem to make it essential.
Efficiency might lead to shorter ways but the
education and encouragement of opportuni-
ws for student experiences prompt us to
continue this tvpe of organiiation.

One to two months ahead teachers
think through their curriculum and the type
of interesting activities which would extend
student growth in their curricular area. They
think back to the' unit and -icticities students
enjoyed or requested. Thus teachers project
their plan!, of work. We have found it best
to schedule for Monday. %Yednesday. and
Friday. or Tuesday and Thursday each period
of the day. We have two morning periods
and two afternoon periods. A few teachers
need a longer time than a period to do some
of their activities, so we have established

that Tuesday and Thursday could be double
periods; this means students would have four
periods a week that way.. They could have
two long sessions to complete longer activi-
ties such as food preparation and out-of-
school science trips.

Do teachers ever have a chance to work
with students especially skilled or especially
needing help? Yes--our staff has established
some "closed- classes. These classes are
closed except to students invited by the
teacher to participate in them. Examples of
these closed classes are: .Research Skills by
our Media teacher for our very able stu-
dents. Glee Club. Basic Math for those who
need strengthening, and Advanced Algebra
for eighth graders who are able students.
The students may take adVantage of these
invitations, or if there is a conflict of interest
when the closed class is offered, it is left to
the student to decide to :accept or not. Again,
in developing this session students are en-
couraged to think about their decisions, to
balance their choices so they will have classes
they enjoy, classes which will help them in
their aiming years, classes that will bring
them help in basic skills, as well as classes
that are fun.

It is reassuring to discover. how intelli-
gently fifth through eighth graders can do
this and, as they do it. it is a joy to see their
pride and their poise in being able to do a
good job. This is also true for our very able
students, our average students, and those
who need much basic work. This develop-
ment serves young people of all levels of
ability.

Once teachers have made their plans of
work. copies of the 18 plans are run off and
posted in each room and the cafeteria. Stu-
dents have about a week to look them over.
After a schoolwide assembly to explain our
final session, to discuss how to make choices,
and to answer questions they have, students
begin to make their individual plans of work,
a faun for which is provided.

Every conference room has some way
to number everybody's sheet I to 30. then all
sheets are sent to the verificationi.rooin. The
verification room is any available !tom in the
building where we can verify all these plans
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Independent study provides time to finish work, to continue projects, or to obtain help in difficult
subjects.

of' work. All staff members free. including
the administrators. media center personnel.
and career consultants, work with the
students.

To ensure fairness and that it is a mat-
ter a luck as to which students have the first
chance to have their plans of work verified,
a number is drawn, and the students from
each conference room whose plan has that
number come for verification. When they
have had their plans of work okayed another
number is drawn and more students report
to the verification room. No favoritism is
shown and students can and do accept this
well.

To erify the plans of work it is neces-
sary to move around the room and sign stu-
dents on the class sheets for each class the
teacher is offering. When a class has 24 to
28 sign up, that class is closed. Thus the later
numbers drawn find some of their classes

92 Middle School in the Making

closed and must make second and even third
choices. By having the students work with
the staff, they continue to make the final deci-
sions about their classes. This process takes
three weeks since it cannot be done continu-
ously but only as several of the staff members
have time to do it. When it is done the class
sheets are given to the teachers along with
the final plan of work for their conference
class. We make a carbon copy so the office
can keep a file of these choices too.

Thus, with Set 1ST, Schoolwide 1ST on
Wednesdays. and the Final Session, we pro-
vide continuing opportunities for experiences
in decision making for their life for all of our
students. This approach means much work
but students, parents, staff members, and ad-
ministrators evaluate it as worthwhile for
practial education in today's school!

--Doecrrits, l.. FISHER, Principal. Region
Seven Middle School. Detroit, Michigan.
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Occupational Versed, Iffy:

I

JEFF RAYMOND, an eighth
grade student, enters the industrial arts shop
at Chinook Junior High School in the High-
line District. Jeff takes red notebook #12
from the bookcase. The notebooks are eator-
coded by period. with the color "red" signify-
ing first period, and "12" being Jeff's student
number. Today is the second day of the fall
term, and of Jeff's first full year in shop after
a nine-week session as a seventh grader.

In his notebook are the record sheets
which Jeff will maintain during the term.
Jeff knows he is responsible for selecting the
area in which he wishes to work and for
electing or designing the project he wishes
to make. Jeff also knows he is to manage all
his activities in the shop. These manage-
ment responsibilities include his attendance
record, his material purchases record, his
planning records, his power equipment usages,
record, and his performance record.

The shop is a large, single room with a
team of three teachers available to the stu-
dents. Eleven activity areas are available for
Jeff to explore: woods. plastics, general
industries, graphics, electricity/electronics,
drafting, power, foundry, welding, cold
metals, and career guidance. Notebook in
hand, he wanders about looking at the
brightly colored tool panels and the many

JOHN LAVENDER*

project ideas displayed dr tghout the shop.
A 1.6-gauge sheet etal candlestick

holder catch... his)e. "My mother would
like one of ..thoseThut I t! tnk she would like
it a little taller.;Jeff tells girl looking at the
same project. think I'll redesign it and
make her one."

On his plan sheet, Jeff draws a sketch
of the holder 12 inches high instead of the
10-inch height indicated on the shop plan,
He then determines the procedural steps
which he will follow, and he also caleulatei
the total price of his project from the metals
price list. Jeff asks Mr. Fowler to check his
planning and then selects the material he is
going to use.

After cutting and rolling the three pieces
of metal to the desired shape, Jeff checks his
plan. The next step is to cut an oval-shaped
hole in each piece, which will require the use
of an oxyacetylene torch. After using self-
instructional materials for learning how to
use the shears and forming rolls, Jeff knows
he also must pare himself to use the torch.
He goes to the book on. torch operation and
reads the safe y rules and operating pro-

John Lavender, Industrial Arts Consultant,
Self Instructional Systems, Tacoma, Wash-
ington
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cedures. He looks at the loop films on how
to light the .orch and on how to cut metal
with it. From the chart posted by the torch.
he determines the pressures required. -A

ninth grader using the torch gives hen some
helpful advice. When Jeff believes be is
ready, he tills in his power equipment record,
indicating where he received his instructions.
and asks Mr. Roe to check him out on the
torch.

After his demonstration has been ap-
proved. Jeff then uses the torch to cut the
three oval holes. When he is ready to weld
his project. he goes through a similar self -
instructional process.

Upon completion of his project. Jeff fills
in the blanks on his performance record
indicating the processes he used and the ma-
(pines he operated. Jeff also completes a
satisfaction index form on which he ex-
presses how he felt about the work he did.
Jeff knows that he is not working for a grade.
but for the experience and the pride of
accomplishment. The students in the pro-
gram work independently or team together,
without peer competition. The experience

Each student should leant to identity goals and to
evaluats his own progress.
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itself is the reward, and satisfaction comes
from a job well done.

Choice of a Career

Looking back on his experience. Jeff
thinks that he rather liked operating the
oxyacetylene torch. It was hot and smoky.
but he felt like an artist flowing the metal
together with the flame. The burning was
interesting too. but it surely took a steady
hand. "What type of education is needed to
be a welder; Jeff wonders, "and what kind
of life does a welder live?"

Jeff looks at the two large boards in the
career guidance area of the shop and he finds
that the career of welding is colored green.
The color-coding instructions tell him that
"green" means post-high school training in
the form of apprenticeship or technical
school is, necessary-for this career. The direc-
tory also indicates there: is a film he can
watch on the welding profession, and a taped
interview with a welder to which he can
listen. After the film and tape are played.
Jeff checks the apprenticeship requirements
and the available technical programs in the
Seattle area. This information, plus the ex-
perience of operating a torch, gives Jeff much
of the background that he needs to analyze
the welding profession.

This type of brief episode in Jeff's ex-
ploration of the industrial arts area at
Chinook Junior High is repeated many, many
times in the shop program. Jeff is learning
how to function in the shop environment; be
is learning to be responsible for an of his
activities and to solve his problems himself.
As the director of his own learning, there are
many decisions he must make and be ac-
countable for.

Many times, after completing his candle-
stick holder. Jeff selects the area in which
he desires to work. chooses a problem he
wishes to solve, develops a plan and a pro-
cedure for the solution, teaches himself the
processes he needs, manufactures the. proj-
ect, and evaluates the results. Jeff has found
his identity in the industrial arts environ-
ment and has developed the abilities to be
self-sufficient, productive, and adaptable. He
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Through Meer experiences, pupils become sett-sufficient, productive, and edeptable.

has developed his own mode of operation and
has become "Occupationally Versatile." He is
ready for advanced or specialized training.

This is true career guidance at the ex-
ploratory level. The problems and questions
are very real to the student as he initiates
them. The solutions come about through
student involvement in relevant situations.
The degree of thinking oite'n extends to. and
sometimes beyond. the analysis level defined
in Bloom's taxonomy. The key to such learn-
ing is the establishment of an environment
where the student will be naturally motivated
to learnand responsible for his learning.

At the awareness and preparatory level.
the following considerations murt also re-
ceive attention. The learning method
where the student is responsibleshould i.e
consistent, but the content ( what the stu-

dent is involved in ) should be different and
varied. The awareness level of career devel-
opment should be integrated into the regular
program and not be treated as a special
program of study; it should be a natural
aspect of all activities.

Goal must replace rule at the prepara-
tory level as the major emphasis. Skills, in
terms of both quality and quantity. become
significant. Each student should be able to
identify what his own goals are and should
also be able to evaluate how well he is doing
in reaching these goals. This self-evaluation
is the final aspect of career analysis which
the student needs"How well can I do what
1 want to do?" A student who has had worth-
while awareness. exploratory, and prepara-
tory career experiences will likely know what
he can doand will do it well. Li

1
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"BOY, this sure was a fun way to
learn," Ruth Ann exclaimed.

"I like learning this way better because
my teachers help me a lot more than when
they stood in front of the class and talked,"
said Peggy.

"Our school is different from the high
school. They all have to use the same book
and open to the same page during their
classes," explained Fred.

These comments were made about
learning "stations-centers-places." Peggy,
Ruth Ann. and Fred. three students at
Mebane Middle School. had expressed in their
own words some of the reasons for using
learning stations as one method of instruc-
tion in the classroom.

One Way To Individualize

Many professional educators believe that
individualization is one way to "effective
learning." Use of learning stations is a means
to implement the concept of individualiza-
tion iri the classroom.

To illustrate this, let us suppose we are
doing a unit on Australia. There are four
objectives: ( a) the students will name and
describe the animals native to Australia; (b)
the students will describe the physical land
features of Australia; (c) the students will

88 Middle School in the Making

CHARLOTTE ANN SPRINGFIELD*

name the natural resources in Australia; (d)
the students will describe the different types
of life styles in Australia.

Nowhow to individualize this unit
through learning stations? First of all, pre-
test the students on the four objectives (it is
important to pretest In order to evaluate the
student's present knowledge of the unit).
Second, set up learning stations for .he ob-
jectives. Third, assign students to the learn-
ing stations based on pretest results. Students
whose prior knowledge or understanding is
sufficient to achieve a particular objective
are not required to attend the learning station
relating to that objective.

Going a little further, let us take the
objective of naming and describing the ani-
mals native to Australia. To achieve this
objective, it is necessary to be able to use the
media center, that is, use the card catalog and
encyclopedias. In most classes, some stu-
dents do not have this skill, some need a
review, while others are adept at it.

In order to let "the others" move for-
ward, explore, extend experiences, and avoid
boredom, the teacher may want to set up a
skills learning station for some students on
"how to use the media center." In this way,

* Charlotte Ann Springfield, Teacher, Mebane
Middle School, Alachua, Florida
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not everyone has to study this skill, only
those who do not have it. By having different
areas set up with thjectives and skills, it is
possible to organize learning activities to fit
each child at his own pace.

More Time To Help

The teacher has more time to help, sup-
port, and guide students when he does not
have to dictate to them and try to rule them.
After an orientation on how to use learning
stations, teachers can actually see the differ-
ence in the amount of increased time they
have to devote to helping students learn.

To aid in the orientation of students, it
is helpful to have explicit directionseither
taped or writtenin each classroom, ditto
sheets for each child to keep, and a combined
teacher - student week of learning how to use
learning stations. In due course, there is
freedom from wasted class time spent re-
peating instructions needlessly.

In addition, the learning station has all
materials needed to complete the objectives,
for example, a variety of textbooks, news-
papers, magazines, art paper, paint and
brushes, crayons. filmstrip; and projectors.
transparencies. overhead projectors, work-
sheets, charts, tapes, and recordersin other
words, anything to help the students learn
the concepts. By having all these materials
available to the students, the teacher no
longer has to twn an information booth.
Therefore, cutting ,sit time spent in locating
materials in the classroom and in repeating
instructions. the teacher becomes a teacher.

It does take time to prepare the leatr.ing
stations so that they are valuable and a:tre.
tive; but any worthwhile preparation is not
easy, .43 why not prepare a method that frees
class time? Once the job is done, everything
is ready to go.

A Pleeient Style

Each child has a learning style that is
best suited for him; and when a child receives
instruction in a way compatible with his
learning style, his experience is a pleasant

one and pleasant circumstances are sought,
not rejected.

Let us go back to Australia and its ani-
mals again and see how we can make this
unit fun and valuable for each student. First
of all, in setting up the learning stations, it is
important to make them attractive. Bright
colors, pictures, mobiles, bold lettersuse
anything to catch the student's attention. The
classroom sets the tone for learning, so why
not make it a happy place to learn?

Second, think of as many activities or
ways as possible for the students to learn the
objectives. The students can draw a mural
of the animals and their habitats; make pup-
pets of the animals; read textbooks, maga-
zines, and newspapers; do research in the
media center; watch films and filmstrips;
write fictional stories or poems involving the
animals; make up crossword puzzles about
the animals; listen to a mini-lecture; play
picture identification games. etc.

Communicate these activities to the stu-
dents ( usually written under the objective).
and let them choose the ones they would like
to do to achieve the objective. Thus, with a
variety of projects and all the materials
needed to complete these activities, the stu-
dents have many avenues to explore and
choose from.

One question frequently asked is, sup-
pose the child chooses to draw all the time?
Hopefully, a little guidance combined with
the act of drawing or doing an experiment
will arouse the curiosity of the student and
eventually will lead him to participate in a
multitude of learning experiences.

Learning stations are one method to be
used in teaching. This approach is successfu:
with some students, while others are "turned
off." Therefore, it is important that teachers
be cautioned not to make this the "only way"
method, but rather to use it in connection
with other techniques. If learning stations
are used in this perspective, that is, as one
method of helping students learn, both teach-
ers and students may find in learning sta-
tionswhether skill building, exploratory, or
reinforcingthe opportunities for more help
and more individualization, all happening in
an atmosphere of fun. 0
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CLARIFICATION
IN

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Do I have to go to the streets to get
changes?

Does it make any rtliff-rer. to our
government what I do?

Does religion have any meaning for
me?

Should I follow what my parents do
in religion?

How can I make school more mean-1
ingful?

How can I make better use of week-
ends?

How do I know where to draw the
line on a date?

What is there to talk about in my
family?

jack was a close friend. Now we
pass each other without a word to say.
What happened?

How can I get money to work for me
instead of my working for it?

What should I believe about drugs?
diet? eggs? meat? mercury?

How should I wear my hair? Should
I grow a beard?

TIESE arc just a few of the
questions young people are asking today,
and, of course, they are not just for the
young but for all of us.

If young people were to come to you

Oa Middle School in the Making

MILDRED W.. ABRAMOWITZ"
CLAUDIA MACAW

for help with these questions. could you
answer them?

They are the big questions in our lives,
and only we can answer them for ourselves.
Schools have not been very helpful. They
have not given us the tools to answer them.
The values clarification approach Is one
attempt to give young people. the tools to
answera chance to shape their lives.

The Key Questions

Adolescents are living in a very con-
fusing world where they must continually
make choices regarding their attitudes and
actions in politics, religion, work, school,
leisure, love and sex, family, friends, spend-
ing of money, health, and personal taste.
These are all areas of confusion and conflict
for them, because things are changing so
fast that they have great difficulty in looking
to the past for the "proper" way to behave.
They have few established models. They are
asking questions; and as they weigh what
their parents say and do, what their friends
say and do, and what their teachers say and
do, they find uncertainty, inconsistency, and
even no answers at all to the key questions

Mildred W. Abramowitz, Professor of Educa-
tion, Brooklyn College, New York; and Claudia
Macari, Assistant Principal, Niles Junior High
School 118 Bronx, New York
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Students are encouraged to take a stand On what they
behove.

of their lives. They flounder for answers by
themselves, and our schools have not been
very helpful in developing the processes to
help them get the answers.

Traditionally, schools have tried to im-
pose values, or they have tried to ignore the
whole problem. or they have said that it is not
an area of their concern but that of parents
and the church. Yet in this day of rapid
change. adolescents are confronted with
many different points of view, and they are
then left to sort them out. The purpose of
the values clarification approach is to give
pupils experience in valuing to enable them
to answer the questions that really concern
them. It is important to pupils that schools
are concerned with what they regard as per-
ionally important to them, as well as with
their traditional role of passing on the
achievements of the past.

Values are not readily transmitted, but
they can be learned. If one accepts the idea
that values cannot effectively be taught, but
that they can be learned, one moves from
moralizing and inculcating toward a process
of value-clarification. Value-clarification in-
volves a series of strategies which are not
guilty of forcing one set of right values down
the throats of all students. Instead, the
process tends to raise issues, to confront the
student with inconsistencies, and to get him
to sort out his own values, in his .own way.
and at his own pace. The practice of this
approach and the theory on which it is based

have been developed over a number of years
by Louis Ratbs, Merrill Hartnin, and Sidney
Simon. A full presentation can be found in
the book Values and Teaching 1 and in New
Strategies in Values Clarification .2 ."`

In our school we are interested in values
clarification teaching as one way help r)
our pupils know what they feel ut what
happens to them in the course of a day.
We believe that thinking is accompanied by
feeling, and we would like to experiment
with ways of taking advantage of this so that
pupils can be helped to answer the questions:
Who am I? Where am I going? What do I
care about? Is this what I want to do? What
alternatives do I have? Which choice is wisest
for me' We think that being able to answer
such questions would make life more mean-

s ingful to our boys and.girls, and in the proc-
ess would help to make school a place where
they would grow and where their lives would
be affected.

Sidney Simon says that it turns out that
most people have very few values." 3 Values
clarification teaching is based on the seven
criteria for the determination of a value de-
veloped by Louis Raths. Raths contribution
was unique. in that he was not interested so
much in the content of the value ( whether
materialistic or spiritual) but was interested
in the process whereby a value came about.
He said a value started with a belief you were
proud of and were willing to affirm. where
..you had chosen it from alternatives with
regard to possible consequences and free
from outside pressure to choose any particu-
lar thing, and where you had taken action on F.
this belief other than to talk about it and had
done this in a regular pattern, not just at
sporadic times. Value-indicators are people's
beliefs, attitudes, morals, activities, interests,
feelings, goals, and aspirations; but they are

1.. E. /laths. M. Harmin. and S. Simon,
Values and Tearhinq Columbus, Ohio: Charles E.
Mandl Publishing Company. 1966.

S. Simon et at Values Clarification. A Hand-
book of Practical Strategics for Teachers and Stu-
dents New York Hart Publishing Co.. 1972.

' Sidney Simon "Promoting the Search for
Values." Educational Opportunity Forum 1 (4):
84. Fall 1969. Special issue on Psychological Hu-
manistic: Education. Albany. New York State
Education Department.
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not values unless they meet the seven cri-
teria. We may have many value-indichtors,
w:iich are certainly good things to have, but
very few values.

The theory further states that people
with very few values tend to be conforming,
apathetic. inconsistent, and often very am-
bivalent. all of which seems quite sad when
one realizes the extent to which values should
guide a man's life. This argues strongly for
the school's taking a more active part in the
clarification of values. There are few areas
in the affective domain about which there is
so much talk and so little action as there is
with vtilues. The valuing process weaves to-
gether critical thinking and affective educa-
tion in a. functional and relevant program.

Our ideas, methods, and inspiration
were givtin to us by Sidney Simon of the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts and his colleague.
Howard Kirschenbaum, the director of Adi-
rondack' Mountain Humanistic Education
Center. We attended several of their work-
shops and worked with five classes and ten
members of. our faculty during the school
year 1970-71. This current school year
(1971-72) we are conducting a teachers
workshop in our own school during the
school day, and we are also working with
three classes for demonstration and practice
purposes. One of these classes was with us

I
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Values cannot effectively be taught, but they Can be
learned.
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last year. and we are planning to continue
with this class for a third V.

William W. Niles Jun High School is
located in a dsidiiitaged atea in the Bronx.
The student body is 90 pet*nt Puerto Rican
and 40 percent Black, and the pupils are
familiar with the problems Of perpetual mo-
bility. broken homes, absent fathers, drugs,
and violence in the streets and in the home.
Achievement is low in reallitg. writing, and
oral expression. Adm ssions and discharges
result in a one-third turnover in the course
of a school year. Literacy in any language is
a problem. The boys and lids are, on the
average, more than two atid a half years
retarded in reading and in mathematics
when they come to us from elementary
school. The school is well thought of and
well liked in the community because it has a
concerned faculty that .vorks hard at teach-
ing and at establishing warm relationships
with children and parents and to foster self-
discipline so that teachers can concentrate
on teaching.

Specific structured techniques have
been designed to accomplish the goals of
values clarification teaching. Some of these
are described here.

Strategies
The strategies which were presented to

our students were employed for the purpose
of stimulating thinking and of making them
aware of the processes of values clarification.
Students were encouraged to take a stand on
what they believed, declare it publicly, make
their choice freely, and to act upon it. How-
ever, the right of the student to "pass" on any
strategy was respected and protected. It is
necessary to have the right tkot to say any-
thing. Whatever was said bk.,the student
was accepted with no sign of condemnation,
rejection, or ridicule. The task of not corn
menting or of conttolling one's facial exptes-
sions is the most difficult of all. It is only in
a free and relaxed atmosphere of mutual
respect and acceptance that the pupils can
express themselves and think about where
they stand and how they feel and how they
will act upon issues that affect their lives.

IA'
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The following strategies are some exam-
ples of those used in our classes;

I. 1 Love To Do. Students were asked
to write 20 things they love to do. t Incident-
ally, all written work is absolutely private
and is only shared with others if the student
wants to.)

The procedtkre that followed was;
1. Star the five things you love to do best

of all.
2. Place a check after the things you

low to do alone. .-
3. Place a cross..after the things you love

to do with other people.
4. Circle the things that cost you less than

$3 to do.
5. Write the date of the last time you

did each of these 20 things.
. This strategy gives the student some in-

sight into what is !mportant to him. It re-
veals his needs for companionship or his lack
of it. pleasures which may cost very little.
and helps him to evaluate the way he spends
his time.

2. Alternative Search. There are times
when our students are stymied and frus-
trated by situations and incidents in their
lives. They are overwhelmed by the feeling
that they do not know where to go or how to
act and that they inevitably have to bow to
circumstances or fight without direction or
reason. Students must be trained to examine
a situation and consider all possible alterna-
tives.

For example, the ibIlowing problem is
given to the students as a orategy for alter-
native search:

You are walking home and -as you ap-
proach the building in which you live, you see
a man and woman standing in a doorway. They
are arguing loudly and violently. Suddenly the
man pulls the woman by the hair and slaps her
face. punches her in the eye. She screams again
and again and calls for help.

Directions: Form a group of three people.
Each person will say in turn one action he
would take in this situation. One person will
record what is being said. All answers are to
be accepted without comment 'or criticism no
matter how ridiculous or imposSible they may
seem. This is a way of lirainstorming. Do not

judge or evaluate the idc:s given in this search
for alternatives.

After this is done, we ask the person
who has recorded the alternatives to share
with us what has been said by the trio.

It is through this that students realize
that people may think and act in the same
manner, or that there are many different
ways to cry to resolve a problem, or that there
are always possible solutions to every prob-
lem if we consider alternatives. It will also
indicate to what extent a person will allow
himself to become involved with other peo-
ple and what feelings and ideas he is protect-
ing.

3. Values. -Voting. This is a strategy
that alloqtr student to indicate his feelings

..and thoughts publicly on any questions asked
of him and to see how others feel about the
same things. It emphasizes that people dif-
fer. This is a time when he can give an
answer without being told that he is right or
wrolg. Ills opinion on an issue is respected.

. The value of this strategy in the development
of self-confidence is immeasurable..

Directions: The teacher explains that a
vote will he taken on 10 questions and each
student will show how he feels or thinks about
the subject by doing the following: positive
answer-- raise hands; negative answerthumbs
down; neutral or pass - -fold arms.

If the student feels strongly about the sub.
ject, he' may shake his hand vigorously up or
down as the case may be.
. All ?uestions must begin with "How many
of you.- Some examples of questions are:

I. How many of you follow a religion?
2. How many of you are happy in school?
3. How many of you are honest all the

time?
4. How many of you have a best friend?
5. How many of you are in favor of war?:.
6. How many of you choose your own

clot hs?
7. How many of you feel loved?
8. How many of you think sex education

should be taught in school?
9. How many of you would like to live the

rest of your life where you are living now?
10. How many of you think a family

should be limited in sire?
After the. questions have been asked.
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Teachers improve their rapport with each odor and
with pupils.

the teacher can ask several students to share
their feelings about a particular question and
give reasons for voting as they did.. Thii, of
course. is on a voluntary /fasts. This strategy
is a learning experience for the teacher be-
cause he is in close contact with feelings And
ideas and values that his students are reveal-
ing. It is also a form of public affirMation of
what he prizes or cherishes. It is up to the
teacher to incorporate these in his teaching.
Those questions where big differences occur
can-lead to good class discussions. After the
first session, students are encouraged to bring
in their own questions to have the class vote
on them.

4. Continuum. The continuum is an-
other device to get our students to examine
how they stand or feel about issues at a
particular moment in time. This shows how
people are the same or differ, and that there
are many different positions on an issue. The
position a student chooses on a continuum
is not fixed. A student may change his tnind
due to certain experiences and reexamination
of his feelings. In that case he will change
his position on the continuum.

Directions. A line is drawn and two op-
posite ideas are put on each end of the line.
Pupils take a position on this line which rep-
resents where they stand on the issue at that
moment. They may not use the centerthis
is resened for "compulsive moderates."

For example. if the subject is School/ Marks,
the continuum may appear as follows:
hfable Marks Gradeless George

The student is told to put his mark at the
place he stands on this line.

102 Middle School in the Making

Continuum on Draft
Dodger Dan .
Continuum on Medicine
Pillbox Pauline . Natural Nell

Students are encouraged its think about
their ar ..cars and to make any changes in
position they wish to at subsequent sessions.
They are made to feel free to change their
position as they weigh more evidence. The
value here is that students may see how their
peers think and feel. Sharing the same ex-
perience draws the group together and gives
it the comforting feeling of not being alone.
This strategy can be the forerunner of excit-
ing discussions.

5. Rank Order. This strategy involves
decision making, evaluating, weighing con-.
sequences, judging, in a very realistic way.
The student has to become totally involved
in the problem at hand because he has im-
portant choices to make.

Directions: The student is given three
statements and he must choose which would
he hardest for him to do or tolerate as a.11$kt
choice; second choice, less hard; third .ohliice.
easiest for him to do or tolerate.

1. Three "things" that some men do that..
people do not like:

A man who always interrupts his
wife, finishes her story, contradicts her.

b. A man who lies around watching
TV all day.

c. A man who smokes a pick of ciga-
rettes a day.

Eiger Egbert

2. You are on a Congressional Committee
in Washington, D.C. $10,000,000 has been
tail en for three worthy causes. Which would
you do first, second, third? You must spend all
the money on one thing.

a. Use the money to clean up rivers,
garbage. sewage, pollution.

b. Train those who do not have jobs.
c. Divide the money among 10.000

needy families.
3. Which would you find hardest to do?

a. Drop a bomb on Vietnam?
b. Electrocute a man who has been

judged to die in the electric chair'
c. Run over someone who is threaten-

ing you with harm while you are driving
your car?

to
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The valuing process weaves .together critical 'knifing
end affective education.

This strategy allows the student to com-
pare his thinking to that of his classmates.
If they feel as he does. he feels reinforced.
If the thinking is different from his, he can
examine the issue and reevaluate his own
thinking if necessary.

A variation of this strategy is to have
the students list what they think might be
other types of behavior that men practice
that they do _not like: or to list other worthy
causes on which to spend $10.000,000. Any
of the Rank Order Strategies might be the
takeoff point for a social studies lesson, a
science lesson, or an English lesson.

The few strategies we have used for
demonstration purposes are just a sample of
the many that have been developed. It is
through these devices that our students learn
to think critically in deciding what their
values are. They learn to accept them, and.
at the same time, to respect and tolerate
other people's values.

A Better Rapport
We have been working with the values

clarification approach for only nine months,
and yet we see many benefits for pupils.
teachers, and administrators. Pupils have
felt warmth and there had been evidence of
the development of mutual trust. Students
like the personal attention, the relaxation.
the period of "fun," the freedom to express
their ideas and feelings. Discipline problems
seem to disappear. Pupils feel important and
they see their teachers and administrators

as human beings with the usual "ups" and
"downs" of human beings. They hear that
'other pupils have the same problems and
confusions and conflicts that they do. They
hear their ideas and thoughts being accepted
without either praise or condemnation.

Teachers and Administrators have ex-
perienced a better understanding and a bet-
ter rapport with each other and with pupils
whom they can see as fellow humans. They
have shared experiences with each other and
with pupils and have become more aware of
each other. Teachers have many opportuni-
ties to really listen" to each other and to
pupils and to build a group feeling among
themselves and pupils.

Our main problem has been to contend
with "killer" statementsefforts by some pu-
pils to put each other down by ridicule, laugh-
ter, or jeering. Since we are living in a
"put.down" society where all of us find it diffi-
cult to speak openly and freely of a person's
strong points, we have really had to do much
thinking about how No stop this at least
during class time. We are also living with a
society that has had the biblical ethic that
-pride goeth before a fall" ingrained in it.
so that all of us think that to be proud of
something will hurt us: and even if we do
feel proud, we keep it to ourselves. We are
working on how to handle this and have
seen enough success to encourage us. "Put-
down" remarks and lack of self-esteem are
both very characteristic of the kind of chil-
dren we are working with, and this, of course,
intensifies the problem.

There are authorities whc doubt that
values clarification work can be done with
ghetto children at all. The feeling is that
until basic emotional needs are met, pupils
will not be able to look at their values. We
understand this point of view, but we feel we
have seen enough success of the type de-
scribed in the previous paragraph to continue
our experimentation with enthusiasm. Per-
haps we will not be able to go as far with our
youngsters as we could with middle class chil-
dren, but we will have begun the difficult
process of getting pupils to decide for them-
selves what they value and take steps ib live
the lives they would like to live.
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A MAJOR complaint against
the junior high schools is that they are domi-
nated a philosophy that is too subject
centered. School hoards, parents. evaluators
have demanded evidence of learning based
upon subject centered skills. To the extent
that these skills have had an impact upon
society, we would have to agree that the
schools have played their part well. As we
look around the community, the city, the
nation, we note that the position of the
United States with respect to scientific and
technological criteria is enviable, Our stan-
dard of living is unparalleled in the history
of the world and our future, barring disaster,
may he filled with even more creature com-
forts and labor-saving devices. However, in
the field of human relations, the picture is
less. encouraging.

William Alexander, in his report on the
middle school, has said that the approach
we take must be more child centered. I agree
with this wholeheartedly. When a youngster
enters our school we know his standardized
reading score and his 'standardized math
score, but there is no standardized human
relations index. Since the need is obvious at
the present time, and since so much effort
is now going into reorganizing the education
of the middle school years, I would make this
suggestion, The clientele hest suited to a
major thrust aimed at enhancing the Cur-
ricular status of human relations is the
volatile, effervescent, self-discovering, fast-
growing, rapidly-changing, transescent mid-
dle school student!

In our school we have accepte-u* 14everal
approaches. To begin with, our organization
has heterogeneity as its top priority. Just as
there is no ethnic separation, there is no
intellectual stratification. Each class is the
same, within narrow limits.' Each class is re-
ik..tive of the school community irw ethnicity
and in ability as measured by reading scores.
This carries through in subject areas as well
as homerooms, and in small groOps as well
as large. This organization is bised upon the

* jack Landman, Principal, 1.S. 18b, The Bronx,
New York
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feeling that the best learning situation for
a middle school in which human relations are
given the same status as subject matter is
the heterogeneous group. Socially, the middle
school has already piiid a very important.
dividend, When students and parents attend
meetings or conferences. or meet acciden-
tally in the laundry rooms, shopping centers,
or playing fields, they can talk of school cam-
fortably. knowing there is no difference be-
tween social classes in our school.

Using the i'lluddy System"
To add substance to the human relations

aspects of heterogeneity, it is important that
pupils accept.a certain responsibility for each
ether's progress. In our effort to develop this
concern, we use a method we call the "buddy
system.- In its simplest form, it places upon
the buddies the responsibility of keeping each
other up to date in the event of absence or
lost assignments. In extension, it beconies
the basis for grouping, pairing, and tutoring
in the various subject instructional areas. It
is also used for assisting students who are in
need of help on the social level. Since these
latter assignments are more sensitive in
nature, they are based upon a careful assess-
ment of the personalities and needs of the
partners. Teachers frequently consult each
other and the guidance staff in making these
recommendations.

One of the most frequently asked ques-
. tions is, "Aren't we holding bright children
back?' The question arises from the convic-
tion that the best education is that which
produces the best readers. the best math stu-
dents; therefore, if a bright student spends
time helping others ,,ho are less gifted, it
would seem to hill ow. that he would learn
more working on his own.

However, there are many educational
values in the buddy system. For example.
there is enrichment in the act of tutoring, of
explaining. In order to tutor and to explain,
a student must clarify his own thinking and
improve his understanding of the subject
matter. From the human standpoint, he is
gaining in maturity and responsibility. He is
improving his image of himself. He gains in

BEST COY
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Human relations In the middle school ought to be
valued as highly as subject matter.

increased understanding of the nature of
cooperation., increased understanding of the
learning process. and increased ability to
socialize. In short, he is improving his human
relations index.

What about the charge that the bright
student Is losing out in the oppertktnity to
improve his subject centered skitls? We are
also concerned about his needs enrich-
ment along these lines, -and- "among the
methods we use are honor assignments, inde-
pendent study contracts, community assign-
ments, and curricular alternatives. Because of
our commitment to heterogeneity, however,
let me stress that these enriched assignments
are open to all students.

It is too early to make claims about the
effectiveness of these approaches. Appraisal
by the supervisory staff shows that racial in-
cidents in the School are almost nonexistent.
Faculty and parental evaluations support
this, and it is trtie that pupils are comfortable
with each other. Even our standardized test
results show satisfactory gains.

Do we suggest this approach for -all
middle schools? The answer is that improve-
ment in human relations is certainly needed
and the schools must help. If these proce-
dures do not fit each local situation, they are,
at the very least, a starting point for finding
some that do.
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FOR two decades now, articles
have been written about the middle school
concept. Attention has been focused on
rationale for conversion from the traditional
junior high school to the middle school.
Other aspects of the transition such as orga-
nizational structure, instructional programs,
teaching methodologies, and in-service pro-
grams have been described in varying detail.

Since the instructional program is the
feature component of a middle school. the
purpose of this article is to focus on that
phase through a description of the unified
arts program. The term "unified arts" is de-
fined in Madison. Wisconsin. Public Schools
as consisting of the disciplines of art, home
economics. industrial arts, and in some in-
stances vocal music and physical education.

106 Middle School'in the Making

RICHARD W. MEISTER

Students of grades 6, 7. and 8 participate in
all aspects of the program at all grade levels.
Participation is centered on a scheduled
block of instructional time (about 80 minutes
two or three times weekly ) and a block of a
open laboratory time ( about 80 minutes two
or three times weekly ). MI classes are co-
educational and are team taught. The pro-
gram has been planned as a continuous
sequential experience allowing all students
to explore the three arts areas in each of
three years. As a student begins to integrate
the experiences from two or more arts areas,
he is encouraged to make individual decisions
about the laboratory space most supportive
of his immediate needs.

Planning
Planning for the unified arts program

emphasized two separate components: ( a)
instructional program development, and (b)
team organization and coordination. Plan-
ning for the instructional program was
initiated prior to the transition' to the middle

Richard W. Meister, Assistant Principal, West
High School. Madison. Wisconsin
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school organizational structure. Planning for
team development was accomplished during
an in-service training prograni before the
transition of each junibr high school to a
middle school. The goals of the unified arts
program were developed 'by a staff-commu-
nity task force in l968-6%. and to date have
continued to set the direetion for the pro-
gram.

These goals are:

Exploration: to provide all middle school
learners with the opportunitY, by which they
may learn through exploration geared to their
own interest and ability

Milts. to encourage all middle school learn-
ers to achieve a gratifying degree Of proficiency
as required through self-assessment

Consumerism. to assist all middle school
learners in gaining confidence in creatively con-
suming personal. family. and environmental
resources for effective living in a changing
society

Careers. to enable all Middle school stu-
dents to select, through exploratory experiences.
future curricula directed toward occupational
and career development goals

Leisure: to help the early adolescent make
decisions about leisure time.

Progrgm Characteristics

The unified arts program shares the in-
structional goals of the middle school: it
provides for all middle school learners. it
utilizes an interdisciplinary approach: and it
encourages exploration in the arts areas.
Exploration is defined as ( a ) increased
learner exposure to more subject areas and
the related experiences, media, and materials
therein; and t b) increased learner oppor-
tunity to explore his own interests and
abilities.

How then does a unified arts program
differ from a separate arts program? Uni-
fied arts:

I. Claims its general title of unified arts
irk preference to individualized subject area
titles, thus stressing the integration of knowl-
edge

2. Synthesizes the individual art areas into
a meaningful whole

3. Integrates .knowledge, skills, attitudes.
and values between and among the arts as Well
as between the arts and academics

. Is not a course but rather a series of
instructional relationships depending on both
teacher and student behaviors.

Learner Outcomes

The expected learner outcomes of the
unified arts program are expressed here is
two forms, behaviorally and as the learner
might perceive them himself.

The child will assess his self-potential and
purposefully plan for its development. (I am
beginning to find out what I can do and how
I can improve. )

The child will show sensitivity to the
aesthetic components of his environment. (I am
happy with my surroundings.)

The child will utilize precaution and em-
ploy safe practices in school, home, and com-
munity participation. ( I will do all my work
carefully and safely. )

The child will synthesize the components
and interrelationships of the total unified arts
structure. (I am beginning to see how things
relate to each other as in unified arts.)

The child will capkalize on his unique and
useful individual strengths. (l am finding out
what I can do best.)

The child will build a balance between his
individuality and mass society. (I enjoy working
alone as well as with other people.)

The child will use leisure to find meaning.
purpose, and self-fulfillment. ( I enjoy choosing
how l will use my free time. )

The child will employ the skills of con-
sumership to \meet his present needs. (I am
learning aboutImaking my own selections.)

The child will think through solutions to
problems. (I an growing in my ability to make
decisions.)

The child will relate core !earnings and
open-lab and independent study opporninities to
personal living. (I am discovering that kill fun
to learn through exploration.)
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Implementation

Various strategies are used in the unified
arts program. Basically the program:

Utilizes a block of time, a unit of stu-
dents, specialized facilities, and a team of
teachers representative of the arts areas

2. Requires individual teacher competen-
cies in human relations and decision making

3. Gives teachers, and ultimately students.
decision-making responsibilities as to the rela-
tionship of learning objectives to the resources
of time. space, materials, and staff

4. Is taught in large, medium, and small
groups, as well as providing for individualized
instruction and learner self - initiation

5. Allows for a variety of team patterns
involving any combination of two or more arts
areas and for arts areas directly linked to ( an)
academic team(s) and/or middle school goal

6. Occupies varied instructional -facilities
including accommodative laboratories repre-
sentative of each of the arts areas, instruction
and resource materials centers, large group in-
structional areas, and community resources

7. Utilizes multiple instructional method-
ologies and media

8. Promotes flexibility across arts 'areas so
as to give total perspective to a concept.

Evaluation

Evaluation of the unified arts program
is in terms of the learner. It recognizes the
value of individualized evaluation in terms
of progress toward the behavioral goals estab-
lished for the unified arts program. It stresses
individualized instruction and evaluation in
terms of degree of proficiency as required by
the learner himself. in addition, it involves
the necessity of assessing one's self via com-
munication with parents, peers, and teachers.

Staffing

Unified arts is taught by a team of teach-
ers representing the arts areas. In a school
of 730 students a team of six ( two from each
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arts area ) plus a teacher aide are responsible
for curriculum development and implementa-
tion congruent with the program goals. A
learning coordinator, one of two in the
school, assists the unified arts team via
weekly team meetings in accomplishing plan-
ning and organizational expectations. Staff
members must have a positive attitude toward
team teaching, sensitivity toward the needs
of children, and a commitment to student-
centered learning. The ability and desire to
participate in interdisciplinary teaching are
also necessary prerequisites for a functioning
unified arts team.

Other factors such as facilities and
scheduling are important considerations for
the efficient functioning of a unified arts pro-
gram; neither, however, should dictate the
program. Only two of Madison's 10 unified
arts programs operate from newly designed
open concept facilities. A block scheduling
design is utilized, giving unified arts the
equivalent of one-third of the available in-
structional time. Planning time for teachers
is also allocated within the schedule and pro-
vides for both total team and individual arts
area planning.

Programs have been initiated dit 10
schools over a four-year period, with a roxi-
mately 7,000 students participating each
year. The first group of students to have
experienced the entire three-year unified arts
sequence through grades 6, 7, and 8 are in
grade 10 this school year. Experienced high
school staff members note definite changes
about the unified arts student as compared
to the student of the past with a single arts
exposure. The unified arts student is de-
scribed as being more willing and interested'
in exploratory activity, more self-directed.
more sensitive. to his own development and
needs, and generally more open to consider-
ing his or her career development process.

By having arts-related exploratory learn-
ing experiences over a three-year develop-
ment growth period, and by having
opportunities to make several individual deci-
sions about these experiences, the transitional
age learner should be in an advantageous
position to cope with futurq career, leisure,
and continuing education decisions. 0
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Devet,lpfng trends ,n Florida s
mscfritt, schoolti attest to trte frahfy of ffrf,
new Mr, v fmt.nt

EL 31 3 ): 217.20: December 1973
1972 ASCO

The Middle School in Florida:
Where Are We Now?

THE most obvious educational
accomplishment in Florida in recent years
has been the rapid increase in the number
of schools adopting a middle school format.
Ten years ago in Florida there were fewer
than ten middle schools. Today the number
of schools with some combination of grades
5 through 8 is nearing 150. with a 20 percent
increase in 1972; and the promise is for

ter continued growth in numbers throughout the
remainder of the decade. While this rate of
growth cannot continue forever, there are
already as many middle schools as junior
high schools. The middle school has come
to stay in Florida.

One piece of evidence that the momen-
tum is continuing is the formation of :1 new
Florida League of Middle Schools. The
League was born in September 1972. at the
Third Annual Conference of Florida Middle
Schools in Tampa. The League proposes, as
its overall goal, to help middle schools grow
more toward what they wish to become.

The tentative purposes of the League
are varied. It will attempt to foilitate con-
tinuing curriculum improvement. in-service
education, school planning, and other phases
of middle school education. It will serve as a
clearinghouse for exchange of ideas, mate-
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rizds. and personnel needed for middle school
development. The League will assist in de-
veloping plans for evaluation of middle
schools in Florida. It will help to secure and
maintain support of agencies and groups in
the state interested in educational improve-
ment. Finally, the League will represent the
middle schools in professional and public
discussions of educational programs and
problems.

Toward this end. in the first year the
League will be providing a regular newsletter
to all middle school teachers. The League
also will sponsor an annual conference, ar-
range intervisitations and referrals, and pro-
vide a voice for its members on matters of
educational policy at the local, state, and
national levels.

Certification Now Offered

Further evidence of the dynamism of
the middle school movement in Florida comes
in the form of a recognition of its uniqueness
by the State Department of Education. The

Paul S. George, Assistant Professor and Coor-
dinator. Middle School Teacher Education, Uni-
versity of Florida, Gainesville.



Sate Department has designed and now
offers special certification in Middle School.
It has further mandated that, by 1975. teach-
ers in Florida's middle schools must possess
that special certification. The underlying
logic is that if. indeed. the middle school
deserves to exist as a separate' entity. then
something special ought to he occurring in

c, those schools. and teachers should have spe-
cial training and certification to help it
happen.

Middle school teacher edutation is a
direct result of the birth of the special cer-
tificate. This teacher education. desperately
needed if the middle school is to survive. is
beginning to blossom throughout the' state.
Both in-service and preservice efforts are
Keginning to emerge.

For the first time itifFlorida, teachers
will be able to earn an entirely new certifica-
tion through in-service education. Teachers
may return to the university to earn the
middle school certificate; but they need not
do so. Each county school system with a
middle school has the option of submitting a
plan outlining the manner in which their
teachers will be trained. At this point, the
major guidelines to counties from the State
Department have been that each teacher
seeking in-service middle school certification
must have completed at least one year of
successful full-time teaching in an identified
middle school, and participate in an apprined
county level middle school in-service pro-
gram. A wide variety of county programs are
developing and. to ensure some uniformity,
further guidelines to the counties will prob-
ably soon be forthcoming.

The University of Florida now offers an
operational Middle School Teacher Education
Program that permits entry at three levels.
The first level IS .1 one.quarter "add-on" pro-
gram for undergraduate students who have
already completed the requirements for either
an elementary or secondary certificate and
wish to complement their training with middle
school specialization. This post-baccalaureate
add-on block is a 16 quarter-hour individu-
alized, competency-based program focused
predominantly on field experiences. Sem-
inars and "concept" sessions continuing

throughout the term emphasize helping
teachers become better team 'Members and
preparing them to deal with the growth'
and development . needs of' transescent
students.

Graduate programs at the University of
Florida in Middle School Education at the
master's and specialist levels are_ now pre-
paring enrolled students to assume positions
of leadership throughout the state and nation.
Team leaders, curriculum coordinators, prin-
cipals, and others are preparing to facilitate
the further implementation of the middle
school concept. There is little doubt that this
special training and certification will add a
great deal of vitality to the life of the middle
schools in Florida. Effective training pro-
grams are essential to the existence of the
middle school here and elsewhere.

Changes in Instruction

visits to middle schools throughout the
state easily yield evidence of the positive
effects of an increased statewide emphasis
on actual, pervasive, lasting. school -level pro-
p am changes. One of the most encouraging
changes to be found is the exciting extent to
which middle schools have been able to
achieve a Urge measure of independence
tom the legacy of earlWr organizational pat-

terns. Apparently, Just changing the name
of the school seems to legitimize these dec-
larations of independence. The little, high
school" approach has been questioned. found
wanting. and is on its way out in Florida.
Middle school teachers in Florida have be-
come convinced that independence and
uniqueness in program are not only advisable
but crucial to the educational experience of
their students.

individualized instruction as a preferred
instructional strategy, has found its way, in
at least some form. into virtually every mid.
die school in the state. The use of the learn-
ing stations approach is spreading rapidly,
along with the use of unipacs or learning
activity packages (LAirs). Commercial and
quasi- commercial instructional systems based
on an individualized approach (SRA, IPI,
ICE. etc. ) are being adopted widely. Some

I
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schools are experimenting with computer-
managed instruction. which allows them to
implement .1 -continuum .of objectives- %vs
tent to ol tog specibe lainitig obit, aces.
and indkidual student diagnosis. prescrip-
tion. and studs. 11te emergence of comfit%
programs in independent. study for middle
students can he spotted all titer the state.
Individualized. personalized instruction is
achieving real momentum in Florida's middle
schools is teachers lwgin to make it work.

Exploration seems to haw been adopted
as a central theme by most middle schools
in Florida. Currently this invokes an in.
creasing ftexibilth, openness. and variety in
the expressoe or unified arts programs
home economics, industrial arts, art. Musk.

et. It is beginning to mean more than this
lit niatit .st hOtds. as special interest enrich
meat inimratti% spring up in every part erf the
solo Many special interest programs offer
students daily involvement in an at titity setf-
sele from a list of annoia infinite Iiirietv.
It i not unusual to see students in a single
school invoked in activities ranging from
candlmaking or intramural. to exploratory
fOreign language studies and violin.'

Teachers in Horida's middle schools are
paying increased attention to the affective
side of the educational process. The role of

For an interesting anti tintipit description
of these programs ; Joseph non& DrtWitpttlff
Middle Schools. New York: MSS Pohlii-ations. Inc..
1972.

the teacher as effective guide, the facilitator
of the personal growth of students. is assum-
ing a greater and greater significance when
tea( hers come together to disct'iss their goals
and objectives. Width and sex education, a
fifths On die development of group process
skills. increased opportunities for students to
experience stleCei41. and a greater concern
for the role of emotion in the classroom are
just a few of the things middle school teach-
ers seem to cvant to bring to theirclassrooms.

Almost every middle school in the state
is making an effort to design a schedule and
a system of grouping %chide fit what teachers
and students Wain to do. rather than the
reverse. Iii (pianist to the situation a few
%rays ago. when the inflexible six-period day
existed in every school today's middle schools
are Irving out a variety of scheduling patterns

hich they describe as block. diagonal, modu-
lar. :mil so forth. A number of alternatives tti
the traditional system of grouping strictly by
chronological age are in use, with attempts at
multiage grouping achieving t# minimum
!i of impularity ,inu those who try it,

Team Teaching
Team Witching has become a favorite

form of teacher dploymc nt in Florida's mid-
dle se heals. Teachers and principals from
sc hook where there is no authentic attempt
at t.-aming of some kind talk as though their
schools were committing a terrible sin of

Exploration seems to have been adopted as a central theme
by most middle schools in Florida. Currently this involves an
increasing flexibility, openness, and variety in the expressive
or unified arts programs (home economics, industrial arts,
art, music, etc.).
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omission. Exactly what form of teaching
will emerge as the most popular one' Id 'years
from haw is still unknown. but the fact that
teaming itself seems here to stay is questioned
by few Florida middle school educators.

Theorists and advocates of the middle
school concept in universities and county
level administrators and staff' members are
pushing what they describe as interdisciplin-
ary team teaching. One brand of interdis-
ciplinary teaming practiced successfully in a
number of Florida middle schools has four-
person teams omposest of one specialist tram
each of the' areas of language arts. social
studies. science. and math. Each specialist
serves as the resource person for his particu-
lar area. doing .1 great deal of the planning
for the teaching of that subject. Each teacher
on the team. however. teaches all four of the
academic subjects. Advocates of this .method
point to a number of advantages. including
the easier correlation of subject matter areas,
and an increased ability of teachers to con-
centrate on the student first and all eke
second.

Other schools tend to rely on single-
discipline teams. for example, the social
studies team. Those who are. convinced of
the merits of this brand of teaming claim
that it is the best way to ensure that each
academic arerts taught by those who know
enough about it.

As changes mem with greater f requent y
and impact. an interesting phenomenon is
taking place. in Florida's middle sc hoots.
Faculties an. !availing painfully aware. in
some cases. that what their written philoso-
phy says they believe and do is not obvious
in the day-to-day operation of the school. The
faculties of other middle se hools are discos.
ering that the goals and objectives that went
down on paper five or ten years ago no longer
have any relevance to Or onnec non with
their current practices. As a result. all over
the state middle school faculties ate making
real efforts to see that there is a congruence
between what the school says it believes and
what happens to kids in the school. This
rethinking of goals and resultant programs
promises a healthier future for education for
he mie.dle years in Florida.

What Remains To Be Done
The middle school movement in Florida

is a balthv. growing, enthusiastic develop-
ment. Floyd Christian, Commlisioner of
Education in Florida, stated in September
1972 that -Florida's experiment in middle
schools is probably the most successfully
innovative program undertaken by the Flor-
ida Department of. Education." And so it
semis. but much remains to be accomplishes!
before educators concerned with the school
lives of emerging adolescents can rest easily
on their laurels.

Special middle school certification in
Florida has been «i great boon to the move.
mnt. New efforts in this area are needed,
however. The confusing number of over-
lapping certificates must he reduced. The
presently limited middle school certificate
must be' expanded to allow teachers who
possess it to teach in grades 5 through. 8.
regardless of the name on the front of the
school building.

This hoped-for expansion of the middle
school certificate implies an even more neces-
sary development. The Middle School. as a
concept. must come to include all schools
which are intermediate, those schools be-
tween elementary and high school. Educators
concerned with this area of schooling must
see to it that all schools attempting to meet
the needs of transescents view themselves as
helpmate's rather than as rivals struggling
over disputed territory. A broacr certifica-
tion. resulting train this kind of outlook, will
help to strengthen programs for transescents
by prompting teacher education programs to
pro% ide the allimportant training for poten-
tial faculty.

The middle school movement in Florida
is a dynamic-, exciting phenomenon. Almost
everyone who is participating in the improve-
ment of educational experiences for emerg-
ing adolescents in Florida seems. caught up
in an enthusiasm that has been missing from
this part of schooling for a long time. This
observer is convinced that. if this momentum
continues to grow, great progress will be
made in education for the middle years of
school in Florida and elsewhere.
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When the deprived and the affluent live together . .

I enjoyed the trip to Frost Valley because
I found out that just because .1 person's skin
color is different from yours it doesn't mean you
can't have fun with him. Also, what made the
trip a success was our surroundings. We were'
surrounded by mountains and forests."

"I learned the difference between treat
Neck and .1 U.S. 104 They listen to different
records and they dance different. they even talk

, with a different accent I thit.k this is all be.
cause they lice in .1 re' differnt erwirom»ent.
I learned to Inc with people' I titter knew
before or saw befor. I learned how to be rston-
%tid in my own t4ay.- Alfred

"I tw.er !Lice in my hie had a lot of con-
ersatin with people about how my life has
been and how different it is from small towns.

Shorty
1 had :tetr had a chance to go climbing

mountains and crossing cable' bridges before.-

THESE: words were. the written
Lommnts of some of the 28 ninth year boys
and girls in the Camelot Program of thq
Wm. W. Niles J.11.8. 118. Bronx. New,York
City. 00 participated in a trip to Frost Val.
ley. New York, during the week of April 17.
1972, We were %en much moved. by the
written and oral comments, and we were
delighted by the interaction that took plate
between two groups of youngsters whose en-
vironment. way of hfe, and even language
we're different.
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This trip may have.been a "first" of an
urban and suburban students' country get-
together.

The Camelot PrOgiam at Niles Junior
High School is an experimental program
which is designed to meet the needs of 45
potential-dropouts. It is a classroom without
walls, which has itskow,u cyrrItylum essen-
tially independent of thentiainiktfearn of the
school. The purposes are to give boys and
girls a flexible program which wiliallow them
10 -explore, free of Customary curricular re-
straints, areas of study in which they are
interested: to progress at their own rate of
speed. to; clevelop innafte talents: to relate to
one another as humanAings: and to assume
responsibility for their actions. The taste of
succele., which had been an elusive thing
for the past nine years tor these students, is
the iliychological key to their future. This
program has provided success for the first
time for many of them during this first
experimental year at the school.

Niles Junior High School is located in
one of the most deprived pockets of New York
City. A densely populated area, with streets
littered with abandoned cars, garbage.
broken bottles, bent cans, and telephone wires
strung with abandoned swinging sneakers.
Good people live here, struggling to bring up
their children with values, morals, and dig-
nitygood people struggling on meager
salaries or on welfare, fighting to keep their
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children away from the drug addicts, the
pushers. the muggers, and! the gangs. Sixty-
five percent are of Puerto Rican background:
the remainder are Black.

Working within the environment of the
alternate classroom the tur teachers as-
signed to the program served the dual role
of teachers and guidance advisors. These
teachers. Eugene Scher, Richard Acosta,
Susan Fatter. and Paul Bab love, are licensed
in the academic areas of mathematics, social
studies. Spanish. science, and English: .but
above all, they have qualities to which these
students readily responded: warmth. interest.
and dedication.

The lives. of the students outside of
school are circumscribed by the neighbor-
hood they live in. They rarely go outside of
these boundaries ext.ep: fur occasional fam-
ily trips to New Jersey. Connecticut. or to a
nearby beach. The teachers have taken them
to places of interest all over the city during
the school day. However, when the teachers
brought up the subject of a big trip away from
home, the students' excitement was tremen-
dous. %'hen the teachers approached us with
the idea, we quickly computed the cost of
such a trip and were quite discouraged by
the fact that .it seemed to be a financial
impossibility. The idea and the meaning it
had for the students persisted, however, so
we began to search for a solution to the
problem.

EL 30 (2) 144-40. November 1972
1972 ASCD
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An Exchange

Eight years ago an exchange was
initiated between Great Neck North J.H.S.'
and Wm. W. Niles J.H.S. Annually a group
at students from each school would visit the
other's school and spend two days together
exchanging ideas and opinions on current
issues and problems. They would visit classes.
lunch together, and participate in special
programs arranged for the day.

For the past few years. we had found an
increasing demand for a more extensive ex-
change. Although there were follow-up visits
on weekends. these were always difficult to
effect because we did not have money for
transportation costs.

Whcn the teachers and supet visors in-
volved met over a weekend to make C. usual
plans for the 1972 exchange. a undtlimous
desire for a week-long experience was ex-
pressed. We explored all the possibilities of
such outings, but the cost of transportation
!opined prohibitive. Finally, someone came
up with the idea of using one bus trip to the
country and staying somewhere for an entire
week. This was the answer to our problem.

Great Neck is just outside New York City
and is a relatively affluent suburb.

Mildred W. Abramowitz, Professor of Educa-
tion. Brooklyn College. New York; and Claudia
Macari. Assistant Principal. Niles Junior High
School 118 Bronx, New York
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Questions Most Numerous Answers of 30 Niles Participants

I. High point for you 1. Meeting new people, pillow fights, hikes, making

new friends

2 Low point for you 2 Coming home (unanimous)

3. Rank three things you liked 3. Varied responsecovered aft the activities

4. Rank three things you didn't like 4. Coming home. nothing. rules about getting up or
going to bed

5. List three things you missed most from !mine 5 Patents. sibling, nothing

6 A person you met and why you liked him 6 Varied, but names of several individuals were
mentioned by as many as five people for being
-nice." -free-minded," "funny," "friendly"

7. How do you feel about your teachers after spend-
ing a week with them?

7. They are human beings, fun to be with

8. Three things you teamed, 8. Varied"how to get along with people," "how to
climb a mountain." "not all whites are bad," "not
everyone looks for trouble," "people are people,"
"friendly people make you happy Inside"

9. Did this trip help you to get along with strangers? 9. Unanimous variety of "yes" and "let's do it again"

10. Now did you feel about not watching TV? 10. Unanimous "didn't miss it"

Figure 1. Student Reactions to the Camelot Program

.

Arrangements began to take shape for a trip
to Frost Valley.-'

From December 1972 to March 1972
there were meetings, telephone conversations.
discussions, and planning. We all spent a
weekend at Frost Valley to get acquainted
with the. terrain, the camp. and its facilities.
and to block out the activities for 60 boys and
girls who would spend the week there.

Our greatest problem was a financial
one, but we were 'able to overcome that be-
cause a local department stare and our school
district gave us money. The students them-
selves held cake sales, decorated bottles and
sold them, and saved their money so that they
could pay part of their own expense. The
Camelot to called parents who were
reluctant to give their children permission to
take a five-day trip away from home. This
was particularly true for the girls. The teach-
ers visited homes and assured parents that
their children would be safe.

Bill Devlin. director of the YMCA Camp.
:sited both schools. Ile showed color slides

and told students and parents what the camp
was like, what activities and facilities were
available. The excitement generated by all
the activities and the anticipation of the trip
was almost too much for the students. They

Frost Valley YMCA Camp. Bill Devlin.
Director.
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Were proud of their ability to raise one-fourth
of the cost of the trips a little fearful of
leaving their homes and families for a week,
and a little uncertain about what to expect
from the Great Neck students.

Finally the day came, and the students
arrived with bags, cameras, playing cards.
and goodies to eat on the trip. The teachers
arrived with their totes, cameras, recorders,
videotape machines, basketballs, and sundry
items. A word must be said about the teach-
ers at this point. All of them left behind
wives or husbands and children and many
personal responsibilities. and literally gave of
themselves 24 hours a day. They had prom-
ised to watch over these boys and girls, so
they took four -hour shifts during the night
for the entire week. Many a night a teacher
would spend time with a boy or girl. just
sitting in front of a warm fire, and talking
and listening person to person.

The Niles boys and girls arrived at Frost
Valley first and waited anxiously for their
companion) of the week. The Great Neck
group arrived :tad looked uneasily at the
Niles group. Two separate camps formed,
and this was not to be overcome for 24 hours.
They were put to work unpacking and ex-
ploring the immediate grounds. Small prob.

.1The cost of the trip was 842, including bus
fire per student.



lems arose about who was going to share a
room with whom. Teachers helped to smooth
things over, but the feeling of two separate
groups remained.

. The first day's activities involved some
games, exploring, orientation. and meals.
The seating arrangements at the tables were
designed to mix the groups. Preplanned ac-
tivities were scheduled for those who were
interested. Boys and girls signed up for
activities that interested them. Many activi-
ties that were not on schedule developed
spontaneously. The teachers then wisely
abandoned the schedule because as this be-
gan to happen, the wall between the two
ramps began breaking down.

One of the first things to bring them
closer together was the common danger in
climbing ice-slippery mountains. It was here
that each would put out a helping hand to
steady the other. This was the start. The real
exchange took place when they returned to
the dorms and sat around the fire: listening
to one another and talking to one another
about their lives. their plans, their parents.
their school, their hopes. New ideas came
forth and new worlds opened up.

Evaluating the Program
Our feeling is that the Frost Valley trip

gave us an opportunity to see the achieve-
ment of some of the major goals that we had
for this experimental year with our class-
room without walls. We had known these
boys and girls for two years before they were
put into this alternate schooling project, and
we had worked with a number of them in a
ValueS Clarification class., Therefore. we
were in a position to notice changes when the
students returned. We called them all to-
gether after their return. and we were imme-
diately aware that many of the students
seenred more articulate. more self-assured.
and more satisfied to be in school.

We believe that these changes probably
had been taking place gradually because of
the Camelot program. but this week away

See: Louis E Baths. Merrill Ilarmin. and
Sidney B. Simon. Valises and Teaching. Charles E.
Merrill Publishing Company. 1966.

seemed to make them blossom forth in a
quantum jump. It is unusual to see these
youngsters happy and enthusiastic about
anything in school. They were bubbling over
with excitement and pleasure. Since then
they have been kissing and hugging us when
they meet us in the neighborhood, and they
offer signs of these feelingswalking along
with us, insisting on carrying our packages
and school portfolios, gossiping about their
nonschool activities and plans.

We called all the teachers and pupils to
the informal discussion room to talk about
the trip and to answer some questions
anonymously. The questions we gave them
and a summary of their responses are shown
in Figure 1.

The girls and boys were eager to answer
all questions raised. Those slower at writing
stayed after the others had gone to finish
their questionnaires, even though they were
not asked or even encouraged to do so. They
insisted on doing so, which, in itself, was
most unusual. Later, when asked by their
teachers to write a short expression of their
feelings about the trip for their Camelot
newspaper, they did so immediately and en-
thusiastically. The writing was of better
quality than we were used to seeing from
them. We believe that our whole experience
with their reaction reinforces the notion that
when pupils know their feelings and want to
express themhave something to saythey
will express themselves far better than their
usual school performance. and they are
happy to do so. We witnessed a dramatic
example of this.

The Exchange Week contacts continued
during the months following via letters, tele-
phone calls, and weekend visits and outings.
Such activity naturally brought about com-
munications between parents. The culmina-
tion occurred when Richard Sherman,
principal of Great Neck North Junior High
School. was invited to be the speakei for our
graduation -and the Great Neek-boys-and- is
were also invited to come with him, to attend
Of! ceremony. and to participate in a recep-
tion afterward so that they could meet the
parents of the Niles pupils. The universal
reaction of all witnesses of these events has
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been a genuine feeling of friendship, love.
and caring despite initial fears caused by
knowledge of differences in background and
resources.

We would like to share with you the
feelings and thoughts of the Camelot teach-
ers and some of the parents about the week
in the country. They, too, had a learning
experience. One reaction follows:

There we're a number of goals that we had
hoped to accomplish by taking our students to
Frost Valley. We wanted them to discover that
they could learn outside of the traditional class-
room. that learning could be an enjoyable ex-
perience. that there is a different type of life
outside of the ghetto and, most important, that
white children are no different from black chil-
dren. I feel that we achieved every one of our
goals. It would be very difficult to determine the
exact degree to which we were successful, but a'
tears at departure were an accurate indicator.
then there is no doubt that this experience was
a most successful one.

It was gratifying to see young people from
different ethnic and social backgrounds making
an attempt to get to know each other better.
to give each other a chance. These children can
now be looked at by society as an example of
what human relations could and should be like.
K. Scher

Our conclusion is that no amount of
busing can take the place of living together
for five days. The first day and a half was
spent in armed cautiousness, suspicion, and
fear on both sides. However, once the Ice
was broken' and the students began to mix
in pillow fights. eating. playing pool. hikes.
and rap sessions held through the night, they
learned a great deal from each other about
the problems that face a democratic society.
and they learned about these problems on a
personal level they could understand. They
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were excited when talking about their own
lives with someone who did not know about
them. One boy said, "I never looked at my
life the way I had to in answering their
questions." Another said, "You really don't
know a person until you share a room with
him.- Another. "I regret I found out how
nice they were too late." A girl said. "I think
it is beautiful finding out that you don't have
to be a friend for a long time to be a friend."
Another said, -I feel all people who don't get
along are missing something."

To answer the argument that these pu-
pils are not ready for such an experience, or
that it causes discontent. or that a one-shot
experience has no significance, we can only
say that these generalizations were not true
for the Frost Valley trip. New vistas were
opened. contacts were made and continued,
prejudices were shaken and questioned by
experiencesall proving that much learning
takes place outside the classroom. Students
need experiences outside their own environ-
ment and with others different from them.
There must be less talking about what to do
and more doing it.

We learned that there is high perfor-
mance and there are no discipline problems
when pupils are learning what they regard as
exciting to know.

Ve wonder how loiig it is going to take
teachers to revitalize 'their teaching using
the powerful motivating forces of attitudes
and emotion in sparking learning.

We wonder when things that are en-
trenched in schools because they have always
been there will have to prove themselves as
worthy .of continuance.

We wonder if going to the country to-
gether will become a regular part of the
curriculum. L
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Self-Instruction:
An Experimental Program

THE Self-Instruction Center is
the name given to the location for students
who participite in an experimental project
at Webber Junior High School in Saginaw,
Michigan. The pro jet is formally called the
Adjusted-Study Program, a title which is not
particularly original. similar programs have
been tried in other school districts, for ex-
ample, Forsyth Junior High School in Ann
Arbor, Michigan.

Webber Junior High School has an en-
rollment of 1.040 students in grades 7, 8, and
9, located in a lower-middle class neighbor-
hood in the southeastern part of Saginaw.
The racial breakdown of the school's enroll-
ment is approximately 62 percent White, 22
percent Black, and 16 percent Mexican
American. This distribution resembles very
closely the total racial makeup of the entire
city.

Webber, like most junior high schools
of its size, has a number of students expert-' awing behavioral as well as learning difficul-
ties. As in many other urban settings during
the pea few years, the number and serious-
ness of these difficulties have been growing.
The rate of this growth is out of proportion
to increasing enrollment. Several methods,
such as counseling, reprimanding, parent
conferences, individualized attention from

ROBERT L. CRANE
MARJORY E. JACOBSON

teachers, services of school social workers,
and innovative remedial and enrichment-
type programs have been tried to help these
youngsters. These have met with varying
measures of success. In spite of these efforts,
many of the problems persist.

During the 1970-71 school yeir the cur-
riculum committee of the building faculty
spent much of its time discussing the situa-
tion and examining many programs that
might be effective. After a great deal of work,
the Adjuster -Study Project was developed.
The program was proposed to the board of
education which, after careful study, ac-
cepted and funded the project on a pilot basis
for the fall of 1971.

A regular classroom was converted into
a comfortable, lounge-type setting and was
provided with equipment, such as study
carrels, cassette reorders, filmloop projector,
record player, language-master, cash register.
adding machine-I, and a number of other
items appropriate for individualized instruc-
tion.

A referral plan was developed in which
a youngster experiencing academic or be-
havioral difficulties could be referred to the
Adjusted-Study Program in the Self-Instruc-
tion Center. This could be done by his class-
room teachers, counselor, or an administrator.
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Student self-referral, which has been occur-
ring more and more frequently, was another
possibility. Ali referral applications are re-
viewed by a screening committee made up of
counselors, teachers, and administrators who
cry to determine whether or not this program
would be helpful to the youngster.

If a student is admitted to the program.
he is scheduled from the class which is giving
him most difficulty into the Self - Instruction
Center for two class periods each week. Con-
secutive, days are avoided. This is a very
important aspect of the program because the
referring teacher agrees to continue working
MO the youngster. According to the design
of the program, the student remains in the
classroom the remaining three days. His
teacher confers with the instructor in thSIC
regarding the youngster's needs and progress.
The referring teacher also agrees to send
academic assignments to the SIC to coor-
dinate instruction for the student. 'thus It is
the responsibility of the referring teacher to
continue evaluating the youngster's academic
work.

With this type of program. classroom
teachers have the opportunity to hap young-
sters stay in class rather than -get rid" of
them. The program also affords teachers
the opportunity to examine their own tech-
niques and to apply successful methods used
in the SIC to the logistics and instruction in
their own clasirooms.

Certainly the key to success in any pro-
gram such as this is the careful selection of

)the Aujusted-btudy instructor. He also must
be a very patient, understanding person, with
a wide knowledge of subject matter and
teaching strategies and. most important, a
sincere interest in helping deviant youngsters
to improve their lot.

It should be pointed out that every effort
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has been made to secure a supportive staff
to assist the instructor. Fortunately. many
college students from nearby Saginaw Valley
College and Delta College have offered their
services as part-time tutors. The program has
been primarily aided by full-time student
teachers from Michigan State University.
Tutors and student teachers together have
complemented one another in contributing
toward the development of the program.

A student must learn to accept respon-
sibility for his own actions while in the SIC.
He will be encouraged and motivated as
much as possible, but in the final analysis he
must take it upon himself to make an effort.
Obviously, a program such as this is not going
to solve all the ills of deviant youngsters.
Therefore, it is to be expected that anyone
considering such a program is certain to
experience some difficultii..-s; however, it ap-
pears at this point that SIC statistics will show
success not only in improved attitudes and
fewer antisocial behaviors but increased
achievement as well. Also, there has never
been a single incident in the SIC that could
be considered for referral as a discipline
problem.

It is our feeling that Adjusted-Study
should go beyond application to deviant
youngsters. If the same instructional design
and techniques could be applied to our aver-
age and gifted students, undoubtedly, even
greater achievement would be realized. A
program which adjusts the interests and ap-
titudes of students to their needs would have
an excellent opportunity for implementation
through independent study or small-group
seminars in the Self-Instruction Center.

ROBERT L CRANE, Principal. Webber
Junior High School. Saginaw; and MARJORY
E. JACOBSON, Director, Cr raid: Michigan
University Off Campus Education. Saginaw
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Big Friend:
A Tutorial Program

THE most effective teachers fel
some children, some of the time, are other
children. Time, space, and personnel can
make it possible for two children to work
together as a team in a one-to-one relation-
ship. An okkfr student, nine to thirteen years
of age, teams with a younger student, five to
eight years of age, in order to meet the needs
of one or both members of the team.

We have known for many years that
children often learn games and songs from
other children. We are attempting to extend
this same way of learning to achieve knowl-
edge, skills, and attitudes at home and at
school.

A "Big Friend" program, which is a part
of our differentiated staffing at Holmes
School, has contributed successfully toward
growth in self-direction and self-worth, ac-
cording to testimonials of students, teachers,
and .parents during the past nine years.

Friends Meet

The Big Friend program began at
Holmes School when a teacher expressed
concern about three of his older students who
lacked a feeling of self-worth. One student
was much overweight, one an epileptic, while
another needed opportunities for a wide
variety of experiences which he could select
and direct. Approaches that might help these

VERtiA KEENE BAKER*

children were discussed. Finally, through
combined efforts of the staff, we agreed that
these students might develop more confidence
if they participated in experiences requiring
their own direction and leadership.

Each of the three older students was
teamed with a younger student. Each teacher
predicted social and academic benefits for
the child involved in one-to-one relationship
experiences.

Two of the three teams continued to
operate, but one member of a team wanted
to quit because he said, "My little ftiend
won't do what I want him to do."

The relationship of Big Friend to Little
Friend provides the younger child with some-
one of his very own to help him with his
problems. It also helps the older pupil who
assumes responsibility for assisting the
younger member of the team.

Value of the Program

The Big Friend program has mush-
roomed from three teams to more than 60
teams at present. When a teacher identifies
a child (older or younger) who might benefit
from a one-to-one learning experience, he
contacts the director of the program.

Verna Keene Baker, Principal, Holmes School,
Mesa, Arizona
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Both children benefit from a one-to-one literning ex-
perience.

The program director is a teacher who
applies for this role each spring and who
must be accepted by the School Council. The
director works with all teachers to compile
two lists. one of younger students who need
help and one of older students whose
identified needs might be met in a wam
arrangement.

Other tasks of the director are to:

1. Consult with teachers about matching
a Big Friend with a Little Friend

2. Prepare a tVri tten schedule of times
when teams may work

3. Arrange for space where teams will
work

4. Meet with Big Friends and explain:
( a ) time they will meet with their Little Friends.
(b) teaching materials they will use, and (c)
methods they might use to help their Little
Friends achieve their tasks

S. Prepare a paper including: ( a) name
and room number of Little Friend, ( b ) name
and room number of Big Friend. (c) time for
the older student to call for and then return
the Little Friend to his room, and (d) a list of
skills with which the younger child may need
help

6. Conduct sessions with the older stu-
dents about: (a) displaying and explaining
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uses of new materials, (b) discussions with
Little Friends, (c) making materials. and (d)
problems of their partners.

The Big Friend goes to his Little Friend's
classroom and escorts him to their assigned
work space. At present the location for most
teams is the dining room, where there are
40 round tables to accommodate as many as
40 teams, each half hour. every morning
from 8:30 until 11:00. The younger child's
teacher assumes responsibility for the work
or play activities to take place during the
half hour. For example, a six-year-old stu-
dent who needs help with printing.may have
his Big Friend's assistance for 30 minutes.

Often, when help is not immediately
available from the teacher, a child may even
forget what he wanted to know. Sometimes
this results in negative behaviors requiring
even more of the teacher's time. At Holmes
School, a Big Friend may be able. to supply
this immediate attention.

The younger child's interests may be
more fully developed by a Big Friend who has
similar interests. Another benefit of the pro-
gram is in decision making. which begins
when a student decides whether he wants to
work on a team and continues until he
chooses to stop working on a team.

An Aide Contributes, Too
An aide for the Big Friend program is

available to answer student questions. At
first, children seemed to resent an aide, say-
ing they could direct themselves. We ex-
plained that the aide was to assist them only
if they asked for help. We agreed that under
ordinary circumstances they could direct
themselves very well.

Each morning the aide loads a cart with
a variety of resources children may use after
completing assigned tasks. The aide also:
assists children in obtaining games, answers
questions about their work tasks, prepares
resources, types and bin& books children
have written, prepares flannel board stories,
and makes and files dittos.

One advantage common to older chil-
dren is the gaining of insight into their own
problems as they help younger children: use
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microscopes, match numerals, make items
for bulletin boards, work on art projects, read
together, look at slides, use the telephone,
practice handwriting skills, listen to stories.
use individual filmstrip projectors, work
math problems, play with reading games,
play with math games, or use manipulative
objects so as to understand math better.

As the Big Friend directs another indi-
vidual, he becomes more skillful in directing
himself. A Big Friend who helps a younger
child with motor coordination exercises is
referred to as "coach?'

Involvement in this program offers a
wide variety of opportunities for changes in
behavior. An older child who learns slowly
and feels uncomfortable in group situations
may feel challenged and become more sensi-
tive when he learns that even a younger
friend needs to work slowly. Young children
who have problems at home or at school often
function mure comfortably knowing they will
be with their friends every day.

Students Respond
Teachers and the director encourage

students to ask for conferences, and teachers
call students together to evaluate their team
experiences. Some actual comments of the
*children from these meetings are: "I get more
attention," "I'm a better reader, writer, and
I'm good in arithmetic," It helped me under-
stand smaller children," "I'm happy I am one
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4
The younger child's interests are shared by a Big Friend.

of the lucky ones who has the chance to
tutor," "I get to where I can associate with
people," "When I read her stories it helps me
in reading," "It makes me think more and
makes me think ahead," "A tutor has more
experiences with people," "I'm not nearly
as shy."

The older student is challenged to com-
plete his own tasks, and to organize his time
so he may have the half hour with his Little
Friend. Serving unselfishly, the Big Friend
grows in his ability and desire to help others.
Other values developed are:

1. Leadershipthe Big Friend is respon-
sible for his Little Friend and is a model in be-
havior and attitudes.

2. Znitfativethe Big Friend prepares ma-
terials and plans activities.

3. Sett - direction --as the Big Friend di-
rects another individual, he becomes more
capable of directing himself.

4. Study habitsthe Big Friend organizes
his time so he can help his Little Friend for 30
minutes.

5. Unselfishnessthe Big Friend's efforts
are directed toward his Little Friend's interests
and needs.

6. Opportunity for success and develop-
ment , of seltworthen older. slower student
who hag difficulty achieving success finds ways
to help his Little Friend feel successful. 0When the amber Is busy. an older student may supply

menu late attention.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Middle School Research 1908-1974:
A Review of Substantial Studies

Final's indicate MO evidence by which to
evaluate middle school education. A
systematic approach eisphasizing quelilies
distfnative to middle school education is
greatly needed.

AFTER nearly a decade of ex-
istence, the middle school has firmly
established itself as a legitimate and ac-
ceptable model of intermediate education in
America. While exact figures are unavail-
able due to the rapid growth of middle
schools, somewhere between one-third and
one-half of all intermediate schools in the
United States now bear this label.

During the past six years, research
studies have sought to evaluate the effective-
ness of the middle school according to a
variety of criteria. Most such research has
been comparative in nature, as it should be.
assessing the merits of the middle school in
relation to other forms of intermediate
education.

The purpose of the present review of
middle school research was to identify and
summarize studies of substance which
sought to evaluate middle schools in a sys-
tematic way. Particular emphasis was given
to comparative studies, and the search was
restricted to sources readily available in the
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literature. A total of 27 studies were re-
viewed, of which 13 were found to be sub-,
stantial in terms of research design, number
of subjects assessed, and usable findings.

Research Limitations

Existing research on middle school edu-
cation is of remarkably low quality. Most of
the studies to date have been either the
result of dissertation work or studies by
junior high and middle school advocates.
For this reason alone, the objectivity of such
studies is questionable. This review utilizes
seven dissertation studies and six school-
sponsored research studies.

Another problem with existing research
is that it comes from a limited number of
states and regions of the country. Most of
the existing middle school research has been
done in Florida, New York, Pennsylvania,
and Michigan, although this 'review utilizes
studies from a total of seven states.

Finally, most existing research on the
middle school has been concerned with only
four areas: academic achievement. attitudes.
self-concepts, and facilities. While these
areas of concern will serve as organizers for
providing a summary, it appears that other
equally important questions have been
ignored by researchers.
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In particular, the studies reviewed were
limited in value because they did not pre-
cisely define middle schools, bectiuse they
did not consider how long such s had
been in existence, because they not indi-
cate how long pupils in such schools had
experienced the middle school program, and
because they did not indicate the reason for
the establishment of such schools. All of
these factors, we believe, would significantly
affect the findings.

Research Findings

The findings of the studies below are
limited zo the category in which they are
listed. Nearly all of the studies cited looked
at other categories and had other findings as
well as those mentioned.

AchievementSix studies were found
which looked at academic achievement in
middle schools and compared such achieve-
ment to other forms of intermediate educa-
tion. Most of the studies were based on
national standardized tests. Three studies
(Eholich and Murray, 1969; Glissmeyer.
1969; and Mooney. 1970) found no signifi-
cant differences in achievement for middle
schoolers when compared to equivalent stu-
dents in other forms of intermediate educa-
tion. One study (Trauschke, 1970) indicated
more achievement for middle school stu-
dents, but only after at least two years of
treatment in middle schools. Two studies
(Howell. 1969; and Case, 1970) found
middle school pupils achieving higher in
some academic areas than their counterparts
in other forms of intermediate education.

AttitudesTwo kinds of attitudes were
addressed by the studies reviewed: attitudes
of students toward school and attitudes of
parents and teachers toward the middle
school program. Two studies (Eholich and
Murray, 1969; and Wood. 1973) found no
significant differences in student attitudes
toward school. Three studies (Elie. 1970;
Schoo, 1970; and Bryan and Erickson, 1970)
found a significant difference in the positive
attitudes middle schoolers had toward school.
The Elie study also revealed a greater con-

cern of middle school students with social
and emotional questions.

Three studies (Howell, 1969; Trauschke.
1970: and Bryan and Erickson. 1970) found
a significant difference `In the positive atti-
tudes of classroom teachers toward school
in middle schools. The Bryan and Erickson
study also found an increase in favorable
attitude among parents toward the middle
school program.

SetKow:eptin the area of self-
concept and self-perception among students,
four studies (Case, 1970; Eholich and
Murray, 1969; Elie, 1970; and Trauschke,
1970) found no significant difference be-
tween middle school student and control
students studied, while two studies (Schoo,
1970; and Soares. Soares, and Putnertustz,
1973) found middle school students having
significantly louvred self-concepts when
compared to students in other forms of
intermediate education.

FacilitiesTwo studies (Davis, 1970;
and Gatesvood, 1970) looked at facilities in
middle schools and other forms of inter-
mediate education and found no significant
differences.

Other Findings

The review of other studies on the
middle school revealed some findings worthy
of mention. A study by ICrinsky and
Pumerantz details that little is being done
at present to prepare middle school teachers
in colleges and universities. A study by
Bough. McClure, and Sinks documents that
less than one-fourth of middle schools in the
midwest are including the fifth grade in
middle schools despite the human growth
and development rationale of the middle
school. Other studies (Howell, 1969; and
Mooney, 1970) indicate that middle schools
have increased attendance and (Howell)
lowered discipline problems.

After nearly ten years of existence,
there is little evidence available by which to
evaluate the merits of middle school educa-
tion. This condition, however, is not unique
to middle schools. Poor research procedures,
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a narrow and biased focus, and the failure
to clearly define the subject of study have
contributed to this condition.

There is need for a systematic study of
middle school education, emphasizing those
qualities which are distinctive to middle
sehoof eddcadon. Particularly needed, at
this time. is a method or identifying middle
schools which, in their practices, follow the
guidelines of the middle school literature.
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Child Growth Chart (611.17447) min. order 10 for $2 00

$400
$215
$2.00

$2.75
1228
$5.00
$2.00
$2.00

$3.50

$2.00
$3.75
$1.75

$2.50

$2.00
$3

$3.50

$2.00

Discounts on Quantity orders of same title to single address: 10-49 copies, 1044; 50 or more copies.
18 %. Make cheeks or money orders payable to ASCD. All orders must be prepaid except those on
official purchase order forma. Shipping and handling charges will be added to billed purchase orders.
Please be sure to list Me stock number Of each shown above Its parentbeees.
Subscription to Educatiene Leadenitip-48.00 a year. ASCD Membership dues: Regular (subscrip-
tion and yearbook)-$20 00 a year: Comprehensive (includes subscription and yearbook plus other
books and booklets distnbuted du :no period of the membership -$30.00 a year.

Order from. Association for Supervision and Cuntottven Dan
Suite 1100, 1701 Street, NAV., Washinidemtr=


